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For Veronica and Gabrielle.
Thank you for believing I could become a writer.

*     *     *     *



I would like to say a special thank you to all women in the world.  You have a stronger influence in 
the world, more than you will ever know.  Even if we do not show it at times, men would be lost without 
the women in our lives.

I have had the good fortune to have been influenced by very strong women.  From my grandmother 
who taught me that a lack of funds did not mean I could not live a rich and fulfilling life, to my many 
aunts who would slap me around, reminding me how good I had it while their own children did not.

From my mother who always rode my ass, remaining tough and strict, despite her feelings of 
wanting to give in, making sure I walked a path of light instead of slipping into an abyss of darkness 
forever, to my sisters who would pick fights with me for no other reason than they could because they are 
my sisters and it’s their job to torment me as such.  To my dying day I know one of my sisters will still 
make me scream in frustration and smile, that’s what siblings do.

From the many teachers who put up with the headache that was me as a student, desperately trying to 
teach me something to the one teacher who planted the seed that grew into my path that is writing.  Thank 
you Mrs. Williams.

From my wife who gave me the greatest gift of all, our daughter, another strong woman that will 
drive me crazy because that is her role as a daughter.  Everything I do I do for my family, to provide a 
better life than I have.

From my many friends who read what I write and demand I give them more, to those that threaten I 
would regret it if I ever stopped writing.

To Tyra Banks, whom I have never met, but with one single general question to the world, unlocked 
the flood gates that allows me to write so freely.

To the many future women I will meet in my life and in one way, shape, or form will inspire me to 
write something.

Even the bible acknowledges women as a great army.  They certainly are the backbone of my life 
and for that I wish to say, “THANK YOU!!!”

I would like to thank the members of my fan club.  For pushing me to be a better writer than I 
thought I could be.  For always demanding more of me and never accepting NO for answer, this book is 
for you.  As always:

“Submitted for your approval…”
*     *     *     *
Chapter 1
The Corps

Your life can change in an instant and you will never see it coming.  The same was true with 
Jonathan McGregor.  He was staring at a soldier.  The soldier stood tall, proud.  Like nothing on this earth 
could knock him down.

Every line on his uniform was sharp and crisp.  He stood alone but when you looked into his eyes 
you knew he wasn’t.  This soldier belonged to a family; a family that cared and loved him, a family who 
would protect him.

Jonathan never knew what a family was.  He had been on his own since he was eight.  He had to 
learn everything on his own.  Learn how to depend and trust no one but himself.  In the streets that is all 
you have to survive.

Jonathan looked at the poster again and read the words surrounding the soldier.  He read them over 
and over in his mind.

The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.
“Hey!  Hey you!  Hey soldier boy!”
Staff Sergeant Royal sat at his desk ignoring Jonathan.  He was on hold with the police department. 

Friday night before War Games and he was going to be late.  Royal had come in to get his lucky knife he 
kept in his desk.  That’s when he found Jonathan.



Royal was wearing his green camouflage uniform.  He was ready to leave just as soon as someone 
picked up the phone.  He looked at his watch as an Officer answered the phone.  Two minutes later Royal 
hung up and the police were on their way.

“Come on soldier boy, untie me!  This wire hurts man.  Let me go, I didn’t do nothing!”
“You didn’t do nothing,” Royal asked back to him, “Boy do I look stupid to you?”
Jonathan did not answer.  Royal looked him over once before walking over to Jonathan’s chair.  He 

pulled out a standard issue Marine Corps K-Bar knife.  It was his lucky knife, issued to his grandfather in 
WWII.  His grandfather passed it on to his father who passed it on to Royal.

He reached behind Jonathan and cut the telephone wire that held Jonathan to the chair.
“Try anything stupid and that ass whipping I gave you outside will be nothing.”  He held up the K-

Bar to show he was serious.”You have no idea how much trouble you’re in, do ya?”
Jonathan just looked at his feet, not saying a word.  This was not the first time he had stolen a car or 

even gone to jail.  This is, however, the first time he has done it as an adult.  Today was his eighteenth 
birthday.

“Listen boy, do you know where you’re heading?”
“You can’t scare me soldier boy,” Jonathan responded, trying to act tough.”I’ve been to jail before.  I 

know what goes on.  I know how to beat the system.”
“Maybe before, but not now, this is way different.”
“Just ‘cause I’m eighteen don’t make it different.  Jail is jail man.”
“You aint going to County boy,” Royal snapped back, “you’re heading to Federal prison.  You just 

tried to boost a Government car and broke the window.  That adds on destruction of government property. 
That’s TWO strikes on the felony list.”

The words hit Jonathan hard.  This was not a minor misdemeanor.  This was serious.  Jonathan knew 
he was in deep shit now.

“Come on,” Jonathan yelled, “let me go.  I swear you’ll never hear from me again.”
“Sorry pal, I can’t.  The police are on their way here now.”
“What,” Jonathan shouted, shock filling his entire body.
Jonathan jumped up toward the door and fell to the floor.  Royal had put one foot in front of 

Jonathan, tripping him.  He stepped on Jonathan’s back and grabbed both his arms.  He pulled the arms 
toward him, causing a jolt of pain through Jonathan’s upper body.

“Boy, if I have to break a few bones till the cops get here I will.  The door is locked and I have the 
key.  You aint going anywhere.”

“Get off me you asshole!”
Royal stepped off Jonathan’s back.  He picked Jonathan up by his waistband and threw him into a 

chair.  Jonathan was in shock by what had just happened and how quickly it had happened.  He caught his 
breath and made a tackling run toward Royal.

Royal saw it coming and stepped out of the way.  Jonathan ran right into the front of a desk.  He hit 
the desk so hard it knocked the wind out of him.  Royal pulled his K-Bar out and hit Jonathan in the back 
of his head with the butt of the knife.  Royal then jammed the blade of the K-Bar into the desk next to 
Jonathan’s right ear.

“Listen you little punk, don’t fuck with me or I’ll make you sorry.”
“Yea, why don’t you fight me face to face instead of jumping on my back like a girl?”
“Alright,” Royal got off of Jonathan’s back and stepped back, unbuttoning his shirt.  He pulled it off 

and said, “Come on tough guy.  Let’s see what ya got.”
Jonathan turned around and faced Royal.  He put his fist up and started swinging.  For Royal, he 

thought it was like fighting a baby.  After Jonathan missed for the sixth time Royal hit Jonathan hard, 
knocking Jonathan flat on his ass.

Jonathan had left himself wide open when Royal hit him square in the nose.  Jonathan felt the warm 
blood running down his face.  He touched his nose and felt a jolt of pain.

His nose was broken.



Anger and adrenaline ran through Jonathan as he jumped to his feet and rushed Royal, this time, 
taking Royal by surprise.  Royal fell to the ground and Jonathan climbed on top of him, pinning his arms 
down.  Jonathan started pounding away at Royal’s face.  Royal managed to get his legs around Jonathan’s 
neck and pulled Jonathan off.

Jonathan kicked and connected with Royal’s gut.  Royal threw a punch back and hit Jonathan on the 
back of his inner thigh, close to his groin.  They both laid flat on the floor, hurting.  Neither one of them 
wanted to move because the pain was so bad.

Royal, however, got a second wind and mustered up enough strength to grab Jonathan by the front of 
his shirt.  As he did, Jonathan threw his fist straight up and hit Royal with an uppercut on his chin.  Royal 
fell back and Jonathan tried crawling away.

Royal crawled over to a desk, pulling himself up slowly.  Jonathan did the same.  Jonathan’s face 
and legs were throbbing.  His broken nose kept bleeding and his leg hurt from where Royal had hit him.

Royal’s face hurt as well.  Jonathan had broken Royal’s nose as well.  His lip was split open and bled 
a little.  His left eye was half way closed with a cut over his eye.  Royal ran a hand over his stomach and 
felt a cracked rib.

Both Royal and Jonathan were in great pain.  That pain created adrenaline, which seemed to kick 
them both in the ass.  Royal and Jonathan went after each other.  Royal grabbed Jonathan by his shirt but 
Jonathan managed to throw his weight forward and fall on top of Royal.

Jonathan punched Royal in the rib cage, cracking another rib.  Royal punched Jonathan in the face, 
making his nose bleed more.  Each punch came slower than the last.  Both men were beaten but neither 
one would admit to it.

They were now lying on the floor, side by side.  Jonathan pulled himself on top of Royal again and 
punched him in the face.  The pain hurt so badly from punching Royal in the face that he could not lift his 
fist up again.  There was a knock on the door.  Jonathan knew it was the police.

Jonathan made a desperate attempt to crawl away. The police, after seeing the results of the fight, 
shot the glass door, shattering the glass so they could step through it.  They saw Royal on the floor and 
Jonathan crawling away. 

“Marquez, you get the boy.  I’ll tend to this guy.”
Officer Marquez walked over to Jonathan, who was still trying to crawl away, and seen that his nose 

was broken.  Officer Marquez laughed to himself as he pulled out his handcuffs.  He knelt down and 
cuffed Jonathan’s hands behind his back.  Jonathan wanted to fight back but he was too weak to resist.

“Looks like someone got their ass kicked,” Marquez said.
“Looks like they both did,” Officer Ramirez said as he helped Royal into a chair.  Royal hurt all over 

as he sat down.
“Ramirez, this guy’s nose is broken.  He looks busted up pretty bad.  Better call an ambulance.”
“Yea, same thing here,” Ramirez said before calling dispatch.”This is five five Adam; I need an 

ambulance at the Marine recruiting office in Miller Plaza.  Two men with broken noses.  They both look 
pretty beat up.”

Ramirez walked over to Marquez.  Jonathan was sitting in a chair.
“Mind telling me what happened here kid,” Ramirez asked.
Jonathan sat in silence.  He leaned his head back and instantly realized what a mistake that was.  The 

blood rushed from his nose down in his throat.  That caused him to start coughing violently as he threw 
his body forward between his legs.

“Hey kid, sit back,” Ramirez shouted at him.
Jonathan just coughed up more blood and spit it on the floor.  The ambulance pulled up and the 

medics came inside.  One medic went to Royal and the other went to Jonathan.
“Jesus!  Looks like a war zone in here,” one of the medics said.
“Just patch that one up so we can hall his ass to jail,” Ramirez said pointing to Jonathan. “You can 

take the other one to the hospital.”



The medic looked at Jonathan and asked him how he felt.  Jonathan responded by spitting out more 
blood on the floor.  The medic put his hands on Jonathan’s ribs.  Jonathan nearly jumped out of his chair 
as the pain shot through his body like a bolt of lighting.

“Ramirez,” the medic called out, “this guy needs to go to the hospital too.  He’s beyond a mere patch 
up job.  He could have internal bleeding.”

“So does this guy,” the other medic said.
Ramirez looked at both medics and turned his attention to the senior medic.”Fred, come here a sec, 

let me talk to you.”
The medic got up from in front of Jonathan and walked over to Ramirez.  They walked to the front 

so no one else could hear.
“Fred,” Ramirez whispered, “this guy is going to be brought up on felony charges.  All I need from 

you is to patch him up enough so I can take him to jail. Once he gets there I will put him in the jailhouse 
hospital.”

“What about the other guy?”
“Take him to the ER.  Let them patch him up.  I’m going to have Marquez go with you to be able to 

take his statement.”
“Okay.”
Fred went back to Jonathan.  He took a neck brace out of his bag and put it around Jonathan’s neck. 

He fixed it so that Jonathan could not tilt his head back anymore.
“Listen kid, this will keep you from moving your head back and choking on your own blood. 

There’s nothing I can do about your cracked ribs.  Because you are going to jail I’m not allowed to give 
you anything for the pain either.  Do you understand?”

“Yea,” Jonathan groaned.”What about seeing a doc?”
“Sorry but you’re going to the jailhouse hospital.  The nurse there will look you over and decide if 

you need a doctor right away.”
Fred stood up and went back to Ramirez and told him Jonathan could be taken away.  Ramirez 

walked outside to talk with the two Officers who just pulled up.  Fred walked over to Royal and started 
looking him over.  Within fifteen minutes Jonathan was heading to jail and Royal was on his way to the 
ER.

*     *     *     *
“Jonathan as your lawyer I advise you that we do not have to be here.  You have nothing to say to 

them.”
Staff Sergeant Royal and a JAG lawyer, Lieutenant Jaime Corrin, were sitting at a table when 

Jonathan and his court appointed lawyer walked in.  They sat down and Jonathan looked at Royal’s face.
Seeing how badly his face looked, Jonathan took a little pride in the fact that he had been the cause 

of the damage and Royal would never forget it.
“Jonathan we have a proposition for you.  It’ll change your life one way or another,” Lieutenant 

Corrin said.
“Do you have anything in writing,” Lance, Jonathan’s lawyer butted in, “cause if you don’t then we 

are leaving.”
Lieutenant Corrin may have looked like a fragile pushover but she was far from it.  She came from a 

long line of lawyers who loved to fight.  Lieutenant Corrin was one of those fighters.
“Unless you are the ONE who committed the crime you have nothing to say.”
“Excuse me, but you can’t…”
“I can’t what,” Corrin cut him off.  “Your client has committed a few felonies and will be charged if 

we so choose.  He is looking at twenty years total with everything I am prepared to throw at him. 
However, the Staff Sergeant here has convinced me to put an offer on the table.”

“The time for a deal is over,” Lance said with a touch of venom in his tone.”So unless the Judge has 
agreed to something I don’t know about then there is nothing you can offer.”

“Oh we can do a lot more than you think Mr. Lance.  We are the United States Marine Corps.” 
Lieutenant Corrin smiled to let what she just said sink in.”Now, Jonathan,” she stressed his name and 



looked over to Lance, daring him to interrupt her again, “as I said before, you are looking at twenty years 
in Federal prison.  The Staff Sergeant here believes you have the heart of a good Marine.  While the 
Marines no longer take in people with records the Staff Sergeant has convinced me into giving you a 
chance.”

“Here is the deal, you can join the Marines for an eight-year term or you can go to prison.  I can tell 
you that parole is not an option for at least ten years.  You will have no freedoms whatsoever.”

“Jonathan, you don’t have to listen to those threats and lies.  We can…”
“Dude, shut up,” Jonathan said, raising his voice at Lance.”Let the woman speak.  This is my life not 

yours.”  Thinking of the poster he stared at in Royal’s office Jonathan faced Lieutenant Corrin again, 
“Now what happens if I join the Marines?”

“I can see you are a smart man.  Okay, if you DID join the Corps then you have to serve an eight-
year term.  If you attempt to run away, you will be caught and given a lot more jail time to serve.  You 
will serve that time in a military prison as well.”  

“However, by being in the Marines you will still be able to keep all the freedoms that any other 
Marine has.  You will be given a home.  You will be fed and clothed.  You will have money to spend and 
you will have the same benefits of vacation as the rest of us.”

“Most importantly you will have a family who will look after you.  I can tell you, in the Corps we 
take care of our own.”

“Sounds good, but what will I do in the Marines?”
“Jonathan, you can’t seriously be listening to this,” Lance blurted out.
“I told you, it’s my life not yours,” Jonathan snapped back.
“As far as what you’ll be doing,” Royal said as he sat up, “that’s up to you.  You have to take the 

ASVAB, same as everyone else.  I personally believe you’ll be good in Reconnaissance.”
“Recon,” Lieutenant Corrin said with surprise, “You never said anything about Recon Staff 

Sergeant.  Are you serious?”
“Yes Mam’ I am.  I looked into his record and seen that he has been on his own for the past four 

years.  Living in the streets for four years without getting caught takes skill, knowing the land, knowing 
how to blend in and hide.  Let’s face it,” Royal paused and rubbed his jaw, “the kid is good in a fight, 
doesn’t know when to quit.  That’s the heart of a Marine.”

Jonathan smiled to himself at the complement Royal had just given him.
“Well Jonathan, that’s the deal on the table.  It’s no good the moment you walk out that door.  As 

you said, it’s your life.  Jail and no freedoms whatsoever or the Corps and some freedoms,” Lieutenant 
Corrin said, holding her hands up like scales.

Jonathan sat there and looked at Royal.  Deep down he was really sorry for what he did.  Jonathan 
did not want to go to jail.  He was just playing the hand life dealt him.

“If I choose the Marines, do I get to leave with you now?”
“We have a guard waiting outside now,” Lieutenant Corrin answered.
Jonathan stood up and looked over to Lance, “Dude, you are so fired.”  Jonathan looked back to 

Royal and gave him a partial salute since his wrists were chained to his hips.
“I don’t know if it means anything Sergeant, but I am sorry for what I did to you.  I hope you can 

forgive me.”
Royal stood up and looked Jonathan in the eyes.”Son, one thing the Marine Corps has taught me is 

that it takes real guts to do all sorts of things, especially to apologize.  Your actions at my office and just 
now show me that you have real guts.  I’m sorry for my behavior as well.”

“Well Lance,” Lieutenant Corrin said mockingly, “looks like you have no more business here. 
Jonathan let me be the first to welcome you to the Marine Corps.”

“Thank you Mam’,” Jonathan said.”So where do we start?”
“We start by leaving here.”  Lieutenant Corrin walked around the table and knocked on the huge 

metal door.  That was the signal that they were done.  A Deputy and a Corporal walked into the 
room.”Deputy you may remove Mr. McGregor’s chains.  The Corporal here will take Mr. McGregor into 
custody.  He now belongs to the Marine Corps.”



“I’m going to need an authorization to release him,” the Deputy said as he grabbed Jonathan’s elbow 
to escort him out.

“Good thing I got that right here,” Lieutenant Corrin said as she reached into her briefcase and 
handed the Deputy a sheet of paper.”Judge Malloy signed his release this morning.  As you can see 
gentlemen, I don’t like to waste time.  If you would please Deputy, the chains and cuffs.”

“Yes Mam’.”
The Deputy took the chains and cuffs off of Jonathan and walked out of the room, very angry.  The 

Corporal put his own handcuffs on Jonathan.  Now Jonathan belonged to the Marines.
*     *     *     *
Standing in a straight line, facing forward, eyes fixed on an invisible spot in front of him, a very 

white, very strong, and very loud Drill Instructor (DI) yelling in his face, Jonathan wanted to bust out 
laughing again over what had just occurred.

“Recruit, you better answer me!  Do I look funny to you!”
‘As pale as you are and as many freckles you have on your face, yea you look funny to me,’ Jonathan 

thought to himself.
“No Drill Sergeant,” Jonathan shouted his answer.  So far Jonathan had learned that shouting is the 

only way to answer any question in basic training.
“What did you just say Recruit,” the DI shouted.
“I mean, Drill Sergeant, No Drill Sergeant!  This Recruit does not find you funny Drill Sergeant!”
“Then what the hell is so damn funny boy!  When I say stand at attention that means no moving 

whatsoever!  I don’t care if Jennifer Lopez herself was standing in front of you naked and playing with 
your dick, YOU… DO… NOT… MOVE!”

“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!  Sorry Drill Sergeant!”
“Sorry!  Did you just say you were sorry!  The only sorry Marine is a washed out Marine!  Is that 

what you want to be!”
“Drill Sergeant, No Drill Sergeant!”
“Do you enjoy other people’s misery!” the DI’s nose was touching Jonathan’s face, he was so close.
“Drill Sergeant, No Drill Sergeant!”
“Oh, so you don’t think it’s funny that Recruit Johnson pissed his pants!  You don’t think it’s funny 

that Johnson’s Johnson got him in trouble!”
That did it.  Jonathan could not hold his laughter anymore.  He busted out laughing but quickly 

stopped himself.
“I see now,” the DI whispered before stepping back a few feet.  Still facing Jonathan the Di shouted, 

“Recruit Johnson, front and center!”
Johnson, being a skinny nerdy looking kid, slowly walked over to the DI, keeping his head down. 

Johnson was ashamed, a grown man pissing his pants because someone yelled in his face. “Re... Re... 
Recruit Johnson…”

“Strip your pack!” the DI yelled, cutting Johnson off.
Johnson dropped the pack off his back and instantly felt lighter.  The DI bent down and started 

opening the pack, dumping everything out.  The DI found what he was looking for.
“Mr. McGregor, stand next to Mr. Johnson!”
Jonathan stepped forward and stood side by side next to Johnson.  The DI walked over to Johnson 

and wrapped a rope around Johnson’s waist.  He tied a knot and wrapped the other end around Jonathan’s 
waist.  The DI made sure there was three feet of rope between the two Recruits before tying off 
Jonathan’s end.

“You will learn this lesson, if nothing else: YOU NEVER LEAVE A MAN BEHIND!  His pain is your 
pain.  If this rope is cut before I untie you both, you WILL BE CRYIN’ FOR YOUR MOMMA!  DO I 
MAKE MYSELF CLEAR!”

“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!” Jonathan and Johnson both shouted in unison.
“Now you got exactly fifteen minutes to get back inside and change!  That rope better not come off! 

NOW MOVE!”



Jonathan and Johnson ran into the barracks and Johnson began to strip.  They both made it back right 
at the fifteen-minute mark.  For the rest of the day they wore the rope.

During the morning run Jonathan was getting frustrated.  Living in the streets, Jonathan was use to 
running and being active.  Johnson, on the other hand, was a bookworm that barely passed PE in high 
school.  It was almost like carrying deadweight to Jonathan.

Jonathan did not want any extra punishment so he helped Johnson as much as possible.  Everything 
they did had to be done together.  Everywhere they went they were laughed at but Jonathan ignored it. 
Since they did not know exactly how long they would be tied together, Johnson decided to make good use 
of the time.

At first, Jonathan was hesitant to answering any questions about himself.  Finally, he gave in.  All 
day both men got to know each other better.  Jonathan was starting to feel he could trust Johnson. 
Johnson did most of the talking.  Jonathan listened and gave short answers to anything he was asked.

At the end of the day Jonathan was sure they would be cut free to shower.  No such luck.  Showering 
was the hardest thing to do.  All the other Recruits laughed at Jonathan and Johnson in the locker room. 
As much as Jonathan wanted to hit someone, he managed to control his temper.

Sleep proved to be another challenge, however.  After giving it considerable thought, Johnson came 
up with a solution.  They both slept on the floor.  The floor was hard and very cold.  Johnson began to 
complain but Jonathan told Johnson how he use to sleep on the floor all the time in the streets.

In the morning Jonathan and Johnson got dressed slowly then lined up in formation.  Everyone was 
standing at attention as the Drill Instructors walked around, circling, like a pack of wolves circling a herd, 
looking for a weak spot.

Drill Instructor Leon was in charge this morning.”Recruits McGregor and Johnson, front and 
center!” he shouted.

Jonathan and Johnson trotted to the front of the group.  It has been almost twenty-four hours since 
they were tied together.  They had learned quickly how to run without pulling the other with the rope.  DI 
Leon was impressed on how quickly they had learned to work together.  It truly was amazing considering 
how different they were.

“Recruit McGregor, have you learned anything from this exercise!”
“Drill Sergeant, Yes, Drill Sergeant!”
“And what have you learned Recruit?”
“Drill Sergeant, that the Corps is a team, Drill Sergeant!  That every man depends on each other to 

make it through the day!  That whatever this Recruit does, it affects everyone, not just this Recruit, Drill 
Sergeant!”

“And Recruit Johnson, what have you learned!”
“Drill Sergeant, never to piss my pants again, Drill Sergeant!”
“I sure in hell hope so!” Leon shouted as he approached Johnson.”Let’s test that theory shall we,” 

Leon whispered into Johnson’s ear.  He stood nose to nose and shouted, “Recruit Johnson!  Would you 
say the Corps is a brotherhood!”

“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!”
“Would you lay your life down for your fellow Marines, your brothers!”
“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!”
“Would you trust your life to any of your fellow Marines!”
“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!”
“Glad to hear it Recruit!”  Leon stayed in front of Johnson but turned his head to look at Jonathan, 

“What about you McGregor!  Would you trust your life to this sorry bag of bones!”
“Drill Sergeant, without a doubt Drill Sergeant!  This Recruit would trust Recruit Johnson with this 

Recruit’s life, Drill Sergeant!”
“Well since you ladies trust each other so much I am making you two partners!”  Leon looked back 

to Johnson, “What this MEANS Recruit Johnson is that you are now responsible for Recruit McGregor 
and he is responsible for you!  Unless you are seeing the Doc, you two are not to be separated, period!”



“To see how well you trust each other, your scores will be reversed also!  No matter what we do, 
Recruit McGregor’s scores will count for Recruit Johnson!  Whatever sorry weak ass score Recruit 
Johnson makes, it will count for Recruit McGregor!  Is this understood!”

“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant,” Jonathan and Johnson shouted in unison.
“Good!  Now Recruit Johnson would you like me to remove that rope,” Leon asked, his nose once 

again touching Johnson’s nose.
“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!”
“And you trust me Recruit!”
“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!”
Without looking DI Leon pulled out his K-Bar and cut the rope at Johnson’s stomach.  Johnson did 

not even have time to blink.
“Recruit Johnson, I’m not even going to look, are you still dry!”
“Drill Sergeant, Yes Drill Sergeant!”
“Good!  We’re going to make a man out of you yet Recruit Johnson!  Now go untie your partner and 

fall in!”
Quickly Johnson went to Jonathan and untied the rope from around his waist.  The only thing going 

through Jonathan’s mind was that it was going to be a long twelve weeks.
*     *     *     *
Chapter 2
Last Mission
“So when did you two first meet?”
“I’m sorry Torres,” Jonathan said startled out of his daydream, “I was somewhere else.  What did 

you say?”
“When did you two first meet,” Torres asked again.
“Three and a half years ago.  Johnson and I were on leave in Atlanta.  We decided to go out and find 

some girls to party with.  Joni was our waitress.”
“Yea, till she poured a beer on your head,” Johnson said, laughing.
“Hey, that’s how I knew she liked me,” Jonathan said with a huge grin on his face.”You were just 

jealous she paid attention to me and not you.”
“The hell I was,” Johnson snapped back.”I had all the girls that night pal!”
“Not all of them.  I had my sights set on Joni and you know me, once you’re in my sights you’re 

mine.”
Johnson rolled his eyes and leaned back in his chair.  He sat forward again and said, “Why don’t you 

tell Torres why she poured that beer on you?”
“Yea, why did she pour that beer on you?  This ought to be good.”
Jonathan took a deep breath as he stirred the fire the three of them were sitting around.  A couple of 

Army Sergeants walked by and gave them dirty looks.
“You know if the Army would just pull out and let us come in; the Corps will clean this place up in 

no time.”
“Bosnia is a NATO problem not a U.S. problem,” Johnson answered without thinking.”Don’t try and 

change the subject either, SPILL IT!”
“Okay, okay,” Jonathan answered laughing.”See Torres, lover boy here wanted to get laid.  For some 

reason I let him talk me into hitting the bars early.  Sixteen hundred hours early to be exact.  We went to 
this bar where a lot of girls from Georgia Tech went to after class.”

“Joni was there waitressing to earn extra money while she got her degree.  In walks two cocky 
Marines in uniform and she’s the only waitress for the next hour.  Well, you’ve seen how hot Joni is, so I 
started hitting on her.”

“I’m getting nowhere with her and fast.  I mean ice cold.  Meanwhile, Johnson is hitting on every 
piece of ass walking by.  I do mean every piece of ass.”

“Now you’re lying,” Johnson protested.
“Who’s telling the story here?”



“Well just get it right,” Johnson snapped back.”You’re going to make poor Torres here think I’m a 
fuckin’ fag.”

“Well, you did hit on that one chick who turned out to be a guy so I’m not wrong.”
“That bitch was also dressed like a woman so that doesn’t count,” Johnson snapped as he sat up, 

defending himself.
“Long hair does not count for dressing like a woman.  Now, may I finish my story please?”
“Yes Sir.  Sorry Sir,” Johnson said sarcastically.
“Thank you.  Now where was I?  Oh yea, Johnson,” Jonathan stressed Johnson’s name and gave 

Johnson a look to ensure no more interruptions, “was hitting on every piece of ass.  He even got a few 
takers.  He wanted to leave and I said sure because I couldn’t take anymore of Miss Ice Queen Bitch’s 
attitude.”

“I didn’t know Joni was walking behind me when I said that.  She heard me over the loud music too. 
Joni walked around to stand in front of me, smiled, and poured an entire pitcher of beer all over me 
slowly.”

“Damn, that is cold,” Torres laughed.”But how did you get her to go out with you after that?”
“Well one of the girls Johnson took back to the hotel was in class with Joni and told me where to 

find her.  I got her address and by lunchtime the next day I had sent her ten dozen roses.  I sent a note 
stating I would continue to send a dozen roses every hour until she agreed to have dinner with me and let 
me apologize to her.”

“It took another eight dozen before she called me and agreed to dinner.  It was a late dinner but I 
took what I could get.  At dinner I explained why I acted like a jerk and how sorry I was.  I told her we 
were on leave for two weeks and where I was stationed.  I turned the charm on to Warp nine speed.”

“Before I knew it she was laughing and started to open up.  I was very polite and acted like a 
gentleman the rest of the night.  We went for a walk and talked for hours.  She asked questions and I 
answered them honestly.  When I took her back to her dorm I asked for another date.  She said yes.”

“I waited for her outside her classes and walked her to her next class everyday that we were in town. 
Johnson was pretty much on his own.”

“Yea Torres,” Johnson interrupted, “he forgot what it meant to never leave a man behind.”
“Fuck you Bubba,” Jonathan snapped back.”You didn’t need me to pick up chicks either.  Don’t let 

him fool you Torres; Johnson here was making up for lost time being overseas.  He was in the hotel room 
most of the time, and not always with the same woman.”

Johnson leaned back and smiled as he placed his hands behind his head, proud of what Jonathan had 
just stated.

“Anyway,” Jonathan continued, “after two years of calls, letter writing, and brief visits when on 
leave, she agreed to marry me.”

“Does she know exactly what you do in the Corps?”
Jonathan and Johnson looked at each other and laughed.
“You mean does she know I’m a cold blooded killer in the Sniper division?  Yes she knows, I told 

her that on the first date.  I didn’t want to start off by lying to her.”
“And she’s okay with that?”
“No!  She wants me to finish and then get out.  She says eight years is a long time.  I mean these past 

seven and a half years have been great but I think I want out too.”
“What,” Johnson blurted out shocked.”Are you serious?  After all we’ve been through you want to 

leave.”
“Look buddy, I have a family to look after.  I don’t want my child growing up without a father.  I 

have six months left and then I’m out.”
“Yea but that’s a long way off, you two aren’t having kids for a few years,” Johnson protested.
“Not any more,” Jonathan said smiling.
“Bullshit!”
“Nope.  Dead serious.  I just found out this morning when I called home.”
“Wow man,” Torres said.”Congratulations!  So how far is she?”



“Just happened before we left for here,” Jonathan said with an even bigger grin on his face than 
before.

“But you can have a kid and still be in the Corps, why do you have to leave,” Torres asked, his mood 
changing from a playful one to a sad one.”What about us?  We’re your family too.  We got your back. 
You trust us don’t you?”

“Torres, you have been with our unit now for what, six months?”
“Yea.”
“There has never been a question of my trusting you guys.  Until I got married the Corps was the 

only family I had.  I know I have a home here but we both know I’m not going to get an office job in the 
Corps.”

“As long as I’m in the Corps they are going to keep assigning me missions like this one.  I’m always 
going to be put into combat situations.  That means I could die out here.”

“But you can easily die in the streets too,” Johnson said.
“I know, I know.  Look, nothing is set in stone yet.  Just I promised Joni after this mission is over 

we’ll talk about our options when I get home.”
“Damn Johnny, you sure know how to kill a mood,” Torres said.
“What do you expect from a Sniper, dumb ass?  All he does is kill.  Shit!  I can’t take anymore of 

this, I’m hitting the sack,” Johnson said as he stood up.”I hope you come to your senses in the morning.” 
*     *     *     *
Morning came too soon.  It was still very dark when Jonathan, Torres, and Johnson were ready to 

leave.  There was a NATO light armor convoy coming through the camp in fifteen minutes.  The convoy 
was delivering supplies to all the units spread out in Bosnia.

Jonathan, Torres, and Johnson, or the DEATH TRIO, as they called themselves, are going to stow 
away on the convoy and disappear into the woods closer to the heavy fighting.  A Chechen General was 
taunting the Americans into fighting.  His men had been taking pop shots at soldiers and then running 
away.

The General claimed to have a large storage of SAM’s and Stingers and was not afraid to use them. 
Some Admiral somewhere decided to call the General’s bluff and sent a pair of F/A-18 Hornets to try and 
get some aerial photographs of the base.  The General decided to show he meant business.  He fired on 
the Hornets.  One got away and one was shot down.

The pilot, Captain Barnett of the Marine Corps, was taken prisoner.  A week later NATO received a 
video tape of the pilot being tortured.  One by one he was being passed around in a circle, with a hood 
over his face, as soldiers beat him.  They tied him to a striped spring mattress and hooked it to a battery 
charger.  They shocked him repeatedly until he soiled himself.

Then the General came on the screen.”This is what will happen to every American that comes into 
my hands.  You have been told to leave this country.  This is not your fight.  Your pilot will stay alive as 
long as he can hold out to the torture.  You will not come near us again.  Next time I release tape to the 
world.”

The Trio’s job was to gather enough intelligence so that the Navy SEALS could retrieve the Captain.
“Torres, did you take care of the ‘last rights’ box?”
“Yea, I did Johnny.  Locked her up and gave it to the Colonel.”
“Good.”
The ‘Last Rights’ box was a box where each man put in everything that identified him, wallets, 

rings, and dog tags.  They each wrote a letter to someone back home as a good-bye letter.  They locked it 
inside a .50 cal ammo box and had the highest ranking Officer on the base holds onto the box until they 
got back.

“Yo, Johnny,” Johnson came jogging toward Jonathan and Torres.”Convoy is coming.  Got 
everything ready to go.  Your rifle’s secure and no one knows about where we’re going.”

“Good.  Let’s do this.  Look out General, here comes Death.”
“Here comes Death,” Torres repeated.
“Fuckin’ A, here comes Death,” Johnson chimed in.



The three of them walked over to the supply tent and watched as the soldiers unloaded the supplies. 
They just stood there watching, with hard looks on their faces.  They were watching everything and 
everyone around them, looking for the slightest thing that might be out of place.

An Army Sergeant Major saw the three just standing there, not willing to help.  He walked over to 
the trio and said, “Why don’t you three get in gear and help unload those supplies.”

“Excuse me Sergeant Major, but that’s close enough,” Johnson said as he raised his M-16 slightly, 
“Please don’t come any closer.”

Jonathan looked straight, his back to the Sergeant Major.  Without being distracted from his 
scanning he answered the Sergeant Major’s unasked question.

“Sorry about this Sergeant Major but who we are is none of your concern.  And you’re not cleared to 
speak with us.  As dumb as that may sound, it’s our orders.  Now if you will go about your business we 
will be gone when the convoy leaves.  For your sake, that’s all that needs to be said.”

The Sergeant Major just stood there dumbfounded; he did not know what to say.  When the Sergeant 
Major saw Johnson raise his M-16 to his shoulder the Sergeant Major took the hint to leave.  He could not 
challenge their rank because they wore no insignia whatsoever.  The Sergeant Major turned on his heels 
and walked away.

*     *     *     *
The ride to the insertion point took longer than expected.  The insertion was simple.  At the largest 

NATO field base two thirds of the remaining supplies was to be unloaded.  During the unloading the trio 
was to make their way to the edge of the base and disappear into the woods.

Once gone, they were to head to the base where the F/A-18 was shot down.  Their first and foremost 
mission was to gather as much intelligence on the base as possible.  Captain Barnett was believed to be 
dead by now so going in to retrieve the body was a very distant second.

In Jonathan’s mind, however, it was the exact opposite.  Dead or alive, his first mission was to bring 
Captain Barnett home.  Everything they needed was carried on them.  Just like a SEAL team, once they 
ran out of ammo it was over.

When night fell it was so dark in the woods you could barley see one foot in front of you.  That’s just 
how Jonathan liked it.  They walked very slowly and carefully.  The bad thing was that fighting had been 
going on in this land for well over twenty years.  That means, over the years, so many land mines and 
booby traps had been set that they were everywhere.

As the three walked they walked in a straight line.  Jonathan is very strict and not many people want 
to work with him because of it.  He made Torres and Johnson wear the exact same shoes as him.  Same 
size, same style, same tread.  He always walked out first and the other two stepped in his tracks.  This 
way a tracker could not know exactly how many soldiers they were tracking.  It may be a crude point but 
it always kept them alive.

Navigating in the dark was no easy task either.  It took a lot of patience and by daybreak the trio was 
at the compound.  They set up their lookout post and surveillance equipment.  Torres was taking as many 
photos for intelligence as he could and uploaded them on a satellite signal back to the Army base.

Jonathan sat at the base of a tree and laid his rifle in his lap.  He pulled a few large branches over 
himself, hiding from anyone not looking closely.  He leaned his head back and before he could count to 
ten he was asleep.

“You know Johnson, I don’t see how he could fall asleep that fast,” Torres said pointing toward 
Jonathan.

“Guess it’s all those years sleeping in the streets.  You’d be surprised at most of the stuff he can do,” 
Johnson paused, “or eat.”

“Why don’t you two girls talk a little louder.  I want to have a shoot out early morning instead of 
tonight.”

“Sorry Johnny,” Johnson apologized.
“Just give me three hours of sleep then you can have a turn Johnson.  Torres you can go last.  Now 

zip it and let me know if anything changes.”



Neither one of them said a word.  They went back to setting things up.  As Torres was taking 
pictures, Johnson was setting up trip wires.  If they had to make a quick escape they were going to make 
sure no one could follow.

With everyone doing what needed to be done the time went pretty quickly.  Night was approaching 
and as soon as it got dark they would move.

“Johnson, the traps set,” Jonathan asked as he was double checking his gear.
“Yup.  Got every possible chase route covered.”
“Good.  Torres, any change on where Captain Barnett is being held?”
“No, but we’ve been given orders not to go in.  Unless, of course, we are taking heavy fire,” Torres 

answered with a smile.
“As far as I’m concerned, we are taking fire in thirty minutes.  I want to make this as quick and 

painless as possible.  In and out.  I want you two to do a double check on everything.  We’re only gonna 
get one shot at this.”

Silence filled the air as everyone knew what they had to do.  Night goggles on their faces to silencers 
on the weapons were checked over and over again.  When it was time Jonathan got high into a tree while 
Johnson and Torres went down to the compound.

There was a patch on Johnson’s and Torres’s uniforms that can only be seen by a Starlight Scope. 
This allowed Jonathan to know exactly where they were inside the compound.  The tree Jonathan picked 
made a great sniper perch.  And with the silencer on his rifle there was no flash to trace.

Jonathan laid there watching as Johnson and Torres made it into the compound, setting remote 
explosives as they made their way to Captain Barnett.

“Death, Sickle One is in position,” Johnson said as he crouched against a wall across from where 
Captain Barnett was being held.

“Roger that Sickle One.  Sickle Two give me status.”
“Stand-by one,” Torres whispered.
Jonathan moved his rifle to where Torres should have been.  As he scanned the area he could see 

Torres crouched down about two buildings away from where he should be.  He could also see two 
soldiers standing around the corner smoking.  This was going to turn into a serious situation.

“Sickle Two, Death.  I got two bad guys on the other side of your position smoking.  Backs are to 
you.  Looks as if threat will leave as soon as they are finished.  If THIS does go down we do it quiet. 
Draw your blade in response.”

Torres drew his knife from the side of his right boot.  He held it ready to gut anyone who came 
around the corner.  Jonathan would have to make the call.  He kept his sights on the two men.  They 
finished their cigarettes and lit up another.  The longer they stayed there the better the chances of them 
getting caught.

“Sickle Two, Death.  Need you to cause a distraction.  Throw a rock away from you.  I’ll take out the 
lead, you gut the tail.”

Torres picked up a rock and tossed it into a shadow, making the two soldiers turn around quickly. 
They both dropped their cigarettes and raised their AK-47s.  They walked slowly toward where Torres 
tossed the rock.

Just as they passed Torres, Jonathan fired a shot, hitting the lead soldier between the eyes, and 
quickly loaded the next round before the soldier fell dead to the ground.  Torres had the other soldier 
lying dead on the ground with his body slit across his stomach.

Torres stood up and pulled the bodies into the shadows where no one could see them.  He picked 
both soldiers of any value, along with their AKs.

“Death, Sickle Two is good to go.  Now I have an AK for the package.”
“Roger that Sickle Two.  Let’s get the package and get the HELL out of Dodge.”
As quickly and quietly as possible Johnson and Torres broke into the building where Captain Barnett 

was held.  The silencers allowed them to kill everyone in the building without being detected.



The trio made their way out of the complex, slowly.  Captain Barnett was beaten very badly but still 
wanted to fight his way out, after all, he is a Marine.  Jonathan kept watching the complex to see if 
anyone knew what was going on.  So far so good.

“Death, Sickle One and Two are on the yellow brick road, heading toward Oz.”
“Roger that.  Blowing the compound in ten.”
“Copy Death,” Johnson answered.”See you at the extract.”
Jonathan counted to ten slowly then activated the remote detonator.  He pushed the little red button 

that made the bombs explode.  One by one the bombs went off in five seconds intervals.
Jonathan smiled as he watched the soldiers scurry around like ants.  Everything was in total chaos. 

No one seemed to know what to do first or where to go.  The final bomb went off at the armory.  The 
secondary explosions proved that the mission was well worth the risk.

Stinger missiles and grenades exploded causing everyone to drop to the ground.  As Jonathan took 
one last look around through his scope he could not believe what appeared before him, the main man 
himself, General Bazda.

This is the opportunity of a lifetime.  General Bazda had been on an unofficial assassination list now 
for over a year.  There was no way Jonathan could pass up this golden opportunity.  He took careful aim.

“Steady,” he said to himself as he slowed his breathing down.
When he got the sight he wanted Jonathan squeezed the trigger.  The bullet left the rifle without a 

sound.
*     *     *     *
“Do you realize I can have you court marshaled for what you’ve done Gunny!  No matter what you 

THINK, you did exceed your orders!  A SEAL team was working out a plan based on the surveillance 
intel you were sending.  Those were your orders.  SURVEILLANCE INTEL ONLY!  What in the hell were 
you thinking?”

“Sir,” Jonathan responded, “I thought about what was best for the Corps.  I saw the opportunity to 
bring home a Marine from behind enemy lines and I took it.  The Corps has taught me to fight and I DO 
love the work, Sir.”

“Don’t you fuckin’ get cute with me son!  And General Bazda, why did you shoot at him?”
“Colonel, you know as well as I do that General Bazda was on the “LIST.” We both know that it is 

my duty as a Sniper to take out anyone on that list that comes into my crosshairs.”
“Well, sorry to inform you Gunny but you DO NOT get credit for that kill.  In fact, the Checs get 

credit for everything you did, since we weren’t suppose to be there.  Because of that I can not recommend 
you for a medal.  All I can do is hope your actions cancels out a court marshal.  You have, what, six 
months left?”

“Yes Sir.”
“If you’re lucky you’ll spend the remainder of that time behind a desk.  Your transport leaves in one 

hour.  You better be on it.  Dismissed.”
Jonathan saluted, “Aye aye Sir,” and spun on his heels to leave.
“One more thing Gunny.”
Jonathan stopped dead in his tracks and turned back around.”Sir?”
“That was one hell of a shot.  The world is better off without that bastard BUT you didn’t hear that 

from me.”
“Yes Sir.  Thank you Sir.”
*     *     *     *
Chapter 3
First Introduction
“And thirty cents is your change,” Jonathan said as he handed the lady facing him her change. 

“Thank you Mam’ and have a great day.”
“Thank you young man,” she replied.  “You know I’m real glad the store was able to stay open. 

How is Mr. Hernandez doing these days?”
“He’s doing good,” Jonathan replied softly.  “He’s moved down to Miami and loves it.”



“Good.  I hope you like New York,” she said as she walked toward the door.”You tell Joni hello for 
me.”

“Yes Mam’ I will.”
Jonathan laughed as the door closed.  In a city where everyone is suppose to be so rude, so far 

everyone he’d met had been friendly.  When he was discharged from the Marines four months ago he was 
not sure what he was going to do.  Jillian, his daughter, was born three months later.

His buddies from the Corps threw Jonathan and Joni a huge party to celebrate.  During the party he 
noticed that Joni looked saddened.  After the party he went to talk with her.

“Jonathan, I feel alone here.  You have your friends that come by all the time but I have no one.”
“What do you propose we do about that,” Jonathan asked longingly.  “I mean, this is where I’m 

stationed.”
“Were stationed,” Joni corrected.  “You aren’t in the Corps anymore.”
Those words hit Jonathan hard.  He really did not want to leave the Corps.  He loved what he did, he 

was good at.  Jonathan was the best the Corps ever trained but he loved Joni more.
“You’re right.  I’m no longer in the Corps.”  Jonathan took a deep breath, letting it out slowly.  “So 

what would make you happy Joni?”
Joni looked Jonathan in the eyes.  Her answer was on the tip of her tongue but she was afraid of what 

her husband would say.  She looked over at Jillian lying in her crib.
“Jillian needs to be around family, real family.  I need to be around family Jonathan.  I can’t handle 

raising Jillian alone.”
“But you’re not alone.”
“Yes I am,” Joni snapped.  “If you’re not at the base with the boys then you’re out having drinks 

with them.  I doubt that will change.  You haven’t even found a job yet.  Money is going to get tight, 
fast.”

Jonathan knew where this was going.
“You want to go home to New York don’t you,” Jonathan asked, his head hung low, the answer 

hanging in the air.
“Yes,” Joni responded with tears in her eyes.
Jonathan pulled Joni to him, hugging her close.  How could he say no to her?  Jonathan thought that 

since he had nothing to tie him down anymore then why not take Joni home.
Joni’s uncle, George Hernandez owned a corner store in the neighborhood where Joni grew up.  The 

corner store has been in the family for twenty-five years.  George was ready to retire and no one in the 
family wanted it.  George did not want to sell it unless he had to.  Jonathan was his last chance to keep it 
in the family.

On the first night in their new apartment, Joni invited her uncle over for dinner.  She was going to try 
and help convince Jonathan into taking over the store.

“You don’t have to worry about having a boss.  And everyone is so friendly around here.”
“Uncle George always closes the store around seven.  Nothing has to change once you take over. 

You can be home for dinner and spend quality time with Jillian.  It’s never really busy.  You won’t be 
overwhelmed.”

“That’s IF I take it over.  We don’t have the money to start a business,” Jonathan said, unsure of 
taking over the store. 

“That’s okay.  You don’t need money.  I’m not selling the store to you; I’m giving it to you.”
“But wouldn’t you get more money if you sell it?”
“Look Johnny, the store is a good business.  People around here depend on the store.  They are 

honest people who need a break and I’ve always given them one.”
“If I sell the store, how do I know the new owner won’t run it into the ground?  How will I know that 

what I’ve built with my own two hands won’t be torn apart?”
“How do you know I won’t do those things?”
“Cause you’re not that kind of person Jonathan,” Joni said, coming up behind Jonathan and hugging 

him.



“I trust my niece’s judgment,” George said, smiling up at Joni.  “Joni was always my favorite.  She 
is a smart and beautiful woman.”

“That she is,” Jonathan said with a smile.
“If she can trust you with her life then I can too.  The store would help take care of her and that little 

angel you created.  You would be doing me a great honor by taking over the store.”
Jonathan looked at Joni.  She was glowing with the idea of Jonathan owning the store.  That glow 

brought a smile to his face.  He just wanted to make her happy.
“You got a deal.  I’ll do it.”
Now Jonathan had what he always wanted, a family and a home.  Joni was happy.  Jillian had other 

babies to play with.  Joni’s sister, Rachel, had a son, two years old and a daughter, eleven months old. 
This was the family Joni had been missing.

Despite everything he had heard about New York City, Jonathan found it to pleasant.  Sometimes at 
night he would take walks alone downtown.  It helped to clear his mind.  He knew how to survive in the 
streets; it was his home, where he grew up.  In the three months they lived there nothing had gone wrong. 
Jonathan thought that being out of the Corps would be hard but being around Joni and Jillian everyday 
had changed his mind.

Jonathan has been in charge of the store now for a week.  Everyone in the neighborhood seemed to 
know Jonathan’s story and came by to wish him luck.  It was turning out to be a nice place to live after 
all.  He was daydreaming about the future when the bell at the door rang, alerting him to a new customer.

Jonathan looked at the door and saw three men wearing silk suits walk in.  The two big men, have to  
be the muscle guys, Jonathan thought to himself.  The short guy must be the brains.  

One of the muscle men locked the door, turned over the closed sign and pulled down the shade on 
the door.

“Can I help you gentlemen,” Jonathan asked as he picked up the broom.  He walked out from behind 
the counter and pretended to sweep.  “Now if you need directions, I’m afraid I can’t help you.  I’m new in 
town.”

“Youse hear dat boys, he thinks we is lost,” the brains said with a typical thick Italian mobster 
accent.  The other two men laughed.  “George, watch da door, mese and da new guy here need t’ talk 
business.”

“Sorry sir but the only business I have is what’s on the shelves.  So unless you are going to buy 
something we do not have anything to talk about.”

“Well,” the little man said as he stood in front of Jonathan, “youse might change youse mind.  See 
I’m selling insurance.  I represent Mr. Cronus and he would like t’ make youse a once in a lifetime deal.”

“Let me guess, I pay you money and you don’t trash my store,” Jonathan said mockingly.  “Is that 
how it works?”

“See dat boys,” the little man responded, “he is a smart guy.”
“What is your name sir?”
“My names?  Youse want to know my names?  My names is Louie, kid.  What’s it t’ ya?”
“Well, Louie, if you, Hewie, and Dewie there would like to walk out of here on your own two feet 

then I suggest you do it now.  I do not and will not be bullied by anyone.”
“Oh really,” Louie snapped.  “Is dat a fact now!”  Anger showed on Louie’s face as it began to turn 

red.  “BOYS!”
Both men pulled out a Colt forty-five pistol and pointed them at Jonathan.  Louie was still standing 

directly in front of Jonathan.
“Would youse like t’ pay me now or do I let da boys have some fun,” Louie asked as he stood as tall 

as he could between the two men, grinning loudly.
“Are they sharp shooters,” Jonathan asked calmly, not phased at all by having guns pointed at him.
“Are dey sharp shooters,” Louie repeated laughing, mockingly, growing angrier with all of 

Jonathan’s questions.  “Are dey sharp shooters,” he asked again, unable to control his anger, walking up 
close to Jonathan.  “What da fuck kind of question is dat?  I got two fuckin’ guns pointed at youse and all 



youse can ask is are dey sharp shooters.  The fuckin’ nerve on this kid.  Youse must really be fuckin’ 
stupid!”

“No but you are,” Jonathan answered with a smile.
Jonathan grabbed Louie and pulled him down to the ground behind a shelf.  The guys opened fire 

without thinking and emptied both magazines.  As the shooting stopped Jonathan popped up and shot 
both guys in the shoulder with Louie’s forty-five pistol.

Jonathan picked up Louie and pulled him in front, using him as a human shield.  He held Louie by 
the throat so if Louie tried to get away all Jonathan had to do was squeeze.

“Now don’t you think your dumb ass boys were just a little trigger happy,” Jonathan asked playfully. 
“I bet right now the cops are on their way.”

“Youse making a BIG fuckin’ mistake youse little shit,” Louise shouted as he tried to squirm free. 
“Don’t youse know who I am?”

“Yea I do,” Jonathan answered with a smile.  “You’re a dead man if your boys go for their guns 
again.  I don’t scare easy and I don’t give in to bullies.  You’re wasting your time.”

“Fuck youse kid.”  Louie spit at Jonathan but it only fell on his own chin.  “YOUSE FUCKIN’ 
DEAD!”

Jonathan squeezed Louie’s neck.  He leaned into Louie’s ear and said, “After today, if you ever 
come back here again I’ll kill you.  That’s a promise.”

Jonathan let go of Louie’s neck and spun him around.  He punched Louie hard in the rib cage and 
grabbed his arm before Louie fell.  He twisted Louie’s arm and then broke it.  Jonathan punched Louie 
hard on the nose and broke that too.

This time Jonathan let Louie fall to the ground.  With the three men lying injured on the ground, 
Jonathan kept the gun pointed at them.  It did not take long for the police to show up.  They kicked open 
the door and saw Jonathan pointing the gun at the guys on the floor.

“Put it down,” the lead Officer shouted as he aimed his gun at Jonathan.  “Put it down now!”
“Okay Officer but I’m the owner of this store,” Jonathan answered calmly
“PUT THE GUN DOWN!”
A forty-five magazine is heavy and will usually slide out of the gun with ease on its own when the 

release button is pushed.  Jonathan pushed the release and the magazine fell to the floor.  He slid the slide 
back to eject the round in the chamber.  

“There.  No more danger,” Jonathan said as he let the pieces drop to the floor.  He put his hands in 
the air.  “Now, could you so kindly take your guns off of me and point them to the guys on the floor.”

“Not till I get some answers pal,” the Officer snapped.  “Looks to me like these guys got shot and 
you’re the one holding a smoking gun.  Did I miss something?”

“Yea, I’m not the bad guy here.”
“Oh yea,” the Officer laughed to himself.  “You must be stupid.  Do you have any idea who these 

guys are?”
“Off the top of my head I would have to say Larry, Curly, and Moe,” Jonathan answered.  “They 

thought they could come into my place of business and demand money.  That don’t fly with me and I 
want to press charges.”

The other two Officers helped the three guys to their feet.  Jonathan could see now that these 
Officers were on the take.  They were treating Jonathan as if he was the bad guy.  It was time for a bluff.

“I don’t think pressing charges would be a good idea,” the lead Officer said.  “I mean, this is a 
delicate situation we got here.  You wouldn’t want to put any of Mr. Cronus’ boys in jail.  It makes him 
mad.  Not to mention more paperwork for me.  So why don’t you just get the money these gentlemen 
need and everybody’s happy.”

“So then you’re saying you will not arrest these guys,” Jonathan said loud and clear, still holding his 
hands over his head.

“Boy you really are a fuckin’ idiot.”



“No that would be you.  Guess you don’t know how to read and scan a room,” Jonathan said 
pointing toward a camera in the corner.  “I got you boys on tape, with full audio too.  I also have hidden 
cameras throughout the store.”

“Youse give me dat tape youse little punk!”
“Pipe down Louie.  You aint getting shit,” Jonathan snapped back.
Louie grabbed the Officer’s gun and pointed it at Jonathan.  “How bout I waste youse and just take 

da tape?  Huh?”
“Again, you can’t read shit for brains.  See that sign,” Jonathan pointed to under the camera, “I don’t 

keep the tapes here.  It’s being recorded in a safe location far away from here.  So if you kill me the guy 
watching this right now will call the real cops and give them the tapes.”

“Youse little fuck,” Louie yelled.
“Well Officer, it’s your call.  We both know they’ll be back on the streets in the morning.  Just suck 

it up and do the paperwork.  If not then Mr. Cronus will lose a couple of cops from his pocket.”
“This aint over youse little fuck.  I’ll get youse back for dis.”  Louie touched his nose and felt the 

blood at his lip.  “Nobody draws blood from mese and lives.”
“I’ll be looking forward to it,” Jonathan said and blew Louie a fake taunting kiss.  “Oh, Officer, I’ll 

be by the station in an hour to sign papers and give my statement.  I am pressing charges.  I just have to 
clean up.”

The Officer put his gun away and walked up to Jonathan, nose to nose.  “You are a dead man.”
“My friends call me DEATH,” Jonathan said calmly, “so I guess you’re right.”
The Officer shook his head and laughed to himself.  “God damn asshole,” is all he said as they all 

walked out the door.
*     *     *     *
Marco Cronus is a tall muscular man with a short temper.  When he gets angry he likes to hit 

something, or more importantly, someone.  Marco had just become the boss two months earlier when his 
father had a massive heart attack.  None of the other families knew what to think of Marco yet; he is 
young and still has to prove himself.

Despite his father’s wishes, Marco grew up in the streets and knew how to fight but he was also an 
educated man.  He earned his MBA from Harvard.  His father, Marco Sr., use to say it was important to 
have a paper education as well as a street education.  Marco had both, of that there was no doubt.

The Cronus Family has a reputation for being brutal.  There is no better way to make an example out 
of someone then to be no holds barred brutal.  No one in their right mind would risk being on the 
receiving end of that brutality.

Marco was having dinner at his favorite restaurant, Luigi’s.  It was a small hole in the wall joint that 
served authentic Italian food.  A lot of places rushed the food, not preparing it correctly.  Luigi took pride 
in his food and that’s why Marco Sr. enjoyed it so much.  Luigi still ran the place and gave Marco Jr. the 
same treatment as his father.

Whenever Marco was there the restaurant was closed.  No one was allowed in without Marco’s 
permission.  He was sitting down, cracking open crab claws when Louie walked in.  Louie swallowed 
hard as he thought about what was coming.  He slowly walked over to Marco’s table and stood there 
silently, waiting for Marco to say something.

Marco looked up at Louie with an evil eye and went back to cracking his crab claws.  He let Louie 
sweat a little before he looked up again.

“Sit da fuck down and tell me what fuckin’ happened yesterday,” in an angry but cool tone.  “Tell 
me why I had to spend a thousand dollars on bail for you and my nephews?  And while you’re at it, you 
wanna tell me how you let them both get fuckin’ shot with your own gun?  Now I gotta listen to my baby 
sister’s shit because her boys got shot.”

Louie sat there in silence, staring at Marco.  
“Well,” Marco snapped, shouting.  “Fuckin’ answer me or I’ll kill you myself.”
“Marco youse got t’ believe me, it wasn’t myse fault.  I didn’t think der would be trouble.  Dis new 

guy didn’t seem t’ care who youse is.  He had a smart mouth on him and it took mese by surprise.”



“Took you by surprise,” Marco repeated.  “Why should that surprise you?  I sent you into fuckin’ 
New York City; it’s full of smart asses.  What made this guy different?”

“Cause most people don’t get smart when it comes t’ youse family,” Louie answered defensively. 
“Most people get scared, as it should be.  Dis guy just stayed cool, even when George and Chris pulled 
out der guns.  Dat’s when he ambushed mese.”

“Ambushed you!  What the fuck did he do?”
“Well, he uh,” Louie swallow and took a deep breath, letting it out slowly.  “He grabbed mese and 

threw mese t’ da ground.  Den he picked mese up and used mese as a human shield.  He shocked mese 
before breaking myse arm.”

“And your nose,” Marco snapped before letting out a deep sigh as he whipped his mouth clean. 
“Okay Louie, this is what you do.  You go to his house and kill that bitch wife of his.  Take George and 
Chris with you, so they can get a piece of her too.  I want you to take Gino to keep a watch out and to 
finish the job.”

“Youse got it boss,” Louie said with a smile.  “What about da baby?”
“What baby?”
“Da son of a bitch has a baby.”
“Kill it,” Marco answered coldly, “I don’t want anyone in his family alive.”
“What about him,” Louie asked with a hint of worry in his voice.
“You have your fun with his bitch.  Gino will handle this asshole.”  Marco looked over his left 

shoulder.  “Gino, get over here.”
“Ya boss,” Gino answered as he strolled up behind Marco.  Gino was the guy Marco sent when he 

wanted a job done right and when a clear message needed to be sent.  Gino kneeled down on Marco’s 
right side.

“Gino, I want you to do what you do best.  I want you to use this guy to send a message.  Let the 
boys have their fun first before you have yours.  I want a fuckin’ blood bath so bad that no one would 
dare challenge me again.”

“Sure thing boss,” Gino said as he began to smile.  “Want I should kill this fucker fast or can I toy 
with him a little?”

“See Louie,” Marco said laughing to himself, pointing down at Gino, “this is why I love this guy. 
He loves his work but its business before pleasure.”  Marco looked back to Gino, “I’ll let you decide.  If 
you got the time, fuck with him.  If not then do it quick, but I don’t want any booms.”

“You got it boss.”
Gino stood up and walked out the front door like a man on a mission.  Louie stood up, took one last 

look at Marco and left without saying another word.  George and Chris were right behind Louie.
*     *     *     *
Joni McGregor is a very smart and beautiful woman.  Jonathan teases her all the time about being 

short, only five foot one inches tall, but having a great body most guys would kill for.  She had long 
brown hair and large deep green eyes that a person could loose themselves in.  Whenever Jonathan looked 
at Jillian, he was thankful she looked like her mother.

Joni was playing with Jillian in the living room.  The news was on and she was waiting for Jonathan 
to come home.  It was barely six o’clock and Jonathan did not close the store before seven.

Joni was glad to be back home, surrounded by her family but after what happened the day before at 
the store, she wanted to leave.  New York was nothing new for Joni; she grew up around gangs and the 
Mafia, Jonathan, however, did not.

Joni knew Jonathan had it rougher growing up in the streets but she also knew he would never give 
in to bullies.  Jonathan did not know the Cronus family and what they were capable of.  Even if he did 
know, Joni knew deep down inside he still would not have given in.  It made her worry.

Joni was trying to get Jillian to crawl to her.  Jillian liked being on the floor, even though she didn’t 
crawl much, it was not like how other babies crawl.  At five months, she crawled around very low to the 
ground.  Joni swore Jonathan was teaching Jillian the “Sniper Crawl.”



Jillian looked a lot like Joni, but she could see a lot of Jonathan in her too.  As she watched Jillian 
play with her father’s dog tags a cold chill came over her.  She sat up and looked toward the front door.

At that moment everything seemed to go into slow motion as the front door was kicked open.  Joni 
jumped to protect Jillian, scooping her up off the floor and holding her tight.  In walked four men in suits. 
Right away Joni knew who they were.

Gino closed the door behind them, standing guard.  Louie looked Joni up and down and got a hard on 
instantly.  He smiled as he walked over toward Joni.

“God damn youse fine,” Louie said with a smile, licking his lips as a hunger filled his eyes.  “Well 
boys, I get t’ fuck dis bitch first.  Get her up.”

Joni screamed, “No,” as George and Chris lifted her onto her feet.  Chris pulled Jillian out of Joni’s 
arms.  Jillian was crying loudly so Chris threw her with all his might at the front door.  When she hit the 
door, she stopped crying.  The blow had crushed her skull, killing her instantly.

“Hello bitch,” Louie said standing in front of Joni, pulling out a switchblade knife.  “Let’s see dat 
fine body of youse.”

Louie grabbed her blouse and began ripping it off with his knife.  Joni tried to struggle and managed 
to kick Louie in the shin.

“Youse shouldn’t have done dat.”  Louie made a fist and punched Joni as hard as he could in the 
nose, breaking it.  “That’s for myse nose.”

Louie lifted Joni’s head up and saw a bloody mess across her face.  He took the knife and cut off 
Joni’s bra, exposing her firm tone breast.

“WOW,” Louie said excited.  “How bout dem knockers boys?  Just the way I like ‘em too, big, 
round, and real.”  Louie grabbed both of Joni’s breasts, squeezing them and pulling on her nipples till 
they popped out of his fingertips.  “Soft but firm.  Oh yea, I like these.”

Chris tied Joni’s hands together and pulled down her pants.  Joni was standing there completely 
naked and crying.  George had tied Joni’s blouse around her mouth, gagging her so she could not scream.

Louie pushed Joni on the floor as he dropped his pants.  “Now bitch, I’m going t’ show youse how a 
real man fucks pussy.”

Louie began to rape Joni while George and Chris held her arms above her head.  When Louie was 
finished he stood up.  He picked up Joni and bent her over the sofa.

“God damn boys, dis bitch has a tight pussy like a vice grip.  I’ve got t’ fuck it again.”
Louie thrust deep and hard inside Joni.  He pulled the gag from around her mouth so he could hear 

her scream.  Louie spanked Joni’s ass and squeezed her breast. 
“Youse know youse likes it bitch.  Youse know youse want mese to fuck youse all night,” Louie said 

laughing.
 When Louie finished raping Joni a second time, he pulled Joni down a little lower.  Without any 

warning or mercy, Louie jammed his penis into Joni’s ass.
“A real bitch takes it in the ass,” Louie shouted, continuing to laugh.
Joni screamed loudly from the pain and begged Louie to stop.  Louie would not stop until he was 

done.  Louie pulled out and Chris went in.  Chris began to rape Joni harder and more violently than Louie 
had.

George took his turn after Chris.  Both men had raped Joni from behind and in the ass.  Joni had 
passed out from the pain.  Gino got some cold water and poured it all over Joni’s face, reviving her.  He 
laid her on the floor on her back.

“I bet dis bitch swallows,” Louie said with excitement.  “Hey boys, jack off and try t’ make it in her 
mouth.”

Louie, George, and Chris began to jack off as Gino lifted Joni onto her knees.  He held her mouth 
open and Louie stood directly in front of her.  He shot his cum in her mouth and all over her neck and 
breast.  Gino closed Joni’s mouth and quickly pinched her nose to make her swallow the cum.  He 
repeated this for George and Chris.



When they were done, they all got dressed and left.  Gino closed the door behind them, sliding a 
table to block the door so we would not be disturbed as he went to work.  Gino went to the kitchen and 
got a cutting knife.  He picked up Joni off the floor and threw her into the sofa.

Gino then picked up Jillian and began to cut her open in front of Joni.  Joni had been gagged again 
but screamed as loud as she could.  She tried to throw herself at Gino but she was so weak that she fell to 
the floor.

Gino did not say a word as he took out all of Jillian’s organs and threw them around the room.  Joni 
was trying to crawl toward Gino, despite the pain she was in.

Gino dropped Jillian to the floor and picked up Joni by the hair.  He threw her into the sofa again and 
sat on top of her lap.

“I think Louie was wrong,” Gino said as he ran the tip of the knife down Joni’s neck and across her 
breast.  “These look fake to me.  Let’s find out shall we?”

Gino looked deep into Joni’s green eyes as be begun to cut off her left breast.  The pain and horror in 
her eyes excited him sexually.  He began to cut off her right breast and reached climax as she screamed in 
pain.

“Damn, you do know how to make a man cum,” Gino said before thrusting the knife into Joni’s 
stomach and cutting upward to her neck.  He pulled the knife out quickly and slashed across her throat.

“That’s for making me ruin this pants you slut,” Gino said as he stood up, letting Joni’s organs spill 
out onto her lap.

Gino looked at his watch.  Seven fifteen.  Jonathan should be getting home any time now.  Gino 
moved the table out of the way before walking over to the kitchen and stood looking over the bar into the 
living room.  He did not want to miss the reaction on Jonathan’s face when he walked in.

Gino did not have to wait long.  Jonathan had put his key in the door when he noticed the door knob 
looked like it had been kicked in.  Panic and fear filled him as he opened the door quickly, calling Joni’s 
name.

Jonathan’s face became horrified as he seen Joni lying on the sofa, spread eagle style.  He ran to her, 
trying to yell for help, but no words came out.  Jonathan fell to his knees in front of the sofa and lifted 
Joni’s head.  Joni was covered in blood and her organs were lying on the floor in front of Jonathan.

Jonathan looked around and saw Jillian.  He gently laid Joni’s head back down and went to Jillian. 
When he got close Jonathan seen her head was bashed in.  Jonathan picked her up and held Jillian in his 
arms.  His eyes were red from crying but still no sound would escape his lips.  Jonathan held Jillian tight 
as he rocked back and forth.

“Stop please.  I’m getting all teary eyed,” Gino said as he closed the front door.
Jonathan was too shocked to move.  He sat there crying as he held Jillian close.
“Mr. Cronus says that one way or another you always pay him.  No exceptions!”
At hearing the name Cronus, Jonathan was given a second wind.  He stopped crying and gently laid 

Jillian down on top of Joni.  He stood up and as if for the first time he really got a good look at Gino, 
especially the nine millimeter with a silencer in his hand.

“You did this,” Jonathan asked between clenched teeth.
“I gutted them yea,” Gino answered with a huge smile on his face, “but Louie, George, and Chris 

were the ones that fucked your bitch.  Had her moaning like a whore, begging for more.  She took all 
three at the same time.  Even had them cum all over her body.  She wanted to suck my dick too but I 
don’t fuck whores.”

Jonathan made a mad dash at Gino.  He was so angry that he could not feel pain.  Gino shot him 
twice in the shoulder but it did not slow down Jonathan one bit.  Jonathan knocked the gun from Gino’s 
hands and wrapped both his hands around Gino’s throat.

“I’m going to kill you,” Jonathan said before snapping Gino’s neck.
Dropping Gino to the floor Jonathan seen the knife Gino used to gut Joni and Jillian.  He picked it up 

and went back to Gino’s body.
“Mr. Cronus likes sending messages.  I’ll send him a fuckin’ message.”
*     *     *     *



Chapter 4
The Message
Even though many people classified Marco Cronus as a monster, he saw himself as a cultured man. 

Marco enjoyed looking at fine art and listening to classical music.  He also enjoyed going to an opera or 
symphony.  Antiques, however, was what he was most passionate about.

Marco owned an antique shop and art gallery as his front business.  It made for an excellent front 
because both antiques and art drew in big money.  Marco was able to hide his Mafia activities well. 
Every morning Marco would come in early to look at the paintings on the wall.  It helped to clear his 
mind for the day.

Marco was sitting in his office listening to Bach.  The door was closed and he was facing the back 
wall.  He was feeling very relaxed and ready to start the day when Louie walked in.

“Mr. Cronus,” Louie said softly as he closed the door behind him, “everything went great.  The boys 
and mese had our fun before the motherfucker got home.”

“What about Gino?”
“Mese and the boys left him there.  He said he was going to have his fun too.”
“Did he call you?”
“No.  Maybe he had a little too much fun.  He might have done da bitch himself.  I mean she was a 

real fine bitch boss.  Nice tight pussy and a hard firm ass.”
Marco spun around to look at Louie.  Louie could see that Marco was not amused.  Marco picked up 

the remote to his CD player and turned off Bach.
“That’s not Gino’s style,” Marco said as he leaned back in his chair, concern slowly creeping in.
“Yea boss, but after seeing dis bitch, even YOUSE would fuck her.”
“Louie, I’m glad you had your fun but watch what you say about Cindy.  I put up with you ‘cause 

you’re a fuckin’ genius at making me money.  Don’t ever disrespect Cindy like that again.  This is the 
love of my life, the mother of my children.  I would never cheat on her.”

“Boy,” Louie said laughing to himself, “I can seese da headlines now, ‘Mob boss won’t cheat on his 
wife.’  Now that’s news.”

Marco leaned forward in his chair and said, “Louie come ‘ere.”
Louie leaned in close toward Marco.  Marco grabbed the back of Louie’s neck and slammed him 

hard into the top of his desk.  Pain shot through Louie’s body as his nose began to bleed uncontrollably.
“Myse fuckin’ nose!”
“Don’t you ever test me again,” Marco stated, trying to regain control of his anger.  “Never question 

me, my integrity, or my word.  Now go get cleaned up and find Gino.”
Louie stumbled out of Marco’s office without saying another word.  Marco looked at the bloody 

mess on his desk and on the floor as he tried to calm down.  He needed to get some air.  He needed to go 
someplace and relax.

“Carlo, get in here!”
Carlo was Marco’s errand boy.  He drove Marco around and did what was asked of him.
“Yea boss?”
“Carlo, clean this shit up.  I’m going for a walk.  I want this shit cleaned up by the time I get back.” 

Marco grabbed his suede leather coat and put in on.  He walked out of his office, leaving Carlo there 
staring at the blood.  “One more thing,” Marco called over his shoulder, “someone find Gino and have 
him call me on my cell.”

*     *     *     *
Anthony Serrato was on his way to work.  He was a medic with FDNY Latter 33.  Even though 

Anthony was the newest guy on the team he was not a rookie.  Anthony had been a medic for nine years 
and just moved to New York a week earlier.

Anthony was still learning the transportation methods in the city.  Since he’d been working around 
the clock he felt he had no time to explore his options.  Sleep was just too important to pass up.  For the 
time being Anthony walked.



Anthony lived a half mile away and could make the walk in no time.  One thing Anthony noticed 
was that no one was friendly.  He passed by a few homeless people that would ask for money.  That was 
the extent of his conversation with others on his way to work.

Today, however, was going to be different.  A block away from the firehouse stood a man waiting. 
He had a thick puffy winter style jacket on.  It was cool outside but not cold enough to need that heavy of 
a jacket.  The jacket was also zipped up all the way, another sign that something was wrong.

The man kept looking toward the firehouse.  He watched everyone who came close.  When the man 
spotted Anthony he locked his stare onto him.  Anthony started walking slower and then stopped all 
together as the man started walking toward him.

Anthony reached into his jacket pocket and pulled out his knife.  He held it in the palm of his hand, 
ready to use it if necessary.

“Are you Petty Officer, Second Class, Anthony Serrato?”
“I use to be,” Anthony answered cautiously.  “Who wants to know?”
“Gunnery Sergeant Jonathan McGregor, Retired.  You won’t need that knife you’re hiding.”
“I’ll be the judge of that,” Anthony said as he watched Jonathan’s every move.
“You use to be a Corpsman with the SEALS right?”
“None of your business,” Anthony snapped.  “Now what do you want?”
“I got a gun shot wound that I need help with.  I can’t show you here and I can’t go to the hospital.  I 

need someone I can trust.  I use to be Recon so who better to trust than a SEAL Corpsman.”
“What makes you think you can trust me?”
“Because we both believe that you never leave a man behind.  If I could go to the hospital I would. 

If I go I’m going to be dead within an hour.  Please help me.  The wound is fourteen hours old.  I need 
your help.  Don’t leave me behind.”

“How do you know who I am and where to find me?”
“I called a good friend of mine who works in Intel.  I told him what I needed and he gave me your 

name.  Look I know enough to know not to push a SEAL.  So what do you say, will you help me?”
“I’m late for work as it is but okay.  Follow my lead and don’t say anything.”
“You got it.”
Jonathan walked side by side with Anthony.  They walked in silence.  Anthony had Jonathan wait 

outside while Anthony clocked in.  Everyone was upstairs watching TV or playing pool.  Anthony came 
back down and opened the back of the ambulance.

“Hey come on, I got fifteen minutes.  I said I was showing an old Navy buddy around.”
Jonathan climbed into the back of the ambulance and closed the doors behind him.  He sat on the 

stretcher and unzipped his jacket.
“Got two nine millimeter slugs in the left shoulder,” Jonathan stated.  “I wrapped it up tight but I’m 

feeling drained now.”
Anthony cut the wrappings off of Jonathan’s shoulder.  He seen the two holes and checked 

Jonathan’s back.  The slugs were still inside.
“I’m going to have to cut you to get the bullets out.  I can’t give you anything or else I have to fill 

out the paperwork.  Can you handle the pain without making any noise?”
“Think you can get it out in under ten minutes,” Jonathan asked, trying to mask the pain with 

laughter.  “If so, let’s get to it.”
Anthony picked up a scalpel and his grips.  He cut into Jonathan’s wound and slowly slid the grips in 

to retrieve the bullet.  Jonathan did not make a sound.  He just closed his eyes and slowed his breathing. 
Anthony noticed tears were flowing down Jonathan’s face.

“Sorry if the pain is too much for you.”
“I’m not crying because of the pain in my shoulder,” Jonathan answered, “I’m crying for my wife 

and daughter.  One of the fuckin’ mobs here killed them.  That’s where I got the slugs.  Dumb fucker 
actually used ball bullets instead of hollow points.”

“Makes it easier to take out,” Anthony noted.



Just then Anthony began pulling out the first bullet.  He got it out and dropped it into a pan.  He put 
some alcohol on the wound before going back to get the second bullet out.

“I’m sorry about your family.  Can I ask what happened?”
“Three guys came into my store a couple of days ago, asking for insurance money.”  Jonathan closed 

his eyes to hold back the tears.  Jonathan figured Anthony had a right to know since he was taking a risk 
by helping him.

Anthony tried to concentrate on what he was doing.  As he listened to Jonathan speak it became 
harder to do.  “Out of everything I’ve seen in combat, I don’t think anything can compare to that.  I’m 
real sorry man.”

“Thank you.”  Jonathan looked down at his shoulder and said, “Fix me up good doc.  I can’t go to 
the hospital for anything.  The cops are looking for me too.”

“The cops should be able to help you.”
“No,” Jonathan corrected.  “This guy has cops in his pocket.  I heard on the news that I am the prime 

suspect.”
“I got some money if you need…”
“Thanks,” Jonathan cut Anthony off before he could finish his thought.  “I’m a sniper so I’ll do what 

I do best, disappear.  I’ve already made a move.  I just have one more to make before I go.”
*     *     *     *
Luigi’s was empty again and everyone was on edge.  Marco was very angry.  He heard on the news 

that Jonathan was the prime suspect in the murder of his wife and daughter.  If Gino did his job right they 
will never find Jonathan.  The only thing is that no one has heard from Gino.

Marco sat down to eat but he did not have much of an appetite, something deep down inside told 
Marco to keep his guard up.  He looked down at the Ravioli in front of him.  The mere sight of it began to 
churn his stomach.  He picked up the plate and threw it at the wall.

“WHERE THE FUCK IS GINO!”
Silence.  No one wanted to say anything.
CRASH!
The unmistakable sound of glass and dishes breaking came from the kitchen.  Marco jumped out of 

his chair and everyone faced the kitchen.
“Luigi, what the fuck is going on in there,” Marco yelled toward the door.
No answer.  Then more dishes crashed to the floor.  Marco pointed to one of the guys there for his 

protection.  The guard pulled out his gun and went into the kitchen.
A single dish broke this time then silence.
“What the fuck is going on,” Marco shouted again.
Then without warning the guard came flying through the swinging door.  He landed on top of a table 

face down, breaking the table from the sudden impact.  The body lay on the floor limp and lifeless.
Marco, Carlo, and the remaining two guards walked slowly toward the body.  As they got close they 

could see a single bullet hole in the guard’s head.  Everyone pulled out their guns.
Marco had been carrying his since Gino went missing.  He saw a body at the swinging kitchen door 

and started firing.  The other guys did the same.  They fired until each gun was empty.
“Guess dat takes care of dat fucker huh boss,” one of the guards said, proud of his shooting.
Marco looked at him as if the man was stupid.  “Why don’t you go see who it is genius?  Jesus 

fuckin’ Christ, what the fuck do I pay you for?”
Before the guard could step forward Luigi’s body came crashing through the door.  He was full of 

holes and Jonathan was using him as a shield to get through the door.  Jonathan quickly fired three rounds 
while everyone was still in surprised.

Instantly the two guards and Carlo fell to the floor, each with a bullet in their head.
“Hello motherfucker, care to guess who I am,” Jonathan said, staring at Marco, his gun aimed at 

Marco’s head.
“You’re the asshole I sent my boys after,” Marco answered calmly.  “I heard your wife wanted to 

keep fuckin’ my boys and leave you.”



Just then Jonathan quickly fired two more rounds, each finding their target with ease.  One into each 
of Marco’s knees, dropping him to the floor as his kneecaps shattered.

“I could kill you right now but wasting the bullet is too good for you.  I’m going to make you suffer. 
Nice and slow.  You’ll be begging me to kill you when I’m through.  You and all your mafia buddies are 
going to die.  One by one I’m going to pick you guys off.  You, however, Mr. Cronus will be the last to 
die.”

Jonathan kicked Marco in the face with all his might, making Marco’s body fly backward.  When 
Marco rolled over to look at Jonathan he saw the kitchen door swinging.  There was a small bowling ball 
bag lying on the floor.

“I hope you enjoy your gift Mr. Cronus, you’ve earned it,” Jonathan shouted from the kitchen as he 
walked out the back door.

Marco heard the back door close and crawled to the bag.  He unzipped it and fell back in horror from 
the contents of the bag.

Gino’s severed head was staring up at Marco Cronus. 
*     *     *     *
Chapter 5
The War Begins
Marco Cronus made his way out of the opera very slowly.  He had to use a cane to walk around since 

both his knee caps were shot six months earlier.  There were two limos waiting at the bottom of the stairs.
“Honey you go on home,” Marco whispered into his wife’s ear as he kissed her neck.  “I have some 

business to attend to.  Give the kids a kiss for me.”
“Okay,” Cindy Cronus responded.  She kissed Marco goodbye.  “Chris, make sure he doesn’t push 

too hard going down these steps.”
“Yes Mam’.  I’ll make sure Mr. Cronus is fine.”
Cindy quickly made her way to the second limo.  Marco watched her leave.  She was still as 

beautiful as she was the day Marco first laid eyes on her.  Six foot two with long golden brown hair, one 
hundred forty pounds, and not an ounce of fat on her.

After three kids, it amazed Marco how Cindy has been able to keep her figure.  The only thing that 
grew was her breasts.  She went from a C cup to a full D cup and it was all natural.  Marco could not 
complain about that.  Despite everything that has happened over the years he still loved her with all his 
heart.

“Come on Chris, let’s get to this meeting.”
“Yes Sir.”
Chris put his arm around Marco and lifted him off the ground.  Chris quickly made his way down the 

stairs, letting Marco down slowly at the bottom.  The driver was standing next to the open door, waiting 
for Marco to get inside.

As Marco climbed in to the limo he seen two men sitting at the front corner, their faces covered by 
shadows.  The driver pulled out a pistol with a silencer and shot Chris in the head between the eyes.  He 
shoved Marco inside the back of the limo and slammed the door shut.

Marco sat up, trying to open the door.
“You’re wasting your time,” one of the men said calmly.  “The doors can only be opened from the 

outside.  Oh, in case you get any bright ideas, the glass is bullet proof.  The inside here is sound proof too 
so no one will hear you scream.  I have been authorized to shoot you if I have to, so do us all a favor and 
relax.  You’re not going anywhere.”

“And who the fuck are you,” Marco snapped, still trying to open the door.
“We are Grim Reapers,” the man answered coldly.  “Mr. Cronus you have an appointment with 

Death himself, so let’s not keep him waiting shall we?”
Marco tried to speak but he felt a sharp pain suddenly in his throat.  He put his hand to his neck and 

pulled out a short fat dart.  His eyes grew large as his vision began to blur.  Marco dropped the dart before 
passing out.

*     *     *     *



The air was cold and sharp.  Winters are very vicious in New York.  Marco woke up on the deck of a 
fishing boat when a five gallon bucket of ice water was thrown on him.

“Wake your ass up, this aint a fuckin’ Motel 6!”
Marco blinked a few times as his vision began to come back.  He could make out four guys wearing 

black tactical clothing.  He could not make out any of their faces because they were standing in the 
shadows.  Marco laid on the deck shivering from the cold chill.  He looked down at himself and for the 
first time he realized that he had been stripped down to his underwear.

“Get the fuck up!”
“Fuck you,” Marco snapped.  “Do you realize who I am?  You are all dead!”
“Mr. Cronus you are in no position to talk about death.”  The man talking stepped forward into the 

light.  “I AM DEATH!”
Marco was shocked to see that it was Jonathan who had brought him there.  The man who made him 

a cripple, the man he’d been looking for for the past six months.
“You are one dead son of a bitch,” Marco shouted.
“Mr. Cronus, you’ve been looking for me for six months.  You have contacts across the city and the 

country.  You have a contract on my life for five hundred thousand dollars and you haven’t heard a single 
word about me.  Sorry Mr. Cronus but your threats are meaningless.”

“I, on the other hand, have gathered a lot of Intel on you.  You’ve been a very busy man Mr. Cronus. 
Making alliances with the bosses in Miami and Vegas.  Investing millions of dollars into each family. 
Louie has managed to triple your income in the past four months.”

“Why you even became the head boss of all the families in the Jersey New York area.  I think I let 
you have enough success.  Now the war I promised you begins.”

“Four people MUST die in this war.  My driver took care of one so now three remain.  George, 
Louie, and you Mr. Cronus.  All of you must die.  If you try to run, I’ll start picking you off one at a time, 
but I will keep my promise Mr. Cronus; you will be the last to die.”

“Fuck you!  You aint got the balls to pull it off.  Who the fuck do you think you are, the fuckin’ 
Punisher?”

“No Mr. Cronus,” Jonathan answered with a smile, “you are wrong.  I do have the balls.  Besides 
there are two major differences between the Punisher and myself.  First, he’s a comic book character and 
I am very much real.”

To prove his point, Jonathan walked over in front of Marco and lifted him to his feet.  He punched 
Marco in the stomach and elbowed him in the back.  Jonathan grabbed Marco’s right arm and kicked it 
until it broke.

“And second,” Jonathan continued, flipping Marco over onto his back so he could see into his eyes. 
“The Punisher was Army.  Me, well I’m a Marine.  You don’t fuck with a Marine unless you want to 
die.”

Jonathan lifted Marco back onto his feet.  He walked back toward the shadows then picked up a 
small pail.  Jonathan threw the contents of the pail at Marco, covering him with fresh fish guts.

“You got two days Mr. Cronus.  Two days to make your peace with God.  After that I’m coming 
after you and there is no place you can hide.  Remember Mr. Cronus, I AM DEATH!”

Jonathan executed a running flying kick at Marco’s chest.  The solid heavy boots Jonathan was 
wearing knocked the wind out of Marco.  The impact from the kick sent Marco toppling over the edge of 
the boat.  Marco fell into the icy cold New York harbor, screaming when his head popped out of the 
water.  The freezing cold stabbing at his skin like a thousand tiny needles at once.

“Hope you can swim Mr. Cronus.  It’s a mile to the nearest shore.  Have a good night.”
*     *     *     *
“Jesus Johnny,” Torres said as the boat began to move away from Marco, “the fuckin’ head of the 

entire Mafia family.  Are you fuckin’ nuts?”
“He wasn’t the head when he killed Joni and Jillian.  If you don’t want any part of this then leave 

Torres.  No one fuckin’ asked you to come remember?”



“Come on Johnny, it’s not like that,” Torres protested.  “You know I’m with you no matter what. 
It’s just; you don’t think we might be getting in over our heads here?  That’s a lot of people who will be 
dying.  Once we start there’s no turning back.”

“Johnny, Torres is being cautious,” Johnson interjected.  “This is some heavy shit we’re about to get 
into.”

“Johnson, you think this is easy for me,” Jonathan answered back, swallowing the frog that was 
building up in his throat.  “I could have killed that fucker six months ago but that wouldn’t have done a 
damn thing.  We swore to protect this country from all enemies, foreign and domestic.”

“Don’t give me that shit Johnny,” Johnson cut Jonathan off, angry about where Jonathan was going 
with this conversation.”Don’t you stand there and preach to me about duty and honor.  I’ve been by your 
side since day one brother.  I’ve been in the shit with you.  My hands are just as bloody as yours.  We’re 
with you man.  We just want you to be one hundred percent on this.”

Jonathan looked at Johnson and Torres.  He tried to read their faces and knew doubt was there.
“What about you Royal,” Jonathan called to Royal, who was driving the boat.  “What do you think?”
“Hey, I’m here brother.  We started out fighting each other but we’ll finish it fighting together.  You 

just lead the way.”
“Okay then,” Jonathan said smiling.  “Let’s ditch this boat and make our way back to the apartment. 

I’ll call our medic and let him know what’s going down.  We’ll hammer out the details at the apartment.”
“Oh one more thing before we go Johnny.”
“Yea Royal, what is it?”
“Your skinny ass looks nothing like the Punisher.”
They all laughed for a few seconds and then went to separate corners of the boat.  They each 

strapped a diving rig to their backs and jumped into the harbor.  None knew which way the others were 
going.  They just knew were to meet up.

*     *     *     *
It took Marco two hours to swim a half mile.  Sea gulls kept diving at his head, hoping the smell of 

fish guts was the real thing.  With his right arm broken Marco had to use only one arm and his legs to 
move.  The freezing cold water did not help either.

Marco thought for sure that he would drown before he ever made it to shore.  The only thing that 
kept him going was his anger.  Marco was thinking of different ways he wanted to kill Jonathan, none of 
which seemed torturous enough.  One thing Marco knew for sure, he was going to be the one that killed 
Jonathan.

Marco began to struggle just to stay above water.  The water was just too cold.  He saw a bright light 
shining in his face.  His first thought was that he had died.  He let his body go limp as he accepted the fact 
that he was dead.  The rushing water in his mouth made him realize he was very much alive.

“I think he’s alive,” a voice shouted from behind the light.  “Hey you, can you hear me?”
“Yea, get me out of this fuckin’ water!”
“Yea Bill he’s alive,” the voice said to another man in the boat.  “Get us closer Bill.”
Marco felt relieved.  He had been saved.  As the boat got closer he could make out a symbol on the 

side of the boat.
SHIT!  Just what I need.  The fuckin’ cops.
The guy who had been yelling reached over the side of the boat and pulled Marco out of the water.
“Good thing we found you first boss,” the Officer said, wrapping a blanker around Marco.  “There 

are four boats out here looking for you.  The guys in the other three are straight shooters.”
It was then that Marco realized these guys were on his payroll.  He was glad to see them.
“Get me the fuck out of here.  I’m fuckin’ freezin’.”
“Okay boss.  We got some hot soup for ya, should help warm you up.”
“Thanks boys.  Remind me tomorrow to give you guys a bonus.  You’re gonna help me put this 

fucker away.”
“You got it boss, whatever you need.”
The boat driver throttled up the engines and headed for shore.



*     *     *     *
The hallway reeked of shit and piss.  As Anthony walked down the long dark hallway he wished 

Jonathan had chosen a cleaner location.  He understood Jonathan’s thinking though.  This place was so 
run down that not even the Mafia bothered with it.

In all honesty the building should have been condemned.  Nothing inside the building looked safe. 
Anthony had noticed four steps missing on the stairs.  The floor creaked loudly, as if screaming with 
every step.  There was no way anyone could sneak up and surprise the guys in the room.

When Anthony stopped in front of the door he heard two clicks as the locks were being unlocked. 
The door opened just wide enough for Anthony to walk in, then the door slammed shut.  Torres locked 
the door again.

“Thanks for coming Anthony,” Jonathan said.  “Let me introduce you around.”
Anthony walked over to the only piece of furniture in the room, an old wooden table.  Maps of the 

city were scattered all over the table.
“Anthony is a frog man.  He’s a medic with the fire department so he’s going to be our point man for 

getting patched up.”
Anthony lifted his hand up in a hello gesture.
“The rest of us are Marine Recon,” Jonathan explained.  “So you’re the only squid here.  The guy on 

your left there is Torres.”
“Hello,” Torres said.
“Hello,” Anthony responded with a firm handshake.
“Next to him is Royal.”
“Hello,” Royal said, putting his hand forward.
“Hello,” Anthony responded with another handshake.
“And this skinny pussy here is Johnson.”
“Hey Anthony,” Johnson said grabbing Anthony’s hand and shaking it wildly.
“Okay Johnson, if you’re done being a dumb ass we can get started.”
“Sorry Johnny.”
“Okay first order of business.  Tomorrow we make our first hit.  We’re going to pick off the little 

guys, the nobodies.”
“Johnny, why are we going to hit the nobodies instead of the big boys?”
“Simple Torres, it gives us the element of surprise.  I’ll drop the foot soldiers, making the Captains 

start doing dirty work.  It’ll be totally random to them.  I’ll rotate between nobodies and somebody’s. 
Enough so that no one can figure out who will be next.  The only thing these guys will know for sure is 
that no one will be safe.”

“So the two day deadline you gave Cronus,” Royal asked.
“Was a lie,” Jonathan finished.  “This way he doesn’t have time to warn anyone.  If I start out small I 

won’t have much trouble.”
“Why do you keep saying I,” Anthony asked, with concern.  “All of us are involved here.”
“Cause Anthony, this is primary my war.  If by some miracle we are caught I intend to take all of the 

blame.  If I’m the only one pulling the trigger than I get the worst of it.”
“Got it,” Anthony said with a nod.  “So where are you gonna strike first?”
“I figure the first guy to fall will be Paul Gerardo, he’s Mr. Zee’s driver.  When Mr. Zee doesn’t get 

picked up on time he’s gonna be pissed.  Mr. Zee will then call Sully.  When Sully shows up at Mr. Zee’s 
home that’s when the second shot will be fired.  Mr. Zee doesn’t have any children so we don’t have to 
worry about that.”

“What about those who do have kids,” Torres interrupted.
“The kids are not to be hurt.  We will make sure they are not around.  If we have to do a snatch and 

grab then we do it.  Spouses and children are the only innocent ones here.”
“What are you using,” Royal asked.
“I’m going to bring out Hera for this mission.”
“I was wondering what happened to her,” Torres blurted out.



“Do you think she’s up for the task,” Royal asked.
“Are you kidding Royal,” Johnson asked.  “Hera is the best at this.  Saved my ass more than I care to 

count.”
“Wait a minute.  I thought it was just the five of us,” Anthony said.  “Who is Hera?”
“That’s right I forgot, you never met Hera,” Jonathan said, embarrassed that he forgot the most 

important member of the whole mission.  “I’m sorry Anthony.  Walk with me.”
Jonathan turned Anthony toward a room in the back.  Inside were four field cots and blankets 

covering them.
“My friend, this is Hera.”
Jonathan yanked off the blanket of one of the cots.  Anthony smiled as he laid his eyes on Hera.
*     *     *     *
Chapter 6
The First Shot
Paul Gerardo had only one job in the Mafia, to drive.  Paul also had a huge anger management 

problem.  Any little thing set him off.  For this reason Paul was no longer allowed to carry a gun.  It was 
safer for everyone that way.

No one in the Cronus family liked Paul.  Everyone said Marco would be better off without Paul but 
the only reason Marco kept Paul around was because he was Cindy’s second cousin.

Standing at five foot five and weighing two hundred sixty pounds, Paul was not someone you 
wanted to see first thing in the morning.  Paul’s hair was thinning and looked like a dead animal was 
living on top of his head.  He had a fat face with two chins, and a third beginning to form.  Paul’s belly 
hung wide over his waistband.

Looking through his scope, Jonathan thanked God that Paul never had children.  Jonathan could not 
imagine little versions of Paul running around, he shuddered at the very thought of it.

“I got six forty-eight,” Torres’s voice said inside Jonathan’s ear.
“Roger that.  Six forty-eight here,” Jonathan answered.  “You ready with the rocks?”
“Roger that.  Ready to throw the rocks on your command.”
“Wait one.”  Jonathan looked through his scope again.  Paul was still in bed.  His alarm was suppose 

to go off at seven am.  “Okay, first rock through the bedroom window.”
“Roger that.”
Torres lifted a zip gun made of PVC pipe.  Johnson lit the fuse and the rock inside the zip gun went 

flying through the air, crashing through Paul’s bedroom window.  The sound of breaking glass woke Paul 
up.

He jumped out of the bed and looked out the window.  Torres and Johnson pretended to be kids 
running away.

“God damn kids,” Paul shouted at no one he could see.  “Stay da fuck away from here!”
“Good job guys,” Jonathan said with a smile.  “He’s up and mad.  When he’s in the shower launch 

the second rock.  Hera will take care of the rest.”
“Roger that.”
Jonathan opened the bolt on his rifle and loaded a single round into the magazine.  He closed the 

bolt, loading the round into the chamber.
“Okay Hera,” Jonathan said, rubbing the side of his rifle, “we’ve been through a lot together. 

You’ve always taken care of me.  I hope you are up for this.  I need you to be dead on.  I know you won’t 
disappoint me.”

“There he goes again, talking to his rifle,” Johnson said to Torres laughing.  “Johnny you know Hera 
is not going to answer you back right?”

Jonathan ignored Johnson and looked into his scope.  Paul was standing in the middle of his 
bedroom naked, scratching his ass as he looked at the broken glass.  Paul did not believe in curtains 
apparently.  Disgusted, Jonathan watched Paul walk into his bathroom.

Jonathan took a deep breath and let it out very slowly.
“We’re locked and loaded Johnny.”



Silence filled the radio as Jonathan set his sights on the bathroom window where Paul’s upper body 
was visible.

“I AM DEATH.  Your life is mine tonight.  I take it without remorse, when I have you in my sight.”
“Get ready,” Johnson stated, “he’s starting his chant.”
“There is no turning back when I get the call.  Your time has come and now you must fall.  You 

can’t see me, you don’t even know I’m near.  Then you feel the cold, darkness fills you with fear.”
Torres lifted the zip gun to his shoulder and aimed it at the bathroom window.
“In a split second, as you take your last breath, you know your life belongs to me… FOR… I… 

AM… DEATH!”
Johnson lit the fuse on the zip gun, sending another rock flying through the air.  As the rock 

impacted the window, scattering the glass, Jonathan pulled the trigger.  Hera sent the single 7.62x39 
round hurdling toward Paul’s head.

Paul had no chance to react to the glass breaking.  The bullet had found its target.  Blood spattered 
across the opposite wall as Paul’s brains exploded out of his head.

There was total silence on the streets.  The people on the street or in their homes never even heard a 
shot ring out as Jonathan unscrewed the silencer at the end of Hera.

“First mission complete.”
*     *     *     *
Joseph Zeenopolis was a big man, six foot four inches and three hundred pounds of solid muscle.  He 

never liked his last name.  Joseph grew up in the Bronx and with an unusual name as Zeenopolis; he got 
into fights all the time.  He was a skinny little kid but that did not stop him from beating up anyone who 
challenged him.

Joseph’s father, Daniel, thought he would use that anger and aggression and turn it into something 
positive.  Daniel signed Joseph up for boxing lessons.  Joseph took to boxing easily.  He would spend 
hours at the gym working out and beefing up.  Joseph wanted to become a Heavy Weight Champ.  At the 
rate he had been fighting, Joseph was well on his way.

Joseph dropped out of high school in tenth grade and started fighting professionally.  He changed his 
fighting name from Joseph Zeenopolis to “Mr. Zee.”  After a year Mr. Zee was a well known name and 
had become a contender.  He was undefeated at forty and 0 with thirty-eight actual knockouts.

His last professional fight was against a guy just starting out.  There was no way he could match Mr. 
Zee’s speed and strength.  It was going to be an easy fight.  In the locker room before the fight, Marco 
Cronus Sr. came to have a chat with Mr. Zee.

Marco told Mr. Zee that he was going to take a fall in the second round.  There was a lot of money 
riding on this fight, five hundred thousand dollars to be exact.  Marco said to make it look good or else.

Mr. Zee was not going to let anyone ruin his shot at the title.  When the bell rang starting the fight 
Mr. Zee came out swinging.  The other fighter did not know what hit him.  Forty-eight seconds into the 
fight Mr. Zee was standing over knockout number thirty-nine.

After the fight Marco Sr., Marco Jr., and four other huge guys came into Mr. Zee’s locker room.  Mr. 
Zee threw the first punch before a word was spoken.  If he was going to go down he was going to go 
down fighting and he was going to take as many of them down with him.

The fight lasted two minutes.  Mr. Zee was the only one standing and ready to hit anyone who stood 
up.  Marco Sr. figured the money he lost on the fight could be made up.  He wanted Mr. Zee working for 
him.

Marco Sr. pulled out his gun and shot Mr. Zee in the right hand.  Mr. Zee would never fight again so 
he had to work for the Cronus family or die.

Mr. Zee became the family’s money transporter.  At twenty-five he became a lower ranking Captain 
but a Captain none the less.  That was fifteen years ago.

Mr. Zee looked at his watch.  It was seven forty-five, Paul was late.  Mr. Zee turned on the television 
to see if the news was reporting any major traffic accidents.  He watched for fifteen minutes then turned it 
off.



Mr. Zee looked at the clock again.  He pulled out his cell phone and dialed Sully Delmont’s number. 
Sully was Mr. Zee’s cousin.

“Hey Sully it’s me.  I need you to pick me up.  Yea the little shit is late again.  Mr. Cronus wants me 
at his house by eight thirty.  No, no.  He does sound pissed about something so move your ass.  Five 
minutes?  Okay, see ya then.”

Mr. Zee hung up the phone and looked up at the clock.  Eight ten.  If Sully did arrive in five minutes 
that would give them fifteen minutes to get to Marco’s house.  There was no way they would make it in 
time.

Mr. Zee decided to wait for Sully outside.  As he walked out the door Sully was speeding down the 
street.  Mr. Zee smiled and started down the steps to his curved driveway.

Jonathan was sitting in a tree tracking Sully racing toward him.  As Sully inched closer Jonathan 
started reciting his “I AM DEATH” chant.  It was actually a poem he wrote one day on the rifle range.

Jonathan found out that by reciting this poem to himself his nerves and muscles became relaxed. 
Hearing the words in is own ears seemed to sooth his conscience, convincing himself that what he was 
about to do, taking a life, was now justified.

Sully pulled into the driveway, still driving fast.  He loved speed.  Before Sully was able to hit the 
brakes Jonathan pulled the trigger.  The bullet sailed through the air beautifully, hitting its target with pin 
point accuracy, killing Sully instantly.

Sully fell forward on the steering wheel.  His foot was still on the gas.  The car hit the edge of the 
driveway and flew into Mr. Zee’s house.  Mr. Zee jumped out of the way as best he could.

Mr. Zee was definitely going to be late now.
*     *     *     *
Marco threw his cell phone across the room, hitting the far wall.  Marco was still feeling cold from 

being in the ice cold water of the Hudson.  The family’s personal doctor had cast Marco’s arm.  The 
Doctor told Marco he was suffering from hypothermia and needed to stay warm or he would catch 
pneumonia.

Marco was wearing two pairs of socks, sweat pants, two sweaters, and wrapped in a heavy blanket.
“What’s going on boss,” Matthew Gaudy asked.  Matthew was the Cronus’ Captain over the west 

side of New York.
“Zee won’t be coming.  Sully crashed his car into Zee’s house.  The car is half in and half out of his 

house.”
“Sully?  What happened that he crashed,” Shaun Kelly asked.  Shaun is another Captain working 

different locations in Jersey.
“He got a bullet in his head.  Shit!  There is no way we can hide this from the cops.  Shaun call one 

of your boys and tell ‘em to go find Paul.  He should have picked up Zee.”
“Sure thing boss,” Shaun answered as he pulled out his cell phone and called one of his foot soldiers. 

A minute later he hung up the phone and nodded his head at Marco.  “All set boss.  So what’s going on, 
some other family taking us on?”

Marco stood there in silence.  Shivering cold, he was trying to calm himself down.  He pulled the 
blanket around himself tighter as he walked back to his chair.  Marco sat down and looked at everyone in 
the room.

Everyone was waiting for Marco to say something, looking at Marco for fear they might miss 
something if they looked anywhere else.

“Some one turn up the fuckin’ heat.  I’m fuckin’ freezin’ my nuts off over here.”
Matthew was closest to the thermostat.  He got up and moved the needle to ninety degrees.  It was 

already eighty-five degrees in the room.  Even though it was winter, the other men in the room were hot. 
Matthew sat back down without saying a word.

“It’s not another family trying to muscle in on us,” Marco finally answered.  “It’s that faggot who 
shot me six months ago.”

“It’s just one guy.  No problem boss, he’s dead,” Matthew responded, “I’ll get all my guys on it.”



“Matthew, what, you got shit for brains,” Marco snapped with harsh venom in his tone.  “We’ve 
been trying to get this guy for six months.  Six fuckin’ months!  Your boys couldn’t catch him in that 
time.”

“Yea cause the little shit ran,” Matthew answered, trying to defend himself.
“No stupid, he didn’t run.  He’s been watching us.  He knows everything about us.  He’s been right 

under our noses the whole fuckin’ time.”
Marco sneezed hard.  His nose was beginning to run while his anger built up.  “This asshole isn’t 

alone either.  He’s got at least three others with him.  We are not just going to kill these assholes.  I want 
them alive.”

Marco took a drink of Scotch, trying to warm his blood, before continuing on.  “I am personally 
going to break bones.  I want these fuckers tortured.  I want them to beg us to kill ‘em.”

Shaun’s cell phone began to ring, interrupting Marco.  Shaun pulled it out and answered it quickly.
“Uh huh.  Yea.  Good job.  Get over here quickly.”  Shaun hung up the phone and looked at Marco. 

“Paul’s dead.  Shot in the head while taking a shower.  Cops and news are all over his house.”
“FUCK,” Marco shouted.
*     *     *     *
Tara Lyn Dittus was sitting at her desk at the New York Times.  Growing up, Tara had always 

wanted to be a serious journalist and working for the Times was one of the best ways to do that.  Six 
weeks out of college her dream was coming true, only thing is she was in the mail room not the news 
room.

It was as if someone was playing a joke on her.  Since Tara was a freshman in high school she’d 
written for the school paper.  She even became the senior student editor her Jr. Year.  Of course that was a 
small town school paper in Iowa.

When Tara moved to New York to attend NYU she knew she would have to start at the bottom and 
work her way up.  She may have been a little fish in a big pond but Tara was determined to grow fast.

Grow she did.  After her first year in school the faculty editor of the school paper appointed Tara as 
the lead reporter.  She was good at getting the stories no one wanted and made the best of them.

Tara became a big fish.
The day Tara got the news that she, a small town girl from Iowa, would be working for the New 

York Times became the best day of her life.  Tara called her parents and told them the news.  They told 
Tara how proud they were of her.

As the postman brought in the bags of mail, Tara wondered what her parents would think of her now. 
How proud would they be that their big time reporter is working as a mailroom clerk?

Tara still looked for stories everywhere.  She wrote what she could and slipped her articles into the 
editor’s mail.  Unfortunately the editor did not like the idea of Tara sneaking her work in.

If I wanted you to write me stories I would have hired you as a reporter.
Tara remembered those words the editor yelled at her the night before.  Tara decided that morning 

that she was not going to ever write for the Times.  She came to terms that her dreams were not going to 
come true.

Tara started sorting the mail in the postal bag.  The early morning load was not as bad as the lunch 
time load.  All mail must be sorted and delivered no later than two pm.  Tara was hired to just sort the 
mail, but in the past week she’d found herself having to deliver it too.  This job was so unfair.

It took Tara thirty minutes to get the mail sorted and ready to go.  She walked back to the front of the 
mail room to see if any other bags had shown up.

Tara found a single envelope lying on her desk.  She picked it up and saw it was addressed to her.
TARA LYN DITTUS YOUR LIFE IS ABOUT TO CHANGE.
YOUR BIG BREAK IS INSIDE.
*     *     *     *
Chapter 7
Breaking the Story



Tara’s eyes grew large as she read the contents of the envelope.  Thoughts began racing through her 
head.  Is the letter real or was someone in the newsroom playing a prank?  Is this a test?  If the story is 
real what do I do with it?

Tara could try going to the editor but that had its draw back.  Tara could get fired or worse yet, the 
story could be yanked from her completely.  The letter did warn that if the story was taken from Tara the 
editor would be sorry.  Could that be a threat on his life?

“Screw it.  I’m not going to spend the rest of my life down here in the mailroom.”
Tara grabbed her jacket and headed to the editor’s office.
*     *     *     *
“Mr. Ross, I’ve got something you need to look at,” Tara said as she walked into the morning 

meeting with the reporters.
Everyone stopped what they were doing and looked at Tara.  Tara looked at their faces and saw she 

still had surprise on her side.  She decided to continue forward before someone threw her out.
“Someone just shot two of Mr. Cronus’ men and sent me a letter to print to Mr. Cronus.  This is big 

news and I am the contact person.”
“Miss Dittus what the hell are you talking about,” Mr. Ross blurted out angrily.
“Soon the news will be reporting two separate shootings.  One is Paul Gerardo and the other was at 

Mr. Zee’s house, a Sully Delmont.”  Tara looked at her watch and held up a piece of paper.  “In ten 
minutes Michael Klein will be the next one to get shot.  It’s all laid out in this letter that was sent to me in 
the mailroom.”

“Let me see that,” Mr. Ross snapped as he walked over to Tara and reached for the paper.
“Not so fast,” Tara said, pulling the paper away from Mr. Ross.  “I seem to have gotten the exclusive 

on this.  I want this story.”
“Why you little bitch,” Mr. Ross said, his face turning red with anger.  “How the fuck do I even 

know it’s real?”
“Boss it’s real,” one of the reporters said pointing to the TV.  He turned up the volume and everyone 

listened.
“… what seemed to be an intentional shooting.  Again the victim was shot in the head while he was 

taking a shower.  Neighbors say they never even heard a gun shot.”
“The victim’s name is being withheld but sources tell us that he was a member of the Cronus family. 

This is Emily Spark reporting live, Fox Five News.”
“Thank you Emily,” the news anchorman said, “Again to recap our top story, a man was shot in his 

home early this morning.  Um… we are receiving information that another man has been shot while 
driving his vehicle.  For more we are going to Scott Peterson.  Scott?”

“John we are at the home of Joseph Zeenopolis.  Apparently around eight this morning a car drove 
into Mr. Zeenopolis’ home.  The driver, forty-six year old Sully Delmont was pulling into the driveway 
when he was shot in the head.  Police are not releasing anymore information.  They are not saying 
whether or not there is a connection between this shooting and the one earlier.  We have been able to 
confirm that there is a connection between Mr. Delmont and the Cronus family.  We’ll bring you more as 
the story develops.  Scott Peterson, Fox Five News.”

Mr. Ross turned off the TV as he turned to face Tara.
“Well Mr. Ross,” Tara stated, smiling as she raised an eyebrow at him.  “What’s it gonna be?  Do I 

get to write this story or do I begin my carrier as a television reporter?  I’m sure someone will allow me to 
do this story just to get the exclusive.”

“Why you,” Mr. Ross asked coldly, feeling trapped in a corner.
“When I find that out so will you,” Tara answered, trying to sound confident amidst all the chaos. 

“Times ticking Mr. Ross.”
“Fine, you can write the story.”
*     *     *     *
“To the bosses of organized crime:



Your time is up.  The days of organized crime are over.  For anyone thinking of getting into 
organized crime, change your mind.  For those of you who have committed crimes you have nowhere to 
hide.

Your names are on my list, from the low lives in the streets to ALL the top bosses.  Inside of six 
months you will all be dead.  You have committed great sins on the innocent.  May God have mercy on 
your soul because I will show you no mercy.

To the brethren of the Police Department, do not try to stop me for you have your own problems.  
Evil has crept into your ranks, tainting the hard work of honest Officers.  Men you trusted, men you 
called your friend, leaders you confided in.

I have their names, too.  I have decided to let the Honest Officers judge the others.  Soon certain  
people will receive all the evidence you will need to get these scum off the street.

To ALL the bosses, no matter the nationality, this is directed to you.  If you deal, or have dealt with 
Marco Cronus, you are marked to die.  There are a few bosses from Russia and China who have NOT 
dealt with Mr. Cronus.

Although you HAVE committed crimes that are deserving of DEATH, I am giving you one chance.  
You have until December first to leave the country and never return.  Your home country can deal with  
you.

However, if you DO NOT leave, or you return to this country I will fall down on you and take your  
life.  You will not be able to hide.

To the children of the men who are about to die, you are on borrowed time.  If you live a good 
peaceful life you need not fear me.  If you turn to a life of crime, your life will belong to me.

There is no stopping me for you can not stop DEATH.  You can not catch a ghost.  You can not  
destroy a shadow.  Make no mistake, I am coming.  This is not a crime, THIS IS JUSTICE.

Your life belongs to me,
DEATH
*     *     *     *
“Boss, did you read the Times this morning,” Louie asked as he walked into Marco’s pool house. 

Louie flew in from Miami non-stop.
“Yea I saw the paper,” Marco snapped, his blood pressure rising from the stress of it all.  “I read the 

letter.  In case I didn’t read the letter it’s all over the radio and TV.  I want these assholes dead by the end 
of the day!”

*     *     *     *
Vincent Tornelly laid down the paper and reached for his telephone.  He dialed a number and waited 

for an answer.
“Talk to me,” the voice on the other end answered.
“Tony, Vincent.”
“Yea Vinnie, what do you want?”
“You read the paper?  I think we need to get the families together and have a little chat with Marco.”
“I already sent word to Gary and Anthony Murcheddy.  We are going over in an hour.”
Vincent looked at his watch.  Seven forty-five am.
“Fine I’ll be there.”
Vincent hung up the phone.  He made another call and then left for Marco’s house.  Someone was 

going to pay for the letter in the Times.
*     *     *     *
“Someone get me a copy of the Times,” Captain Wolf yelled outside his door.  Captain Wolf sat 

back down at his desk, watching the morning news.
“Captain, you wanted to see me?”
“Not unless you have the front page of the Times!”
“Right here Captain.”



Captain Wolf reached up and snatched the paper out of Detective Jock’s hand.  Tall and slender with 
a medium mustache, Chris Jock loved to joke around.  Not much joking going on today though, not with 
what was printed about dirty cops in the paper.

The largest city in the country is about to be in an uproar.
*     *     *     *
Tara could not believe the buzz when she walked into the building of the New York Times. 

Television reporters wanted to talk with her.
Everyone was asking the same questions:  Did she know the killer?  How did she get such inside 

detail to the shootings?  Did she know who was next?
Security was outside waiting to escort Tara inside the building.  Mr. Ross did not want Tara talking 

to anyone.  Tara truly did have a hot exclusive.  The story would not last six months as the contact 
promised.  Mr. Ross had to strike while the iron was hot.

Already at seven thirty in the morning the Times has been sold out of every printing.  Last time that 
happened was the day after Pearl Harbor.  The Times has just out scooped every other news media.

Tara was taken straight to Mr. Ross’s office.  Another man was sitting across from Mr. Ross.
“Congratulations Tara,” Mr. Ross said as Tara walked into the room.  “Thanks to this gentleman here 

you have just become the hottest reporter in New York.”
*     *     *     *
Chapter 8
A Mob Divided
Marco was sitting in his big leather chair holding a glass of Scotch.  It was eight thirty in the 

morning but that did not matter to Marco.  His head was throbbing.  Jonathan was becoming more of a 
pain than Marco was use to.  Marco’s broken arm was a constant reminder of that fact.

“Boss, you got visitors,” John, one of Marco’s foot soldiers, said as he walked into the den.
“I told you I didn’t want to see anyone John,” Marco snapped, not looking up.
“I think you’ll see me Marco,” Vincent Tornelly said walking past John.  He took off his hat and 

overcoat, handing them to John.  “Get me a drink.”
John looked at Marco.  Marco waved his hand up, telling John to leave the room.
“You’ll be expecting more visitors,” Vincent announce to John.  “Bring them here right away.”
John wanted to say that he’s not a fucking butler but Marco gave John a serious look.  John took the 

hint and left the room without saying another word.
“What can I do for you Vinnie?” Marco snared.
“You can tell me who this asshole is that wrote that letter in the paper?  Why did he mention you by 

name?”
“It’s the asshole who did this to me,” Marco said lifting his broken arm.  “He thinks he can scare 

me.”
“Seems to me that he’s gotten the better of you twice,” Vinnie said as he sat down across from 

Marco.  “Isn’t this the same guy who shot you?  That’s not good for business.”
“What the fuck are you trying to say,” Marco blurted out loudly.
“He’s not trying to say anything,” Tony Camporaliee said walking into the den.  The Murcheddy 

brothers were walking in behind him.  “Marco I personally don’t think you can handle this guy.  He 
should be dead by now but isn’t.”

“He will be,” Marco snapped defensively.
“If you had any balls,” Gary Murcheddy said, “then he would be taken care of already.  Instead he 

makes a fool out of us all.  I don’t like being made to look like a fool Marco.”
“Yea well, if the shoe fits Gary,” Marco snapped.
“What did you just say,” Gary growled as he jumped forward toward Marco.  Tony stepped in front 

of Gary to hold him back.
“Boys calm down,” Vincent said angrily.  “Gary watch your temper.  Marco watch the insults.” 

Vincent took a deep breath before continuing.   “Fact is Marco, your fuck up is making us look bad.  This 



was suppose to be a simple insurance payment.  Instead you have been face to face with this guy twice. 
Both times he crippled you and killed your boys.”

“Now he’s started shooting your guys in their own homes.  Sends a letter to the Times for the entire 
world to see.  Saying how he’s gonna kill all of us inside of six months.”

“He’s even threatened the Russians.  I have to deal with those commie bastards.  They don’t like 
being called out.  I’m sorry Marco but I don’t think you should be running the families anymore.  Your 
father would turn over in his grave, God rest his soul.”

“I am still in charge Vinnie.  I’m the one that united all the families.  I made more money for all of 
you in the past five months than you made yourselves in the past ten years!  Don’t you dare fuckin’ 
threaten me in my own home!”

Marco stood up and walked over to the bar.  He swallowed what was left in his glass and poured 
himself another Scotch.  Marco swallowed that glass and poured another.  He carried it over to Vincent.

“Next time you want a drink, fuckin’ pour it yourself.  Now are we done here,” Marco snapped, 
daring anyone else to challenge him.

Vincent looked over at the other three men.  They all slightly nodded toward Vincent.
“Yea Marco we’re finished.”  Vincent swallowed the contents of the glass then stood up.  “You are 

no longer in charge of our families.  You are on your own Marco.”
Vincent, Tony, Gary, and Anthony walked out of Marco’s den, not saying another word.  Marco was 

left alone to stew in is thoughts.  His headache increasing with every passing moment.
*     *     *     *
“You are on your own Marco.”
Jonathan listened with excitement at Vincent Tornelly’s last words.  This was great news.
“Did you hear that tone,” Johnson asked surprisingly.  “Did his voice crack a bit?”
“Yea I think it did,” Jonathan answered.  “They all sounded a bit scared to me.  That’s good.  Out 

little demonstration worked yesterday.”
“Yea but Vincent was right about one thing,” Johnson said, “the Russians are going to be majorly 

pissed.”
“It’s the Chinese I’m more worried about,” Jonathan responded.  “The Russians will be taken care of 

all at once.”
“And just how the hell do you plan on doing that,” Royal asked with eagerness in his tone.
“In one week Comrade Ziskin is going to have a party on his private yacht,” Jonathan explained. 

“Only mob guys and sex girls are going to be on the boat.  We take the boat from them.  We bring along 
some C-4 and take care of all of them.  Those that don’t attend will be picked up and taken out in the 
morning.”

Jonathan looked at Royal as the wheels began to turn inside his head.  Royal thought it was risky 
taking an entire boat hostage.  There are a lot of things that could go wrong.

“What about the women Johnny,” Johnson asked.  “What are we gonna do with them?”
“Snatch and grab.  We’re gonna bring them back.  We’re not the bad guys here.”
Royal still had his doubts but Jonathan is in charge.  He has yet to be wrong, always planning out to 

the very last detail.
“Promise me you’re thinking and not feeling on this one,” Royal voiced his opinion.
“Yea Royal I’m thinkin.  My emotions are in check.  I even got us special protection.”
“What are you talking about,” Royal asked, looking confused.
With perfect timing Torres walked into the room carrying a box.  Torres walked over to the table and 

placed the box on top.
“Here you go Royal,” Jonathan said as he opened the box.  “Rubber body armor.  You wear this 

under your vest.  It’ll take some getting use to but it’s like wearing two vests.  That, along with the flak 
jacket over the vest and you are covered.  These even come with the body armor pants.  These bad boys 
will stop a .40 but if you get shot in the leg it’ll hurt like hell.”

“How did you manage to get these Johnny,” Johnson asked.



“I had them custom made with that money I won in Vegas,” Jonathan answered simply.  “Everything 
is perfectly legal guys.”  Jonathan looked at Royal and could see conflict in his face.  “Royal if you got 
something working then let us know.  You can sit this one out from shore.”

“No Johnny,” Royal responded slowly, “no.  I’m in.”
*     *     *     *
Yuri Ziskin was sitting down eating dinner alone.  His wife, Angelica, had taken the kids home to 

Moscow so they could visit their dying grandfather.  Angelica’s father was diagnosed with lung cancer a 
year earlier and now he is in the hospital waiting to die.  Yuri thought his father-in-law, Boris, to be a pig. 
Boris had never liked Yuri.  They argued over everything.  When the Cold War ended Boris was glad to 
see the collapse of Communism.

Yuri knew that democracy was going to ruin his Mother Russia. Yuri left and took Angelica with 
him to New York.  He knew someone in the Russian mafia and it was not long before Yuri became one of 
the top muscle men in the mafia.

Yuri enjoyed being around men from the motherland who still believed in the old ways.  The old 
ways were the best, cold and quick.

Yuri looked up as Vincent Tornelly walked into the dinning room.  Yuri pointed at the chair to his 
right with a steak knife, silently telling Vincent were to sit.  Yuri continued to cut and eat his steak, 
making Vincent wait.

“Now Mr. Tornelly,” Yuri said as he swallowed a mouthful of steak, “would you like something to 
drink.  I have bottle of Vodka from Moscow.  Very good,” Yuri added politely in his thick Russian 
accent.

“No I’m fine.  Why don’t we get to why I’m here,” Vincent answered impatiently.
“You know why you here I think,” Yuri said calmly before shoveling another large piece of steak in 

his mouth.  “You know of this man in paper?”
“Yea I know who he is,” Vincent snapped.  “He’s OUR problem and we can handle him.”
“I would like to know who he is please.  I want to know who is threatening my life.  I am not to be 

made look like fool.  You understand?”
“Look COMRADE,” Vincent said, stressing comrade, “we can handle this guy.  He will be dead by 

tomorrow night.  I have all my guys looking for him.”
“Vincent, Vincent,” Yuri said softly, putting down his fork, “calm down.  You are friend.  We have 

truce no?  I allow you time you need.  I want help you.  Yes?”
“Again, we don’t need your fuckin’ help!”
Vincent pushed his chair back to stand.  Yuri, however, jammed the steak knife into Vincent’s left 

hand, pinning his hand to the table.
“Vincent it is rude to leave when talking,” Yuri said calmly, as if nothing had just happened.  “You 

are not my friend.  You insult me and my family.  You let man threaten my family.  In Russia this means 
death.  You want die Vincent?”

“You’re fuckin’ crazy you commie bastard,” Vincent shouted as he tried pulling the knife free of the 
table.  Vincent gently pulled on the knife handle and stopped, the pain was excruciating.

“Let me help you,” Yuri offered.
Yuri grabbed Vincent’s left wrist and yanked the steak knife out with his other hand.  Vincent fell 

back into his chair looking through the hole in his hand.  Yuri was smiling back at Vincent through the 
opening.

“No one threatens my family.  You are reason this man attack me.  You must pay price.”
Vincent tried to reach for his gun but Yuri was much faster.  Yuri slit Vincent’s throat with the steak 

knife.
Vincent grabbed at his throat, trying to stop the blood that was flowing out of his throat.  His body 

was beginning to go into shock, it refused to do anything Vincent’s brain was commanding.  In a matter 
of seconds Vincent Tornelly fell forward dead.



Yuri dropped the knife over Vincent’s head.  The knife landed, blade down, into the table at 
Vincent’s throat.  Yuri smiled to himself as he walked out of the room.  Soon the Italians will be dead and 
the Russians will control New York.

*     *     *     *
Jimmy Wan hung up the phone and looked across his desk at his two sons.
“That was Yuri.  He called to tell me that that pig Tornelly is dead.  Yuri cut his throat.”
“You’re shitin’ me,” Danny Wan said.  Danny is Jimmy’s oldest son and next in line to take over the 

Triads when Jimmy is gone.
“Does this mean we’re going to war with the Italians,” Tran Wan asked, looking at his father with 

eagerness.
“Maybe Tran,” Jimmy answered.  “The Russians are.  If they ask for our help then they’re going to 

get it.”
Jimmy Wan too was from the old ways.  China and Russia are not much different when you get 

down to the details.  Both are Communist countries, both are hard on punishment, cold on emotion, and 
do not show any mercy.

Jimmy and Yuri had met five years earlier.  Both men were after a guy who stole ten thousand 
dollars from each family.  Yuri happened to find the guy just minutes before Jimmy showed up.

After a short conversation between the two leaders they decided to share in tormenting their prize.  A 
friendship ensued.  The Russians and the Triads have had a truce ever since then.

Jimmy knew that Yuri would need his help to take on the Italians.  After reading the letter in the 
Times, Jimmy wanted them all dead.  If this man who called himself “Death” wanted Jimmy Wan then 
Jimmy was ready.

“A war is coming boys, there is no mistaking that.  I want everyone to lay low.  Danny, tell your 
boys to work the markets and see what they can find out.”

“Define ‘work’ pops.”
“Get jobs,” Jimmy snapped, annoyed that he has to explain himself.  “I don’t want them knocking 

anyone around, just work like everyone else.  They need to be as low key as possible.  I need eyes 
everywhere.”

“You got it.”
“Tran get your computer geeks to watch the nets and see what they find.  See who’s talking and 

about what.  Find out what you can from the cops as well.  Tap everything you can think of.”
“Sure thing.”
Both boys looked at their father to see if there were any more orders.  Jimmy dismissed them with a 

wave of his hand as he sat back in his chair.
“I am ready for Death,” Jimmy whispered to himself, alone in the room, “I hope Death is ready for 

me.”
*     *     *     *
Jonathan sat on his cot listening to the conversations of the day.  This is the best way to handle the 

mobs, know their every move.  It took Jonathan two months to set up his bugs but he managed to bug 
every high ranking person in the mafia, Italian, Russian, and Chinese.

Jonathan figured that he would have the mafia help him in his war.  Not only will they be trying to 
kill him but they’ll be trying to kill each other too.  The little guys would take care of each other while 
Jonathan picked off the bosses.

The events of the day proved Jonathan right.  Yuri had declared war on the Italians.  Little did Yuri 
know he was about to die.

Jonathan targeted the Russians for total annihilation first because they were the smallest.  That was 
the good thing about the Russians, they all stayed together.  Their numbers were also small.

Jonathan laid on his cot, staring at the ceiling, going over the plans for hijacking Yuri’s boat.  As the 
boat exploded in his head, Jonathan fell asleep.

*     *     *     *
Chapter 9



One Down, Two to Go
The Demetri is a large party yacht.  The party being held tonight would not be a problem for the 

boat.  The tables were being set up and the drinks poured.
The crates that the crew was bringing aboard were suppose to be full of food.  The delivery truck had 

been late and the cook was getting nervous.
Counting the last crate as it came aboard, the cook breathed a sigh of relief.  His guests would be 

arriving in two hours.  He hated to rush his cooking.
*     *     *     *
Up inside the pilot’s room Jonathan was setting a C-4 charge.  Down below in the engine room 

Johnson was doing the same thing.  The plan was that when the boat exploded there would be nothing left 
but small chunks.

The Captain of the Demetri was lying on the floor unconscious and bound with duct tape.  He never 
saw Jonathan coming.  The Captain, however, would at least wake up and with one major headache, so 
would the entire crew for that matter.  Torres had gone aboard early and spiked all the drinks.  Roofies 
were in every water bottle, every bottle of wine, and everything that contained liquid.

Since it was in minor dosages it would take a while for the roofies to take effect.  Those that passed 
out quickly would be laughed at for not being able to hold their liquor.  This was how Jonathan was 
hoping to take over the boat without firing a shot.

The first guest had arrived at six p.m., Boris Nagasie.  Boris stood tall at six foot two, weighing two 
hundred fifty pounds.

Boris was Yuri’s number one hit man.  He claimed to be a natural born killer, a true assassin.  One 
look at him would scare the bravest of souls if they had to fight him hand to hand.

Boris loved his job.  He took pride in his kills.  If he could help it, nothing was ever rushed but 
sometimes it could not be helped and a fast sloppy kill was necessary.  Whenever possible, Boris never 
killed the same way twice.

With one hundred twenty-five kills to his name, finding a different way to kill someone was 
becoming a challenge.

Jonathan had studied Boris closely.  He knew he would get only one chance at killing Boris.  The 
more Jonathan studied and stalked Boris the more he began to think a bullet to the head would not kill 
him.  That’s when Jonathan got the idea for tonight.  If blowing Boris to pieces did not do the trick 
nothing would.

Boris, however, had one major weakness, hot beautiful women.  The only women he would be seen 
with are the ones everyone would be looking at.  Tonight was no exception.

Anastasia was the kind of woman who got paid by the hour and she was not cheap either.  She came 
with a price tag of five hundred dollars an hour.  When Anastasia walked into the room all eyes were on 
her.

Anastasia was six foot five with long flowing dark red hair.  Her chest a forty-four D, grabbed the 
attention of every male and female she met.  She had a slender body with long, firm, toned legs.  Her eyes 
were a deep emerald green that could captivate whomever she wanted and talked them into obeying her 
every command.

Men were not the only ones gawking either.  Women also competed for the Anastasia’s attention. 
Straight women who never even considered any lesbian thoughts wanted to experiment with Anastasia. 
Only women who were beautiful and sexy got that privilege.

She would allow them to explore her body before teaching them how to please her.  It came easily to 
her.  Anastasia always found it funny that straight women could not wait to suck her nipples or eat her 
out.  These women were the lucky ones; they got to have sex with her for free.

Numerous times during a party Anastasia would be hit on by men with no avail.  The promises of 
pleasure and ecstasy were all lies.  The only ones receiving pleasure were the men so she made sure she 
got paid to fuck.  The men always paid and always came back for more.  Anastasia swore no man would 
ever fuck her for free, so she thought.



The day she met Boris was the beginning of her hellish nightmare.  Boris saw Anastasia and wanted 
her.  He asked her for sex and she told him not a chance in hell.

That night while Anastasia was giving her client a blow job Boris kicked in the door and shot him in 
the head.  He made it very clear that if she did not please him he would kill her.  That was two years ago. 
Boris was the only man who never paid her.  If she was not working then she was fucking Boris.  After 
tonight, however, Anastasia would be free.

*     *     *     *
The Demetri was sitting dead in the water twenty miles east of Else Island, well past the jurisdiction 

of the U.S. Coast Guard.  One hundred fifty three Russians were below drinking and talking.  Yuri was 
playing host, walking around and talking to everyone.

One by one, Yuri went to certain people and whispered in their ear.  A nod of their head and a slap 
on the back signaled the message was understood.

The night was clear and cool.  The stars were shining bright.  It was a very peaceful night filled with 
no worries.  The guests were enjoying themselves while Yuri went to a private room.

Inside were the six men Yuri had whispered something to.  Despite what his guest saw Yuri was not 
happy.

“Boris, why have you not killed boy,” Yuri snapped as the door closed behind him.
“He’s very good.  No one see him.  He kills then vanishes without trace.  You see papers call him 

REAL SNIPER.”
“I don’t care!  I want him dead!”
“Yuri,” Ivan Koff, Yuri’s right hand man, cut in, “Boris is not to blame.  He has never failed you 

before.”
“I know,” Yuri answered.  “I sorry Boris.  It’s not your fault.  My bastard father-in-law has not died. 

He will stay alive just to piss me off.”
Everyone laughed.
“You should enjoy the party,” Ivan continued.  “Boris will do his job.”
“Yes but my wife has seen the news.  She calls me to find out what going on.  She worry because 

bastard father of hers say I will die too.  She want to come home.  I want him dead before she come 
home.”

“I will find him tomorrow.  He will die slowly.  I have come up with good plan.”
Yuri picked up his glass and emptied it.  Everyone else in the room did the same.
“One drink, then you tell us Boris.”
Ivan stood up and poured Vodka out of a crystal bottle where Yuri kept his best Vodka.  Everyone 

knew this was the good stuff.  It did not take long to empty the glasses in the room.
This was indeed the good stuff.  Jonathan had personally spiked the bottle.  Yuri’s vision began to 

blur.  The room began to spin.  He came crashing down hard as he passed out.  Everyone else in the room 
fell shortly after.

Jonathan walked into the private room and smiled.  He moved quickly to duct tape everyone.  The 
amount of roofie he placed in the Vodka was enough to keep everyone knocked out for hours but 
Jonathan was not going to take any chances.

He checked his watch.  Nine forty-five.  Hopefully most of the guest downstairs should be passing 
out.  In fifteen minutes Royal and Torres will be pulling up along the Demetri to begin the off load.

*     *     *     *
“Coming in on your port side.  Do you have everyone ready?”
“Red Route One where have you been?  You’re fifteen late.”
“Had a little trouble leaving the dock.  We’re good to go.”
“Roger that,” Jonathan said, “I got you on slow approach.”
“That’s us.”
“Pull in slow.  Want to execute in ten.”
“You got it.”



Royal pulled the small fishing boat along side the Demetri.  A long wooden plank was placed 
between the two boats.  Johnson and Torres began transporting the crew over to the other boat.  Mostly 
everyone was passed out.

Royal, Johnson, Torres, and Jonathan were all wearing black hooded masks in case someone woke 
up.  When the crew was transferred, the women were next.  All in all transferring everyone took twelve 
minutes.

Torres went back to the fishing boat to get her ready to leave.  Johnson checked the last of the C-4 
charges.  Jonathan was busy dumping gasoline all over the boat.

Jonathan had moved everyone to the main deck.  This way when he woke up Yuri, he could see 
Jonathan leaving the boat.  He made his way to the plank and saw Anastasia standing in front of Boris.

She was hugging herself tight, crying.  Jonathan walked up behind her, placing his left arm around 
her shoulders.  She sniffed, trying to dry her tears.  Jonathan felt sorry for her.  Some people may not see 
it as rape because of her profession but that’s what it was every time Boris slept with her.

“Are you sure he’s going to die,” Anastasia asked softly.
“Yes,” Jonathan answered quickly.  “That green brick on his chest will do the trick.”
“You promise,” she whispered between sobs.
“I promise.  I’ve kept my word to you so far.  You can trust me now.”
Jonathan had kept his word.  Two months ago he had approached Anastasia by pretending to be a 

client.  When she went to the hotel room to meet him she was surprised at what she saw.
“I don’t want sex,” Jonathan had told her, sitting in a chair by the door.
“Sex or not, I get paid the same,” Anastasia snapped back, annoyed.
“I’m not going to pay you anything.  Please sit down,” Jonathan said pointing at a chair across from 

him, “I have information that’s going to change your life.”
“You don’t have any money,” she shouted.
“No,” he responded calmly.
“You’re going to wish you never messed with me asshole.  No one jerks me around.  I’ll have you 

killed.”
“By who,” Jonathan asked coldly.  “Boris?  You’re gonna cry to him?”
That got her attention.  She was about to say something but nothing came to mind.  How the hell did 

he know about Boris, no one knew about Boris?
“If you want him out of your life forever you’ll sit down.”
Anastasia stood staring into Jonathan’s eyes.  She was tempted to storm out but something deep 

inside told her to stay.  She sat down and Jonathan began telling her about his plan.  The more he 
explained what he wanted the more she knew Jonathan was real.

Anastasia started giving Jonathan all the information he needed to pull off tonight.  Jonathan had 
kept every promise he made to her.

“I know I’m a hooker but no one ever made me feel as cheap as he did,” she sobbed, looking away 
from Boris.  She faced Jonathan, who was still wearing his mask, “I wish you could kill him a hundred 
times over.  He deserves it.”

“There’s nothing I can say or do to make your hurt go away,” Jonathan offered.  “Believe me I 
know.  The only thing I can offer you is a chance at a new life.  Get yourself cleaned up.  You’re better 
than this.”

“Thank you.  I will try to make something of my new life.”
Anastasia kissed Jonathan’s cheek and took the glass of water he had been holding.  She knew it 

contained roofie.  She was prepared for the massive headache she would have when she woke up.  It was 
part of the deal.  This way she looked like a victim like everyone else.

Johnson helped her across the plank.  Jonathan was left alone aboard the Demetri.  Royal began to 
pull the boat away and get a mile away from the Demetri.  Well past the blast radius.

Jonathan picked up a five gallon can of gasoline.  He started pouring it onto the heads of the men he 
had tied together.  Yuri woke up from the splash of the gas.

“What are you doing,” Yuri yelled.



Jonathan ignored him.  He continued with setting the timer for the bomb.  Yuri kicked and screamed 
but Jonathan never looked in his direction.  Yuri’s yelling woke three other men, including Boris.

They all shouted threats in English and Russian.  When Jonathan finished he walked over to Boris. 
With his steal toe boots, Jonathan kicked Boris in the jaw with all his might.  Blood flew from Boris’ face 
onto Yuri’s.

“That was for Anastasia.  You sick twisted motherfucker.”  He pulled off his mask and looked at 
Yuri.  Yuri stared at him with a blank look.  “You don’t know me so stop trying to figure it out.  You 
HAVE been hunting me for two weeks now.”

“You are a fuckin’ dead man!”
“No my friend, you are,” Jonathan answered with a smile.  “I suggest you make your peace with God 

cause in sixty seconds you’re ALL going to hell.”
Jonathan pushed the start button on the timer.  The red lights that made up the numbers began 

counting down from sixty.  Jonathan jumped over the bow of the Demetri into the water.  There was a 
loud splash as Jonathan went in.

Jonathan took a deep breath and began swimming away from the boat underwater.  With flippers on, 
he was able to swim away with speed.  In his head he was counting the time down.

At fifteen seconds to explosion Jonathan came up for another breath of air.  Filling his lungs he 
looked back at the Demetri.  He figured he was about half a mile away.  Jonathan went back under the 
waves and swam toward the fishing boat.

He continued to count down in his head.  
Three. 
Two. 
One.
BOOM!
The Demetri is no more.  Jonathan, being ten feet underwater, could feel the heat blast.  Chunks of 

wood and body parts were landing all around him.  Hot metal cut through the water like bullets.
A piece of metal jabbed into the back of Jonathan’s right leg.  A jolt of pain shot through his body as 

the hot metal seared his flesh.  Any normal man would have screamed out in pain, not Jonathan.  The 
Marines had taught him to ignore pain and continue on with the mission.

*     *     *     *
“Son of a bitch that hurts!”
“Easy Johnny,” Anthony said trying to pull the shrapnel that lodged itself deep into Jonathan’s leg.
“Of all the fuckin’ luck!”
Jonathan continued to curse to himself as Anthony stitched his leg close.  The heat of the metal was 

so intense that it closed the wound by burning the flesh around it.  The coldness of the water helped to 
cool the metal so as not to cause much damage.

“Johnny I can’t figure out if you’re lucky or unlucky,” Johnson said.  “You get hurt worse than 
anyone else I know but it’s never serious.”

“Yea, whatever fucker,” Jonathan grunted through the pain.  “I get all the scars.”
“That you do,” Johnson agreed.  “No arguing that.  I still can’t believe we pulled it off.”
“Me either,” Royal said as he drove the van, “Sorry I doubted you.”
Jonathan did not answer.  He was drifting off to unconsciousness.
*     *     *     *
“This is one hell of a mess,” Detective Jock said aloud as he looked at all the people tied up and 

passed out on the fishing boat.  “Are they dead Lou?”
“No, just passed out,” Lou Tanly shouted back, a young cop who just made Detective.  “My guess is 

they were all drugged.”
“No shit Sherlock!  Let’s get them out of here then.  Take them to the hospital and start questioning 

them.”
“Yes Sir.”



Detective Jock was sitting in his apartment in Manhattan watching a video of last weeks Jets game 
when he heard the explosion.  He looked out his window to see a fireball out in the harbor.  He looked out 
in horror.  Five seconds later his phone, pager, and cell phone were all going off.  This was going to be a 
busy night indeed.

*     *     *     *
Anastasia was straining to focus her eyes as a bright light was shinning into them.  She tried swatting 

at the light and hit an arm.
“Mam’, Mam’, are you okay?”
“What happened?” she asked stunned, “where am I?”
“You’re in the New York Harbor.  We were hoping you could tell us what happened.”
Anastasia took a couple of deep breaths.  Her head was spinning.  Jonathan had warned her about 

talking too much while her head was still fuzzy.  She drank some water that Lou offered her and that 
helped to clear her head.

“I don’t know what happened,” Anastasia said when she could see clearly.  A sign the drug was 
wearing off.  “Last thing I remember was drinking a glass of water while talking with my date.”

“Did you see or hear anything unusual,” Lou asked softly, hoping to get something useful.
“No,” Anastasia answered slowly.
“Hey Detective look at this,” a uniformed Officer shouted as he lifted something up from the floor, 

“It’s a head!”
Flashlights were shinned in the direction of the Officer as he held up a human head.  Anastasia 

recognized the head.  It belonged to Boris.  Even though half the face was burned there was no mistaking 
it was Boris.  Inside she was smiling.  She would have smiled on the outside if not for the throbbing in her 
head.  Jonathan had kept his word.  Boris was dead.

Detective Jock walked up to the uniform Officer.  “What the hell are you doing tampering with 
evidence!”

He flicked his cigarette away toward the pilot’s tower.  It landed in the middle of an open square. 
Flames ignited as the kerosene burned slowly.  Detective Jock’s eyes grew large as he made out the 
message before him.

Russian’s Dead
One Down
Two to Go
DEATH
*     *     *     *
Chapter 10
Busted
“The blast that shook New York Harbor last night has now been confirmed to be the work of 

DEATH.  Police were still investigating the blast but there seemed to be no need anymore.”
“DEATH sent another letter claiming responsibility for the explosion.  While we can not confirm 

yet, DEATH is claiming to have killed every member of the Russian Mafia.”
“The Demetri, which is registered to Russian crime boss Yuri Ziskin, left this very dock last night. 

There was a very private party in attendance which DID consist of mostly Russians.  The Demetri has yet 
to return which adds credit to DEATH’s letter.”

“Tara have the police released the names of the victims that were spared,” the anchor in the news 
room asked.

“Tom, the police at this moment are stonewalling us, saying it’s too early in the investigation to 
reveal any information.”

“Thank you Tara.  That was Tara Dittus reporting live from New York Harbor.”
CLICK.
Silence filled the room.  No one wanted to look at Marco Cronus.  Marco took a drink of his brandy, 

finishing the glass.
“Bout time this asshole did something right.  At least he got rid of those commie bastards.”



“What you want us to do about the Chinks,” Matthew asked.
“What do you mean Matthew,” Marco asked sarcastically.  “Is there a problem with the Chinks I 

don’t know about?”
“It’s just that they were in tight with the Russians.  They’re gonna want a piece of this asshole.  What 

scares me the most is that they’ve been quiet since Vinny was killed.  It’s not like them to be so fuckin’ 
quiet and go into hiding.”

“Well…”
“Boss,” Josh walked into the room, knowing he better than to interrupt a meeting but this was 

important.  “Sorry Boss but you better turn da news back on.”
Marco grabbed the remote and turned the TV back on.  On the screen was a picture of Jonathan.
This changed everything.
So far no one but Marco and his boys knew that Jonathan was the one killing people.  The police 

suspected him but were not ready to post any information yet.  Now here he was, his face big as day on 
the television in dessert camo fatigues.

Marco turned up the volume.
“We now go live to Tara Dittus with this exclusive story.  Tara…”
“Thank you Tom.  We’re sitting inside our news van with a man who can prove he knows who the 

killer known as DEATH really is.  We will conduct this interview until we get to our studios.  Sir, could 
you tell us who you are how you know the identity of DEATH?”

“Corporal Shane Ramos, United States Marine Corps, Retired.”
*     *     *     *
Johnson spit out his coffee as he heard the name and voice on the news.  He turned around and 

confirmed what he feared deep down in his gut.  It was in fact Ramos.
“Johnny get your ass up,” Johnson shouted over his shoulder.  “Your picture is on the news!  We’re 

busted!”
Jonathan jumped off his cot as if he was shocked with 100,000 volts.  He made his way to the TV 

and could not believe his eyes.
The man was holding up a picture of three men standing together in dessert fatigues.  Ramos, 

Johnson, and Jonathan were flexing their muscles in a playful gesture.  Jonathan still remembered the day 
that picture was taken.  It was the day he received Hera.

The three men were friends just out of Sniper training.  Jonathan was ranked number one in the class 
and Ramos was number two.  Only one point separated Jonathan and Ramos from reversing the rankings.

Ramos always felt he was the better Sniper.  The day the picture was taken was the beginning of War 
Games in Yuma, Arizona.  Dessert warfare was something the military was training heavily for.

The mission was for the Snipers to make their way into the Army camp and sabotage as much 
equipment as they could.  They were given paint bullets, blue for regular rounds and red to simulate 
armor piercing rounds.

Each man had certain targets they were suppose to hit.  They were getting ready when Tony Redding 
came by with a camera.  The young private was always taking pictures.  Ramos, Johnson, and Jonathan 
thought it was funny to flex muscles and make mean faces.

As the men were packing their gear another visitor came to see Jonathan.  He had a rifle custom 
made for Jonathan.  It was Hera.

Ramos was upset because he should be the one to have the rifle not Jonathan.  Jonathan had used 
money he won from a bet over who would graduate at the top of sniper school to pay for Hera.

When the men left, Ramos snuck back and took Hera out with him.  He made it to Jonathan’s targets 
first and fired Hera using real bullets.  He left the rifle where Jonathan could find it.  Jonathan would be 
accused of reckless endangerment and be thrown out of the Corps.

Ramos felt Jonathan never belonged in the Corps anyway because of the reason he was admitted into 
the Corps.  As far as Ramos was concerned Jonathan was not a real Marine.



Bad luck for Jonathan turned out to be the best thing to happen to him that day.  By a stroke of pure 
luck two privates stepped on Jonathan as they were on their way to the Chow Hall.  Jonathan was 
captured.  His mission ended before it began.

The shots that came from Hera came while Jonathan was being interrogated by his captors.  Ramos 
was busted.

At the court marshal Jonathan testified against Ramos.  Ramos was convicted and as far as Ramos 
was concerned, Jonathan was the reason he spent two years in Leavenworth.  Now he was back to get his 
revenge.

*     *     *     *
“I served with these two men in this picture.  The three of us were in Sniper training together.  This 

man in the middle is your killer.  His name is Jonathan McGregor.”
“Mr. Ramos, how can you be so certain that this man is the same man calling himself DEATH?”
“Cuz dat’s what he called himself in training.  He thought he was better than everyone else.  Even 

had a poem he’d say as he made his kills.  Always calling himself DEATH.”
“And you said you have PROOF this is the same man,” Tara asked, trying to draw out the interview.
“Yes.”  Ramos reached into his pocket and pulled out a bullet.  A 7.62x39 bullet.  “This bullet is the 

most common bullet used overseas by foreign countries.  It fits an AK-47 rifle.  Our troops can’t use these 
cuz we have different style weapons.”

“In the field a sniper has only what he takes with him.  If he runs out of ammo then he’s just SOL. 
Jonathan had a special rifle made for him that takes this style bullet.  The barrel has no groves or 
markings inside so it leaves the bullet clean of tracing marks.”

“Because the rifle is a bolt action…”
“I’m sorry,” Tara interrupted.  “A Bolt Action?  What is that?”
“It means the shell isn’t ejected automatically when the gun is fired.  You have to manually slide a 

bolt back to extract the shell and load a new round.”
“I’m sure the police have found traces of the bullet but NEVER a shell casing.  The reason is as 

snipers we’re trained not to leave a trace of our presence.”
The TV flashed the picture of the three men with a white circle around Jonathan’s face.  Then a close 

up of Jonathan was shown.
“Mr. Ramos, you said this other gentleman may be involved as well.”
“Yea,” Ramos answered, annoyance clearly written all over his face.  “The other guy’s name is Ty 

Johnson.  He is like a little dog on Jonathan’s heals.  They never go anywhere alone.  I bet my life if you 
look up his whereabouts he disappeared about the same time as Jonathan.”

“And why have you decided to come forward with this information now?”
“Simple, da reward got big enough for me.”
“Well there you go.”  Tara looked back toward the camera.  “You heard it here first.  This is Tara 

Dittus.  Channel Five, Fox News.”
“Thank you Tara,” the anchorman said.
*     *     *     *
“That’s it Johnny!  It’s over!  We are so fuckin’ dead!”
“Calm down Torres,” Jonathan answered calmly.  “We’ll be fine.  We knew it was only a matter of 

time before we were found out.  We just need to beef up our security.  We need to move to the 
warehouse.”

“But the whole city knows what you and Johnson look like.”
“Yea but not what you, Anthony, or Royal look like.  The entire city will be on edge tonight.  Come 

tomorrow we start Operation Omega.”
“You think we’re ready for that Johnny,” Johnson asked.
“Honestly, no, but time is running short.  If we survive this weekend then we are on borrowed time. 

We have to end it by Monday morning.”



The other three men looked at Jonathan.  They knew that he was right.  With his face plastered all 
over the news every mafia connected person would be looking for him.  It would only be a matter of time 
before the rest of them were discovered.

They were already living on borrowed time.
*     *     *     *
“What do you think Chris?  Think this guy is a good guy?”
“Not sure yet Lou,” Chris puffed.  “It’s hard to say right now.”
The two men continued to jog in silence.  Chris loved to jog every morning before work.  It was 

refreshing and helped him think better.  It helped to bring clarity to a clouded case.
The only other place Detective Jock got this kind of clarity was in the john.  Since he needed to talk 

things over with Lou, jogging was the only option.  There was no way in hell he was going to talk to Lou 
while sitting on the pot.

“The good thing,” Chris continued, “is that he’s got organized crime down in the past month.  These 
guys are scarred and hiding.  In my book that’s a good thing.”

“But he’s still committing murder,” Lou countered.
“Technically that’s true.  But we both know he’s doing what we all wish we could do.  He’s not 

killing innocent men, he’s killing fuckin’ monsters.”
“Question is, when he’s caught, will a jury buy that?”
“Hell, I don’t even think there will be a trial.  And if there is, finding a jury is going to be tough. 

This has made world wide news.  Unlike the D.C. Sniper, this guy is being dubbed a hero.”
“Come on Chris, a hero?”
“Some people think so.”
“What about you?  You think he’s a hero?”
“Hell yea I do,” Chris snapped backed.  “My father was killed by a wise guy over a parking space. 

A fuckin’ parking space.  It didn’t matter that I was with him or that I was five, that fuckin’ asshole was 
going to shoot me next.”

“The cops wouldn’t do anything about it when my mother complained.  One night two guys broke 
our door down and raped my mother.  They told her next time she complained they would be back to rape 
her again.”

“She died inside that night.  My mother use to be a beautiful woman but from that day forward she 
was a zombie.  She was always afraid.  All courtesy of Marco Cronus Sr.”

“Damn Chris.  I didn’t know.”
“Not something I like to talk about.”  The two men came to the end of the trail.  They walked back to 

the parking lot slowly without saying another word.  They stopped and stretched outside of Lou’s car. 
When they finished stretching Chris said, “Let’s get back to the office to start on last night’s paper work.”

They both got in the car.  Lou turned the radio on.  Lou loved Salsa music.  A song was beginning to 
play.  Lou liked the beat and turned up the volume.  Suddenly the song stopped and was replaced with 
static.

“This is Mario Rivera with breaking news.  The identity of the killer known as DEATH has been 
made known.  Reports are saying that Jonathan McGregor, a former Marine Sniper is indeed the man 
killing off the mob.  We’ll keep you updated as more reports come in.”

Chris did not hesitate.  He quickly grabbed his cell phone.  Lou put his little red police light on top of 
his hood and gunned the engine.

“Nealy, Jock.  We just heard on the radio that some guy named McGregor was fingered as the 
sniper.”

“Yea,” Nealy confirmed.  “It was all over Fox News about an hour ago.  Some guy who use to work 
with McGregor blabbed to a reporter.  Dey even showed the son of a bitch’s picture.”

“What?  Now the whole city knows what this guy looks like?”
“Dat’s not all.  Dis guy fingered another guy as an accomplice.  We did some digging and found he 

disappeared after resigning from da Marines.  One month after our boy split town.”
“Thanks Nealy.”



“One last thing.  Da Chief is looking for you.  He’s highly pissed off too.”
“Jesus.  Just what I need.  Okay Nealy, we’ll be in in ten minutes.”
Chris closed his phone and rolled his eyes.
“Well,” Lou asked as he weaved in and out of traffic.
“Well the Chief is looking for us,” Chris answered.  “Not good.”
“I’m guessing not.”
“The good news is that our department didn’t leak McGregor’s name.  Some punk looking for the 

reward money blabbed to Fox News.  The guy served with our boy.  Even fingered an accomplice.”
“You’re shitin me.  We got another name to go on.”
“Yup.  Nealy already looked him up.  Disappeared after resigning from the Corps one month after 

our boy skipped town.”
Lou was listening to Chris and not paying attention to the road anymore.  He did not notice the two 

white flower delivery trucks on either side of him.  The car in front of him was driving slow and slowing 
to a stop.

“Come on asshole, MOVE IT,” Lou yelled at the car in front of him as he laid on the horn, honking 
it over and over.

Chris blew out a long breath before looking out his window.  Adrenaline filled him as he realized 
what was about to happen.

“We’re being hijacked!”
Lou looked out his window but it was too late.  Lou was blocked in.
The driver of the car in front got out.  He pointed an AR-15 at the two Officers as he walked toward 

the car.  The passenger door on the left van opened.
“Gentlemen, please step into the van.  You are not to be harmed.  Your presence is requested.”
Lou and Chris looked at each other.  Lou slowly leaned forward to reach for the pistol he kept under 

the dash.
“Sorry but we already removed all firearms from your vehicle.  Now if you please, get in the van.”
Both men stepped out of the car with their hands raised.  They walked over to the back of the flower 

truck and climbed inside.  Jonathan was sitting in the back with a forty-five pistol pointed in their 
direction.

“Gentlemen please have a seat.  Your lives are about to change forever.”
*     *     *     *
Chapter 11
Countdown to Omega
Louie was sweating uncontrollably as he stepped off the Cronus private jet.  He had heard about 

what happened with the Russians.  The entire family gone.  He was glad they were gone but Louie has 
been shitting bricks since Marco sent for him.

Louie was safe in Miami.  Marco knew this and wanted to use Louie as bait to draw out Jonathan. 
Louie did not like it but he was not about to tell Marco no.

The limo pulled up and Louie kept back as the door opened.  He has been jumpy about getting in 
limos since Marco was kidnapped in his own limo.

“Louie get your little weasel ass in here,” Marco shouted from inside.
“Yes Sir Mr. Cronus.”
Louie stepped over to the limo and got inside.  The limo sped off as soon as the door was closed.
“Quit your fuckin’ shaking,” Marco snapped at Louie.  “This ain’t my limo.  This thing is 

bulletproof.  You’re safe,” Marco paused with a smile, “for now.”
“Sorry Marco, just nervous.  The bosses down in Miami send their best.”
“Are they sending any help?”
“No,” Louie hesitated, “they said they don’t want to get mixed up with this guy.  Not after what 

happened to the Russians.”
“Those fuckin’ assholes,” Marco growled.  “After all I’ve done for them.  No matter, I’m not going 

to need ‘em now that I have you.”



“What do you have in mind boss?”
“I’m gonna call a meeting.  I’m going to offer him you.  You’re the main person he wants.  When he 

comes for you then we’re going to get him.”
BOOM!
The limo began swerving and slowing down.  Marco and Louie dropped down below the windows. 

They were not going to take any chances of a bullet coming through the windows.
The limo was on the side of the highway.  John, the driver, got out of the limo with his gun drawn. 

He was looking around waiting for anything to happen.  He counted to ten and relaxed.
John placed his gun in his shoulder holster.  He began walking around the limo to check for damage. 

When he got to the front passenger wheel he could not believe his eyes.
A high heel shoe was sticking out of the tire.  A blow out due to a woman’s shoe.  John opened the 

passenger door and pressed the intercom button.
“Hey boss, nothing to worry about.  We got a flat.”
“From what,” Marco yelled.
“A fuckin’ high heel shoe.  Got stuck in the tire when I ran it over.”
“A fuckin’ shoe?”
“Yea.  It’ll take ten minutes to change the tire.  We’ll be out of here in no time.”
Marco and Louie began to laugh.  They both really were on edge.  Marco poured himself a glass of 

brandy.  He could not wait until he personally killed Jonathan and regained control over New York.
The front of the limo was being lowered as John finished changing the tire.  He rolled the old tire 

back to the trunk.  With a thump the tire was dropped in the trunk along with John’s dead body.
Jonathan walked to the front of the limo and got in the driver’s seat.  He laid the knife he used to slit 

John’s throat on the seat beside him.
With the doors locked and the metal screen between the front and back in the up position, Jonathan 

pulled onto the freeway.  Marco and Louie had no idea they were the ones being kidnapped.
*     *     *     *
Another typical Saturday night for Tara Dittus.  Alone in her apartment with a Stouffer’s Pizza and a 

video from the corner Video Mart.
Tara did not understand it.  She is one of the best reporters in New York.  She was even recently 

voted one of the sexist women on local TV.  Yet she’s home alone with no boyfriend to call.  
Not even her so called friends wanted to go out with her since she started covering the sniper story. 

She broke the biggest story in the country, the true identity of “DEATH”, and she had no one to celebrate 
it with.  Tara felt she really needed to get some new friends.

A ding rang out from the kitchen.  Tara walked over to the stove.  She could smell the pepperoni and 
mushrooms fill the air as she took the pizza out.  She took a deep breath and let it out slowly.  God, this 
was going to be good.

With the pizza in one hand and a diet Coke in the other, she made her way to the couch.  The heater 
was on but Tara pulled her Sponge Bob Square Pants comforter up over her.  Sponge Bob seemed to be 
the only stable man in her life right now him and “DEATH.”

Tara pushed the play button and waited.  Moulin Rouge was the pick of the night.  She loved 
everything about the movie.  The singing, the dancing, the storyline, it was her own personal fantasy.

Her favorite part of the movie was coming up when there was a knock at the door.  She growled as 
she paused the movie and got up.

“Who is it,” she shouted walking toward the door.
“Twenty-four hour flower delivery.”
Flower delivery.  Who would send her flowers?  Tara looked through her peep hole and saw a huge 

bouquet of roses, lilacs, and lilies.  She opened the door with a very large smile on her face.
“Are you Tara Dittus the news reporter?”
“Yes I am.”
“Great.  Where do you want these?  They’re kind of heavy.”
“Oh sorry,” Tara opened the door wider and let the man into her apartment.  “Who are they from?”



“I’ll tell ya as soon as I look at my paperwork.  Where do you want them?”
“Um, over there on the kitchen bar.”
The man set the flowers down and pulled a slip of paper out of his back pocket.  He unfolded it and 

handed it to Tara.
“Nice place you got here.”
“Thanks,” she responded as she took the paper from his hand.  She opened it and barked, “Is this 

some kind of a joke?”
“No Mam’,” Torres answered.  “You broke the story on him for a reason.”  Torres pointed at the 

paper in Tara’s hand.  It was a picture of Jonathan.  “He would like you to join him so he can explain his 
reason and give you the biggest story of your life.”

Tara stared at Torres as he walked over to the door and closed it.  Her heart began racing.
“And if I refuse,” Tara snapped, trying to sound brave.
“Please don’t.  I will make you unconscious if I have to but I would prefer it if you came along 

willingly.”
Tara stood there, silently praying that she was not about to die.
*     *     *     *
Jonathan sat in a chair looking down into the bottom floor of an abandoned warehouse.  He was 

waiting for Torres to return with Tara.
Johnson and Royal walked over to where Jonathan was sitting.  They each grabbed a chair and sat 

down backward, crossing their arms across the top of the back of the chair.
“Hey Johnny, you need to talk,” Johnson asked.
“No Johnson.  I’m just getting ready in my own way.”
“You sure about this,” Royal asked.
“Kind of too late for me to back out now,” Jonathan answered quickly.  “You guys having second 

thoughts?”
Neither man answered.  Jonathan looked them both in the eyes and could see doubt filled their faces.
“Alright guys.  Spill it.  Once I go downstairs there is no turning back.”
“Johnny you know I loved Joni too.  I understand how you feel but don’t you think you’ve gone a 

little too far?  Killing all those people won’t bring her back.”
“And you Royal,” Jonathan said, not answering the question just yet.  “You think I’m going too far?”
“Look man, we just want to make sure you are ready for this.  The Corps taught us to have honor. 

Do you see any honor in this?”
“Yes I do,” Jonathan snapped back coldly.  “How many times have we been ordered to stand down, 

stand bye, while innocent people were being slaughtered?  How many times were we ready to go into a 
situation and at the last second it was cancelled due to some bullshit policy?”

 “You two don’t know what it’s like living on the streets.  You don’t know how many times I had to 
go hungry because I stole something to eat on someone else’s turf.  You don’t know how many times I’ve 
gotten beaten up because of monsters like Cronus.”

“Johnny, we’re not questioning your past.  We’re brothers till the end.  We’re here for you but do 
you realize what you’re asking?  You’re asking us to follow you into the gates of Hell.”

“Joni and Jillian are in heaven, but I do know I’m going to Hell when I die.  You’re right about that 
Johnson.  But I was heading to Hell long before I met Joni.  There is no way God can forgive me for some 
of the things I’ve done or haven’t done.”

“You remember our second mission Johnson?  The one in Nigeria.”
“What does that have to do with anything,” Johnson answered, not wanting to think back to that 

mission.
“Cause that’s when my trip to Hell started.  Remember we were separated for two hours?”  Jonathan 

did not wait for a response.  “I went ahead scouting and came close to a village.  I took a perch and started 
my scan.”



“I could see two soldiers torturing the men and boys of the village.  Three others were raping the 
women out in the open where everyone could see.  Those that could not move on their own anymore were 
burnt alive.  I heard their screams.  I can still hear their screams.”

“Seven bullets.  All it would have taken was seven fuckin’ bullets to stop that genocide.  Our orders 
were NOT to engage for any reason with the locals.  I followed my orders.”

“When I meet those people on my judgment day what am I suppose to tell them, I was just following 
orders so I had to let you die?”

“I know I can not stop evil but I can at least try to stop it here.  My family was innocent and they 
were slaughtered.  SLAUGHTERED!”

“You didn’t see them.  You didn’t touch them.  You didn’t have to lose the only thing that mattered 
to you.”

“So yea, I’m ready for this. I’m going to avenge my family.  I’m going to destroy the monsters that 
killed my baby.  I’m going to destroy his entire empire.”

Both men looked Jonathan in the eyes.  They knew he was ready.  They knew if he had to he would 
continue his journey alone.  They couldn’t let him do that.

“So what do you plan to do with those of us who are innocent?”
Jonathan spun around.  He saw Torres and Tara standing in the stairwell.  Royal and Johnson stood 

up and walked away toward the stairs.
Johnson stopped next to Tara, standing shoulder to shoulder with her.  “Be gentle with him,” 

Johnson whispered.  “He’s lost so much already.”
Tara stood there dumbfounded by the compassion in the request.
“Miss Dittus, please have a seat,” Jonathan said softly, standing, waiting for her to come to him.
Tara looked behind her.  Torres was there to make sure she did not run away.  Reluctantly she 

walked toward the empty chair Johnson left for her.  She took one last look at the stairs before sitting 
down.  The stairwell was empty.

“Do you plan to kill me too,” she asked as her and Jonathan sat down.
“No Miss Dittus,” Jonathan answered calmly.  “I am not a killer of innocent people.  Every person 

I’ve ever killed deserved it.”
“So you’re playing God then,” Tara snapped.
“Not at all,” Jonathan answered, not fazed by Tara’s anger.  “I look at a man’s life, the good and the 

bad.  Was he a good person or an evil being?  If his life wasn’t worth shit, if he had no goodness in his 
heart, then and only then do I take his life.  Believe me Miss Dittus, every man I’ve ever killed deserved 
to die.”

“Says who,” Tara snapped.  “You?  Who are you to judge if a person’s life was worth, how did you 
put it, oh yea, shit!”

“You got spunk, I like that about you.”  Jonathan leaned back in his chair and let his breath out 
slowly.  “Everyone dies Miss Dittus.  Nature is cruel in this fact.  There are those who are cruel to others. 
No matter how liberal you may be, we ALL have it in us to kill someone.  Do you think Hitler should 
have lived to continue his campaign?”

“Are you comparing Mr. Cronus to Hitler,” Tara answered harshly.
“No, of course not,” Jonathan answered with a chuckle.  “No one was as bad as Hitler, although 

Saddam comes close.  Why don’t we dispense with the pleasantries?”
“Okay then,” Tara said with venom.  “Why don’t you tell me why you kidnapped me?”
“If you wish to see it as kidnapping I understand but you did come of your own free will.  I chose 

you, Miss Dittus, because you were not a corrupt reporter.  That’s why I sent you that letter at the Times.”
“In a way you owe your new found carrier to me.  I’m offering you the exclusive.  You are getting a 

front row seat to the end of organized crime in New York.”
“Do you really think you’re going to stop all crime in New York?  That’s a little naive don’t you 

think?”
“All crime,” Jonathan answered.  “No, I can not stop all crime but I have managed to slow it down 

quiet a bit.  Crime has gone down in this city.”



“I destroyed the Russian mafia.  Tomorrow will be the end the Italian mafia.  Monday will be the 
end of the Triads.  You will see it all happen.”

“Why me,” Tara asked annoyed.
“I already told you.  You’re not a corrupt reporter.  I want this story told properly.  I want everyone 

to know the real reason why this is being done.”
“To avenge the death of your wife and daughter?”
“Yes.”
Tara chuckled to herself, “Not ashamed of that reason at all?”
“Why should I be?  It’s the truth.  Others will be able to walk the streets of New York without fear. 

They can live their lives in freedom.  Everyone will walk away with their own personal feelings about the 
destruction of the mafia but as for me, revenge is my motive.”

“Okay.  Say you do kill all the top guys in the mob.  What prevents others from coming in and taking 
over?”

“Simple,” Jonathan answered, “fear.”
“Fear?  You’re kidding me right?”
“Do I look like I’m kidding?  Miss Dittus one thing is for certain, I will disappear when this mission 

is over.  I will be watching from afar.  If anyone tries to start anything up they will be taken out before 
they can succeed.”

“And what about their children,” Tara snapped back.  “Do you plan to kill them too?”
“The children still have a chance to make something of themselves.  I understand I’m about to leave 

some children fatherless but I’m giving them a gift in return.”
“Gift,” Tara interrupted, “what gift?”
“A chance at a good life.  A chance to make a difference.  A chance to become good.  I do, however, 

understand the need for revenge.  All I have to say is that when they grow up and they still want their 
revenge, I will meet them.  I will fight fair.  I will reunite them with their fathers.”

“That’s kind of harsh.”
“Life is harsh,” Jonathan snapped back with a shout, taking them both by surprise.
Jonathan sat there looking Tara in the eyes.  She stared into his eyes too, not flinching.  She felt she 

was looking into his soul.  Many different feelings were running through her mind.
In a sense, she felt sorry for him.  The way he lost his family was tragic.  She thought about her 

father back home on the farm.  Would he go crazy if his family was killed?
Another part of her felt Jonathan was a cold blooded killer.  Who was he to pass judgment? 

Although she can not argue that people are feeling safer since Jonathan started.
She was grateful too for her career.  As much as she hated to admit it, Jonathan did give her her 

career.
“Okay Mr. McGregor, what would you like me to do,” Tara finally asked with a sigh.
Jonathan made a cutting motion across his throat.  Tara’s eyes grew large as she thought she was 

about to die.  The lights came on.  Tara looked around and saw a video camera pointed over her shoulder 
at Jonathan.

Royal ejected the tape and handed it to Jonathan.  He looked Tara over, keeping the tape close to 
him.

“You will be taken home now Miss Dittus.  I ask, for your safety, you stay there until Tuesday 
morning.”  Jonathan handed her the tape.  “Here is your story.  I ask you wait before airing that, if you 
announce my plans a lot of innocent people will die in the cross fire.  The choice is yours though.  It’s 
your story.”

Tara did not know what to say.  She was stunned.  Slowly she took the tape from Jonathan.  He stood 
up and pointed toward the stairwell.

She stood up and hugged him.  Tears started to fill her eyes.
“Good luck to you,” Tara whispered.  She turned around and followed Torres out of the warehouse.
*     *     *     *
Chapter 12



Omega
Bright light blinded Detective Jock as the hood covering his face was yanked off.  His heart began to 

beat wildly.  Fear began to fill his soul as he started to pray.  Praying he was not about to die.
Chris kept blinking his eyes, trying to get some relief from the white light.  A lone silhouette sat 

down in front of him.  The light was directly behind the silhouette so he could not make out the face.  He 
knew who it was sitting in front of him.

“What do you want with me,” Chris blurted out in a huff.
“Relax Detective,” Jonathan answered coldly, sending a chill down Chris’ spine.  “If I wanted to kill 

you I would have done it at the car.  Are you hungry, thirsty?”
“I could use some water,” Chris answered softly, his throat drier than the Mojave dessert.
“All right,” Jonathan stood up and walked over to a table where the light was.  He lowered the light 

so it was no longer blinding the Detective as he poured the water.  “I’m sorry about all this but this really 
is for your own protection.”

“I don’t need fuckin’ protection,” Chris shouted back.  Something inside of him snapped, filling him 
with anger.  “You’re no better than the men you kill.  I was on your side until you kidnapped Tanly and 
me.”

“I’m sorry you feel that way.”  Jonathan walked behind Detective Jock and unlocked the cuff 
holding his right hand.  “Here’s your water.”

Chris took the water and drank it down quickly.  He was very thirsty because his throat was sore 
from yelling so much.  When he finished the glass the delayed reaction from his hand being freed hit him.

“Why did you free me,” Chris asked, shocked.
“Because maybe it’ll prove to you that you are not a prisoner here.  Now, if you promise not to do 

anything drastic, I’ll unlock your other hand and  your feet.”
Chris looked up at Jonathan and saw that he was sincere.  His hands and ankles were hurting from 

the cuffs.  His legs were falling asleep and he needed to stretch.
“You have my word,” Chris said softly.  “I need to stretch my legs.”
Jonathan reached into his coat pocket and pushed a button.  All the locks opened.  Chris was free.
Chris began to rub his wrist, trying to get the blood flowing in his fingers again.  Slowly, he lifted 

one leg at a time, fully extending his legs.  They tingled as feeling was coming back into his legs.
“Where’s Tanly,” Chris asked, barely realizing that his partner was not present.
“He’s safe in another room.  For now, I wanted to talk to you in private.”  Jonathan sat back down in 

front of Chris.  “I’m sorry to hear about your father and the after effects to your mother.”
“Oh yea, what do you know about it,” Chris snapped angered and annoyed.
“I heard every word of your conversation with Detective Tanly in the park.  I planted a bug on you. 

So now you understand why I’m doing what I’m doing.”
“It’s still against the law,” Chris countered, walking over to the water to take another drink.  He 

picked up the pitcher, seeing the ice floating in the water, he need to quench his thirst.  Quickly he started 
drinking straight from the pitcher, cold water sliding down his throat and his shirt.

“So is murdering an innocent family,” Jonathan continued as Chris drank the water.  “Yet nothing 
was done about it.  What would happen if I handed my family’s killer over to you?  You know as well as 
I do that he’ll be back home in four hours and not go to jail.  Is that justice?”

“No,” Chris answered.  “I agree the system is broken but think about what’s going to happen when 
you kill Cronus.  You’ll be looking for another target.  You’ll never be able to fill that void.”

“If you’re trying to talk me down, you’re barking up the wrong tree.”  Jonathan walked over to the 
curtain in the room and pulled it open.  “Have a look Detective.”

Chris walked over to the window and saw two men hanging from the ceiling in the center of the 
warehouse.  It took Chris a few seconds before realizing who it was hanging there.

“How did you?”
“I extracted them both,” Jonathan answered coolly.  “They are very much alive, for now.”
“They look dead.”



“No,” Jonathan reassured Chris.  “Just beat up.  They, after all, did try to resist,” Jonathan said with a 
smile.  “They have dished out a lot of punishment over the years.  Now it’s coming back to them.  They 
will be the last in all this to die.”

“What are they covered in,” Chris asked, looking at the men’s naked bodies and seeing something 
smothered over their bodies.

“Honey and bird seeds,” Jonathan answered with amusement.  “Some sunflower seeds mixed in 
there as well.”

“You’re kidding,” Chris said stunned.  “Why?”
“Cause I’m about to open all the windows to the outside.  They are gagged so they can’t scream.  I’ll 

leave it to nature to deal with them while I’m gone.  Now if you’ll excuse me Detective, I must be 
going?”

“Going,” Chris asked.  “What about me?”
“You are going to stay here Detective,” Jonathan answered quickly.  “If you prefer I can restrain you 

again.  If you look across the warehouse over there you can see your partner.  You can talk with him 
using that phone on the wall.”

“That bucket in the corner to your left is the toilet.  There is plenty of water for you to drink in that 
cooler over there and five MRE’s on the table.  That’s all I have to feed you, I’m sorry.”

“You’re going to be in here for the next forty-eight hours, minimum, so I suggest you do make it 
last.  There’s also a little TV so you don’t get bored.  Goodbye Detective.”

Jonathan walked toward the open door.  Chris tried to rush him but Jonathan moved quickly, kicking 
Chris in the gut and knocking him to the floor.  Jonathan walked out the door and shut the dead bolt lock.

*     *     *     *
Operation Omega is now in place.  Jonathan found it fitting to name this operation Omega, the END. 

This is going to be the end of the mafia in New York.
He was sitting outside St. Christopher’s Catholic Church.  Marco had told everyone to meet at St. 

Christopher’s if he did not show up after picking up Louie.  They would receive instructions from Father 
Andrews after Mass ended.

By Jonathan’s count everyone in the Cronus family was there that he had not killed already.  Mostly 
foot soldiers.  All the other heads and their Captains have been killed except for Marco’s family.

What was going to be difficult is getting everyone out who is innocent.  Jonathan had been thinking 
about it all night long.  He finally came up with a solution and did not like the idea very much.  It was 
harsh but it still got them out alive and that’s what’s most important.

Jonathan looked at his watch.  Five minutes to go.  Slowly gas was filling the church, making 
everyone inside light headed.  All the doors have been boarded up shut and the front door closed with a 
steel rod.

Five more minutes and everyone should be unconscious.  The fact that this had to happen at a church 
Jonathan hated but he did not choose the time and place, Marco did.  Jonathan just executed the plan.

A timer began ringing.  Jonathan looked at his watch, it was time to execute.
Jonathan stepped out of his car and racked the slide back on the 9mm in his hand.  The silencer was 

in place.  This was going to be quick and hard.  Johnson and Royal walked around from the back of the 
church.  They nodded they were ready as they both lifted up their guns, also with silencers on the barrel.

“God, God, you ready up there,” Jonathan said, the radio mics around his throat picking up his every 
word.

“Roger that,” came the reply.  “Dropping divine intervention now.”
Torres was on the roof over the skylight.  He was going to drop two tear gas grenades into the 

church.  Anyone still awake from the knock out gas would be rendered helpless by the tear gas.
“Bombs away,” Torres said as he broke the skylight.  He dropped the tear gas in.
Jonathan, Johnson, and Royal put on their gas masks.  Jonathan nodded a yes.  Johnson and Royal 

pulled the doors open.  Jonathan rushed in first, followed by Johnson and Royal, closing the door behind 
them.  The iron rod was now placed on the inside, this way no one could come inside behind them.



The three men sweep the church making sure everyone was unconscious.  If any of Marco’s men 
were still awake and moving they were going to get a bullet between the eyes.

“Clear!”
“Clear!”
“Clear,” Jonathan shouted the last confirmation that there was no threat present.  “God, we are all 

clear.  Prepare the transport.”
“Roger that,” Torres replied.  “Getting transport.”
Jonathan reached into the bag he was carrying over his shoulder.  He pulled out two large rolls of 

duct tape.  It’s amazing the things a person can do with duct tape.
The three men began to wrap Marco’s men with the tape.  Wrapping both hands and feet first then a 

small strip was placed over each man’s mouth.  All in all, it took ten minutes to tape and carry all the men 
to the exit door.

Once everyone was in front Torres brought a flower delivery van to the side entrance.  With both 
doors opened wide no one could see what was being carried from the church into the van.  It was the 
perfect cover to carry these men out.

Jonathan wanted to leave in three minutes.  Being careful and delicate was not an issue now.  The 
men were dragged and thrown into the back of the van.  The van had been modified to have a cage inside. 
There was no way these men were going to escape.

Two minutes had passed when the last man was thrown into the cage.  The doors were locked and 
Torres drove away.

Johnson and Royal were going to be trailing the van.  Jonathan was to take a different route back to 
the warehouse.  He was walking around the church to get back to his car when the hairs on the back of his 
neck jumped up.

Jonathan froze and placed himself against the wall.  Slowly he crept toward the front of the church. 
He saw a black Oldsmobile sitting in front of the church steps.  Inside were three Chinese men with 
automatic uzis pointed at the front steps.

They had seen Jonathan go into the church and were waiting for him to come out.  Jonathan pulled 
the nine millimeter out and looked at the car again.

Jonathan knew he was only going to get one shot at this.  As fast as a shot he was, there was no way 
he would be able to squeeze off more than two rounds before the men began firing back in his direction.

Jonathan took a deep breath and let it out slowly.  Looking toward the sky he whispered, “Joni if I 
die right now I’m sorry I wasn’t able to finish what I started.  I love you baby.”

Jonathan could see Joni holding Jillian.  She was smiling at him.  In his head he heard her whisper, 
“I love you too.  It’s not your time yet but we’re waiting for you baby.  I love you.”

A tear ran down his cheek as he smiled.  Seeing Joni gave Jonathan a renewed strength.  He looked 
at the car directly in front of the Oldsmobile.  That was his target to run to.

“Let’s do it,” Jonathan said to himself.
Jonathan began running toward the car, firing the pistol as he ran.  He managed to get off three shots 

before dropping to the front of the car.
Three shots were enough to take out the two men in the front seat.  Now he had to worry about the 

guy in the back seat.
The third guy had fired in the direction Jonathan was running, barely missing him.  He got out from 

the back seat and raised the uzi over his head pointing downward ready to fire.
Jonathan laid down flat on the ground as the third guy fired two quick burst into the car.  Slowly the 

shooter made his way toward the front of the car.  Jonathan waited patiently.
When the shooter’s leg was exposed Jonathan fired two rounds into his left leg.  The shooter fell 

hard, firing his uzi out of reflex as he fell.  As soon as his head came into view Jonathan planted his last 
round between the shooter’s eyes.

Jonathan took a deep breath, letting it our slowly as he stood up.  He walked over to make sure the 
shooter was dead.  He breathed a sigh of relief when he was certain the shooter was dead.



Jonathan picked up the uzi and extracted the magazine.  He emptied the magazine of its nine 
millimeter bullets so he could use them himself.  He repeated this with the other two men.

Sirens rang out in the distance.  Jonathan ran toward his car.  As he reached for the door handle the 
car exploded, throwing Jonathan ten feet in the air and slamming him into the ground hard.

His ears were ringing.  He could not hear a thing.  Jonathan tried to stand up but fell back down.  His 
head was spinning.  He tried to stand once more, again falling back down.

It was then he noticed a sheet of metal sticking out of his leg.  Taking a few deep breaths to brace 
himself for the pain, Jonathan yanked the metal out of his leg, pulling a chunk of meat out with it.

The pain started pumping adrenaline through Jonathan’s body.  Through the flames of his car he 
could see two men watching him.  One of the men raised his arm and fired his gun toward Jonathan.  The 
bullets missed but Jonathan pretended to be hit and fell back to the ground.

As the men walked closer to him, Jonathan held his pistol tight.  Wait for it.  Closer.  When the man 
raised his gun again Jonathan fired his.

Both men fell dead.  Jonathan tried crawling toward the street.  Jimmy Wan had decided to strike 
first and strike hard.  Jonathan, however, was not about to be slowed down.

*     *     *     *
As Torres pulled into the warehouse his stomach began to churn.  Something was not quite right.  He 

looked at his watch.  Johnson and Royal should be pulling in shortly.
Torres turned off the engine and got out of the truck.  When he slammed the door shut the lights 

turned on.
Torres could see Jimmy Wan standing in front of the truck.  He glanced up to where Marco and 

Louie were hanging.  Detectives Jock and Tanly were also hanging up next to Marco.
“Oh shit,” Torres said out loud as he raised his hands up over his head.
“Oh shit is right,” Jimmy answered back.  He whistled loudly.  Twenty men walked out of the 

shadows and stood around Jimmy.
“What is this, a gang rumble,” Torres said with a chuckle in his tone.
Jimmy laughed to himself.  “Brave in the face of death.  I like that.”
“Pal, I’m not afraid of death,” Torres answered.  “I work for him.”
Jimmy pulled a gun from his jacket and aimed it at Torres.  Torres did not even flinch.  Jimmy fired 

two rounds into Torres’s chest.  Torres fell back and laid still.
Just then the floor beneath Jimmy and his boys fell open.  Without warning Jimmy Wan found 

himself on the floor of a metal cellar.  He looked up to see the floor above closing.  Jimmy and his boys 
were in total darkness.

Johnson ran over to Torres.  Royal had his pistol drawn, ready to fire at anyone who would come out 
of the shadows.

“Torres, Torres, you okay,” Johnson said, kneeling down next to Torres.
“No I’m not okay,” Torres shouted, pain in his voice.  “I was shot.  This fucking vest hurts like hell.”
“At least you’re alive,” Johnson said, slapping Torres across the stomach.  “Come on get up.”
Torres sat up slowly, coughing from the pain in his chest.  Johnson opened Torres’s shirt and pealed 

off the rounds stuck to the bulletproof vest.  He chuckled to himself as he helped Torres take off the vest.
“What took you guys so long,” Torres huffed, his lungs feeling like they were about to explode.
“Sorry Torres,” Royal said.  “That’s my fault.  I saw they were standing over the cell so I snuck 

around to pull the trap door.”
“Johnny called,” Johnson added.  “They got him good at the church.  He’s going to be late getting 

here.”
“So what do we do with these fuckers,” Torres said pointing at the van.
“Let Johnny figure that out,” Johnson answered with a smile.  “He’s good at that sort of thing.”
The three men walked over to their supply room.  Royal wanted to carry an M-4 rifle instead of his 

pistol, incase someone else showed up.
Just as Royal chambered a round into his rifle Tran Wan walks into the warehouse with Danny right 

behind him, both men carrying uzis.



Torres raised his M-4 first and fired.  Tran fell without firing a shot.  Danny reacted quicker and 
ducked behind the flower van.

More Triads filtered into the warehouse, firing as they ran in behind the van.
Torres, Johnson, and Royal spread out in different directions.  The firefight had started, bullets flying 

rapidly as the full automatic weapons were fired.
The gun fire echoed loudly throughout the warehouse.  The battle lasted five minutes before the last 

round was fired.
Johnson slowly walked toward the flower van, his weapon ready to fire.  The van looked liked Swiss 

cheese with all the holes in it.  Johnson walked around the van slowly.  One person was barley moving so 
Johnson shot him dead.

“Clear,” Johnson shouted.
After five seconds of silence a chill ran down Johnson’s spine.  He should have heard Royal and 

Torres yell clear as well.  The fact that they did not meant something was wrong.
Johnson walked around the warehouse, still keeping his M-4 at the ready.  He saw Royal lying on the 

ground.  Quickly Johnson dropped to Royal’s side and felt for a pulse.
Royal had no pulse.  He had a bullet hole in his throat.  Johnson shook his head no.  He could not 

believe Royal was dead.
Just then he remembered Torres.  Getting back up Johnson put his rifle at the ready.  He scanned the 

area.  Dead bodies laid everywhere.  Finally he spotted Torres lying on his stomach in the supply room.
Johnson ran toward Torres and stopped just short of him.  There was no need to check his pulse to 

see Torres was dead.
Johnson tried to catch his breath.  He had been around fallen Marines before but this time was 

different.  This was more personal.  Tears filled Johnson’s eyes.
To Johnson’s amazement Torres coughed.  Johnson dropped to the floor and rolled him over slowly.
“Hang in there Torres.  You’re going to be alright.”
“You’re a fuckin’ liar,” Torres coughed again as he gasped for air.  “Royal,” Torres whispered, 

concerned clearly in his tone.
“He’s gone,” Johnson answered softly.
Torres shook his head no.  He gasped heavily before coughing up blood.  “You and Johnny gotta 

finish it.  It’s all you.  It wasn’t for nothing right?  It wasn’t for nothing?”
“No, it wasn’t for nothing,” Johnson answered, holding Torres’ hand, trying to comfort him.
“You know what to do.”
“Yea buddy.  I know what to do.”
Torres coughed again and took a deep breath.  He held Johnson’s hand tightly.  “Simper Fi brother,” 

Torres said, tears rolling down his face.  “WHOOYA.”
“WHOOYA brother.  WHOOYA.”
“WHOOYA,” Torres whispered with his dying breath.
*     *     *     *
Chapter 13
Finishing It
Johnson was in the back of the warehouse when he heard Jonathan yelling.  Gently he laid Torres 

down next to Royal.  Slowly and with much sadness he covered both men with a tarp.
“Johnson!  Torres!  Royal,” Jonathan continued to yell as he scanned the warehouse slowly.
“In the back room,” Johnson yelled over his shoulder.  He could not take his eyes off of his fallen 

comrades.
Jonathan limped his way to the back room.  After seeing all the dead bodies he had kept his pistol 

drawn.  He was ready in case someone was holding the others as hostages.  He was not, however, 
prepared for what he found.

“Johnson, where is Torres and Royal?”
“There,” Johnson whispered, pointing down to where the two men laid.
“What happened,” Jonathan asked, finally holstering his pistol.



“Your fuckin’ crusade blew up!  That’s what happened,” Johnson yelled, turning to face Jonathan. 
He was full of rage and was about to unleash it.  “Your personal war cost them their lives!”

“Calm down Johnson.  This won’t bring them back.”
Johnson rushed Jonathan.  Jonathan fell easy due to the loss of blood from his leg.  He could barely 

stand on his own.
“How fuckin’ dare you!  You don’t even feel sorry for their deaths!”  Johnson punched Jonathan in 

the face.  “You don’t even care!”
Johnson punched Jonathan again.  Jonathan allowed Johnson two more hits.  Jonathan caught the 

third punch and managed to push Johnson off of him.  His leg was throbbing with pain.
“I…care…” Jonathan said as he tried catching his breath.  “I never wanted them to die.”
“But they did!”
Johnson sat up with his back against the wall.  Jonathan sat up against the opposite wall.  They 

looked at each other like two tired soldiers across a battlefield.
“Johnson you can’t quit now.  Royal and Torres were my family.  They were my brothers.”
“They didn’t deserve to die Johnny.  You promised only people who DESERVED to die would die. 

Now they’re gone.”
“I know,” Jonathan pleaded, “but we gotta finish it.  We can’t let their deaths be for nothing.”
“You fuckin’ asshole,” Johnson said just loudly enough for Jonathan to hear.  He was chuckling 

under his breath.  “You must be Torres’s brother.  Torres wasted his dying breath to tell me the same 
thing.”

“I need you Johnson.  I need your help.”
Johnson stood up and walked over to Jonathan.  He reached his hand down to help lift him up.
“Let’s get you patched up you lucky son of a bitch.”
*     *     *     *
Jonathan’s leg was wrapped up tight.  Since the warehouse has now become a battlefield the wound 

was dressed as a battlefield dressing, quick and sloppy.
“So what are we going to do with Jimmy Wan,” Johnson asked, looking Jonathan straight in the 

eyes.
Jonathan scooted himself off the table and nearly fell.  His leg was still very weak.  He had lost a lot 

of blood and would not be able to run if he had to.  That did not concern him now, however.  Right now 
someone had to pay for the deaths of Torres and Royal.

Someone was going to die.
Jonathan looked around the room, trying to get an idea.  Something good Jonathan thought to 

himself, something worth revenge.  Slowly he made his way to the weapon’s locker.
There staring him in the face were four grenades.  Torres loved using grenades.  Jonathan never 

understood why but right now he loved them too.
Without saying a word Jonathan grabbed the grenades and wobbled out the room toward the trap 

door where Jimmy and his boys were being held.
He lifted a small door so he could look down into the cell.  Jimmy Wan held up his hand to block the 

bright light flooding his eyes.
“Hey you fucker, just thought you should know your sons are dead!”
Jimmy answered by firing a pop shot at Jonathan.  Since his eyes were not yet adjusted to the light 

the shot went wide.
“Now it’s time to join them,” Jonathan said calmly.
Jonathan pulled the pins out of the grenades, dropping all four into the cell.  He dropped the door 

closed and wobbled away.
BOOM!  BOOM!  BOOM!  BOOM!
Jonathan kept walking away.  Johnson strolled up to the door and opened it slowly.  A cloud of 

smoke rose up like a Phoenix.  He could hear coughing and moans coming from the men below.  Most of 
the men were still alive but not all of them had all their body parts.  Racking a fresh round into the 
chamber of his M-4 Johnson smiled.



“Like shooting fish in a barrel.”
Johnson opened fire, making sure he shot every man down in the pit.  Not a single soul was going to 

survive.  Torres and Royal’s death would not be meaningless.
When he emptied his magazine no one was moving.  The job had been done.  Jonathan watched from 

afar as Johnson reloaded his rifle and began shooting again.  Jonathan was not about to stop him.  Johnson 
needed to get the pain he felt out of his system.

Silence filled the warehouse as the last round fired.  The only sound that could be heard was Johnson 
breathing heavily.  Slowly he turned around and faced Jonathan.  The two men stared at each other, 
silently reading one another’s mind.

It was time to finish this war.
Jonathan and Johnson walked over to where Marco, Louie, Chris, and Tanly were hanging from the 

ceiling.  Slowly Johnson lowered Chris and Tanly.  They were too weak and did not try to move.
“I’m sorry about all this Detectives, but it’s about to end.  Those two up there are the only ones left.”
“Jonathan you have to let the law deal with them,” Chris pleaded, desperately trying to gather his 

strength.
“Sorry Detective.  I didn’t come this far to wait now.  Besides, you got problems of your own to 

worry about.”
“What do you mean,” Chris asked concerned.
Jonathan slowly lowered Chris into a chair.  Johnson was right behind them carrying Tanly over his 

shoulder.  Tanly was unconscious so Johnson laid him on the floor next to Royal and Torres.
“What I mean Detective are the crooked cops in your department.  I have a list of names from patrol 

cops to judges, all the way up to your precise Captain Wolf.”
“Now I know you’re lying,” Chris snapped defensively.  “Captain Wolf is as straight as they come.”
“Sorry to disappoint you but I have proof.”  Jonathan reached into the supply locker and pulled out a 

police duffel bag.  He walked over to Chris, dropping the bag at his feet.  “Inside you will find names and 
their crimes.  There are also video and cassette tapes of them breaking the law, all done in the past ten 
months.”

“How?  How did you get this?”
“I never left New York,” Jonathan answered with a smile.  “I’ve been watching everyone who dealt 

with the Cronus family.  The list expanded to other families and other Officers.  You have all the proof 
you need.”

“Now if you’ll excuse me Detective, I have business to attend to.  Johnson will remain here to help 
patch you up.  Again, I’m sorry Detective,” Jonathan said very sincerely.  “I never meant for you to be 
harmed.”

Jonathan walked out of the room and locked the door behind him.  It was time to make Marco and 
Louie pay for their crimes.

Both men were hanging motionless.  Jonathan lowered them slowly, letting his mind savor what was 
about to happen.  One thing was for certain, pain was going to be involved.

Jonathan grabbed the fire hose off of the wall and turned it to full stream.  The water rushed out 
hitting Marco and Louie like a ton of bricks.  Where they once were motionless they were alive and 
moving now.

Jonathan made sure to hose both men down equally.  The streaming water was giving both men a 
beating, causing them to be too weak to fight.

Jonathan turned off the hose, dropping it to the floor.  His eyes were filled with tears.  This was it. 
Justice for Joni and Jillian would finally be served.

Without saying a word Jonathan strolled up to Marco and grabbed the top of his hair.  Marco reached 
for Jonathan’s hand but was too weak to stop him.

“Gotta make sure you don’t get away.”
Jonathan dragged Marco to the wall.  There were pipes running up the wall to the ceiling.  He took 

out a pair of handcuffs and cuffed Marco to the pipes.  He then kicked Marco in the face with his good 



leg.  Jonathan almost fell over from the weight of his body.  He managed to hop backward and regain his 
balance.

Once he was stable again he made his way over toward Louie.  Louie was making a poor attempt to 
crawl away.

“Youse stay away from mese!”
“Not a chance in hell bub,” Jonathan shouted.  Louie was going to suffer more than Marco.  Louie 

was going to suffer the same way he made Joni suffer.  “You are going to pay for what you did to my 
family.”

Jonathan caught up with Louie and rolled him over onto his back.  He punched Louie hard on the 
nose, breaking it once more.

Jonathan grabbed Louie’s arm and dragged him across the warehouse over the dead bodies.  He had 
a room all prepared for Louie.

Inside the room there was a hook hanging down from the ceiling.  On the table laid a rope and a dull 
machete.  There was a vise grip bolted to the table as well.

“First you broke her nose.  Then you raped her again and again.  Then you gutted her.  Now you’re 
going to experience the same thing she felt.”

At hearing those words horror filled Louie’s soul.  He was truly terrified.  Now Louie knew how his 
victims must have felt every time he came around them.  He use to love that power, the power to make 
people afraid for their lives.

Jonathan lifted Louie to his feet and faced him toward the table.  Louie was standing directly in front 
of the vise grip.

Jonathan smiled as he seen the terror on Louie’s face.  Louie tried to struggle but was too weak to 
really put up a fight.

Jonathan grabbed Louie’s penis.  He put it in the vise grip and closed it tight.  Louie screamed and 
tried moving backward but the pain caused by the vise grip changed his mind.

“This is for Joni,” Jonathan said as he raised the machete over his head.  In one quick motion he 
swung the blade downward, cutting Louie in two.

Louie fell to the floor screaming.  His hands went to his penis only to find what he already knew.  It 
had been cut off.  His eyes glanced up and saw Jonathan opening the vise grip.  His penis fell to the floor 
in front of him.  Louie cried from the pain he felt.

Jonathan lifted his good leg and stomped down hard on Louie’s penis.  Blood squirted out at Louie 
as Jonathan continued to stomp it flat.

Jonathan lifted Louie back onto his feet and bent him over the edge of the table.
“NO!  NO!  Please don’t fuck mese!”
“Why not,” Jonathan shouted; his words hard and deadly.  “Joni begged you to stop and you 

wouldn’t would you!”
Jonathan reached into a draw under the table and pulled out a plastic fat tube.  The tube was four 

inches round and three inches long.  He held it in front of Louie’s face.
“You see this,” Jonathan whispered into Louie’s ear.  “This is a remote bomb.  Inside is some C-4 

and a remote detonator.  There is a timer on it too.  I set the timer for two minutes.”  Jonathan paused to 
let it sink in before asking, “Guess where this is going?”

“No!  Please God no!”
Jonathan placed the bottom of the tube on a wooden stick.  With one hand he held Louie down 

against the table.  With the other hand he shoved the tube into Louie’s ass.
He used the wooden stick to push the tube in deeper.  When it was as deep as it was going to go 

Jonathan pulled out the stick.
Next Jonathan grabbed the rope off the table.  He tied Louie’s hands together, making a small loop 

between his hands.  He then walked over to the wall and lowered the hook with a switch.
“This room was used to slit the throats of cattle before they were butchered.  Now it’s going to be 

used to butcher the butcher.”
“I didn’t kill your wife,” Louie pleaded, crying.



“You were there.  You killed her.  She died because of YOU!”
Jonathan lifted Louie off the table.  He dragged Louie to the hook, placing the loop in the hook.  He 

then walked back over to the wall to raise the hook.  He raised Louie high enough that his feet no longer 
touched the floor.  He took the machete and cut down the middle of both Louie’s legs.  Finally he stabbed 
Louie in the stomach.

“In five minutes you’ll bleed out.  In one minute I’m going to start that timer in your ass.  It’s a race 
to see which one kills you first.”

Jonathan walked out of the room and closed the door.  Slowly he made his way back to Marco. 
Marco saw everything that Jonathan did to Louie.  He was afraid Jonathan was going to do the same to 
him.

“Stay the fuck away from me!”
Jonathan ignored Marco.  He grabbed his hair and lifted him to his feet.
“Watch Marco.  Watch as your boy dies.”
Jonathan pushed the detonation button to start the countdown.  He lifted Marco’s head, making him 

watch Louie squirm.  Louie stopped moving finally.  His body went limp as his heart stopped beating.
Jonathan had timed it perfectly.  Thirty seconds after Louie’s body stopped moving the C-4 

exploded.  There was nothing left of Louie.
“If I could, I would kill you over and over again.  As it is, you are going to just die.”  Jonathan 

looked Marco in the eyes.  “I kept my word Mr. Cronus.  I destroyed your empire.  I killed all your boys. 
Now you are the last to die.”

Jonathan reached down with both hands on either side of Marco’s head.  He grabbed Marco’s ears 
and lifted him onto his feet again.

Jonathan pulled out a plastic knife.  He waved it in front of Marco’s face.  Marco’s eyes grew large. 
Jonathan shoved the knife into Marco’s stomach, breaking the tip off inside of Marco.

Jonathan stood over Marco, watching him die slowly.  It took Marco five minutes to die.  Finally the 
war was over.

*     *     *     *
Epilogue
“This is Captain Jock.”
“Hello Detective.  I see you’ve done well for yourself.”
“Hello Jonathan,” Chris said surprised.  “Where are you?”
“Now, now Detective,” Jonathan answered playfully.  “You’ve been asking me that for three months 

now.  Have I ever answered you?”
“No.”
“Have you finally given up tracing my calls?”
“Yes.  How did you know?”
“Cause my tracer alarm isn’t going off.”
“What can I do for you Jonathan,” Chris asked as he turned around to look out his window.
“I understand you’ve had a visitor asking about me lately.”
“People ask me about you all the time.”
“This guy works for the government.  I can tell by the way he acts.”
“You’re right,” Chris answered surprised, although deep down he knew he shouldn’t be.  “He’s 

CIA.”
“Then that means your phone is tapped,” Jonathan said sharply.  “Good-bye Detective.”
“No.  Wait…”
The line went dead.  Again Jonathan had vanished without a trace, almost as if he never existed. 

Chris took one last look at the phone before hanging up.
“Well he knew you were from the government.  Said he could tell by the way you acted.”
“What did he say,” Brian Ramstead asked annoyed.  Brian was a senior CIA agent.
“He said you were tapping my phones.”
“What else?”



“Nothing.  He hung up.”
“He’s going to try to contact you in some other manner.  We will be watching so act normal when he 

does.”
“What do you want with him?”
“Sorry Captain but that’s classified information.”
“Don’t forget he’s wanted for over three hundred counts of murder in the tri-state area.  If you catch 

him he’s ours.”
“Captain I’m CIA.  WE get him first.”
“Fine but I want to interrogate him,” Chris snapped.
“Captain,” Brian rolled his eyes as he stood up, “you are nothing more than bait here.  Whether you 

like it or not, you’ve been ordered to help us.  My two agents outside will stay with you all day.  Don’t tip 
him off or else we’ll know.”

Brian shook Chris’ hand and walked outside.  He spoke with the two agents outside the office then 
left.

Chris hated having to work with the CIA.  The truth was he did not want Jonathan caught.  Crime 
had remained down since the death of Marco Cronus.

A few small time wannabes tried starting their own mafia but Jonathan was there to squash them like 
the cockroaches they were.

“I wish I could help you Jonathan,” he whispered, “I wish I could help you.”
*     *     *     *
Jonathan watched Brian walk out of the police building.  Every day at the same time he went to see 

Chris and wait for Jonathan’s call.  Jonathan was not sure who really had the upper hand but he was not 
going to take any chances.

Brian had found a Deli he loved.  He went there every day after leaving Chris’ office.  Today when 
he ordered his roast beef on rye Brian was going to receive a major surprise.

“Johnson, the bird just left the nest,” Jonathan said into a disposable cell phone.  “Heading your 
way.”

“Roger that,” Johnson answered.  “Preparing the package now.”
Jonathan hung up the cell phone and put away his binoculars.  He took the battery out of the phone 

and threw it over in a dumpster as he walked away.  Jonathan was not going to tail Brian, he already knew 
where to go.

*     *     *     *
“Roast beef on rye, extra mayo.”
“Thanks kid,” Brian said, taking the sandwich from the kid behind the counter.  He paid the clerk 

and sat down at his booth to eat.
The kid walked to the kitchen.  “God I hate that guy.”
“You did good,” Johnson said.  “Here is your money.”
The kid took the money and walked out the back door.  Johnson just paid him one hundred dollars to 

disappear for an hour.
Johnson mixed super ex-lax in with the mayo.  Now all he had to do was wait.  He could see Brian 

enjoying his sandwich when the ex-lax kicked in.
There was a restroom across the lobby.  Brian stood up and his stomach bubbled more.  He ran as 

quickly as he could, holding his stomach and pinching his cheeks closed.  He hoped he made it to the stall 
in time.

Johnson could not help but laugh as Brian ran through the door and made his way to the men’s room.
Jonathan came around the corner where the elevators were.  He walked into the men’s room first, 

pistol drawn and ready to fire.  Johnson walked in behind him and stayed at the door.
Jonathan did a quick scan of the room.  Brian was the only man in the stalls.  From the smell and 

sounds coming from the stall the ex-lax hit Brian hard.  Jonathan kicked the stall door open, pointing his 
gun at Brian.



“You son of a bitch,” Brian moaned as more liquid shot uncontrollably from his rear.  His gun was 
also drawn but he could not aim it.

“What do you want with me,” Jonathan demanded.
Brian did not answer.  He was in pain and doubled over.
“Answer the question,” Jonathan shouted, ready to shoot if he had to.  “What do you want with me?”
“Do you mind,” Brian huffed, bracing himself for the next rush of liquid.  “You did this to me?”
“I DO mind,” Jonathan answered, getting impatient.  “Now answer the fuckin’ question or Langley 

gets another star on the wall.”
“I…” Brian paused to grunt as more liquid escaped his body.  “I was sent here to recruit you.”
“Recruit me for what?”
“You fucking bastard,” Brian answered.  “This hurts like a son of a bitch.”
“Too bad,” Jonathan snapped.  “What does the CIA want ME for?”
“To kill,” Brain snapped back.  “That is what you do best.”
“Kill who?”
“Who ever we tell you to.”
“I don’t work that way.  I don’t kill innocent people.”
“Nobody’s…” Brian grunted again, “nobody’s innocent.  You of all people should know that.”
“I don’t take orders from anyone anymore so you’re wasting your time.”
“Talk to me fairly.  I think you’ll change your mind.”
Jonathan thought about what Brian said.  Maybe if he listened he could get the CIA off his back.
“Okay toss me your guns.”
Brian dropped his pistol on the floor and kicked it out of the stall.
“Both of them please,” Jonathan said.  “Your ankle too.”
Brian grunted as he lifted his leg high enough to pull out another pistol he had holstered on the inside 

of his right ankle.  He dropped it and kicked it out of the stall.  Jonathan stepped back toward the sinks. 
He hopped up onto the counter, still pointing his pistol at Brian.

“Do you mind,” Brain asked, waving his hand downward, so Jonathan could lower his pistol.
“Sorry but you’re CIA.  That means I don’t trust you out of my sight.  One wrong move and you 

die.”
“Fine.”
Brian finished up and walked out of the stall slowly.  He felt like a herd of cattle had just run over 

his stomach.
He walked over to the sink furthest away from Jonathan.  Right now he wanted to keep his distance 

from Jonathan.  He did not have the upper hand and that upset him.
“Okay, start talking,” Jonathan said harshly.
Brian had been splashing his face with water.  He turned off the water and looked at Jonathan.
“Being a Marine sniper you know about the list?”
“Yes.  I crossed General Bazda off that list.”
“I know.  That was an impossible shot.  You caused a lot of trouble with that shot.”
“What’s your point?”
“My point is you’re the best our country has ever trained.  You proved that with your little personal 

war with the mafia.  Now we want you to work for us.”
“I told you I’m done taking orders.”
“The people we’ll ask you to kill are on the list.  You know everyone on that list deserves to die.  If 

you did work for us it would be under Black Ops division.  You wouldn’t have to keep looking over your 
shoulder.  You can live your life until we call for you.”

“And if I refuse?”
“Then we’ll hunt you down and bring you to justice.  Despite what you think, you are not 

uncatchable.”
“I know I’m not but it becomes a fun game doesn’t it,” Jonathan said smugly.  “I’ll think about your 

offer.”



“What do you mean you’ll think about it?  What’s to think about?”
“Well for one, where will I live,” Jonathan answered jokingly.  “There’s nowhere in the States where 

I’m not wanted.”
“You can live in Europe.  We’ll give you an expense to live on, passports, new identification. 

Anything you need.”
“And I will have the final say on who I do and do not shoot?”
“Yes.”
“Sounds like a good offer.  What do you think,” Jonathan asked over his shoulder.
“What about me,” Johnson said as he walked around the corner, his pistol aimed at Brian.
“What about you,” Brian snapped.
“Hey now,” Jonathan said, faking being offended.  “Play nice.  This here is my right hand man.  I 

don’t go anywhere without him.”
“The agency only wants you,” Brian snapped.
“That’s my offer,” Jonathan snapped back.  “You don’t get me without him.  And I want final say on 

all targets.  I may be a killer but I do have a sense of morality.”
“Fine,” Brian huffed.  “I’ll get him accepted into the Agency also.  Only catch is you have to leave 

with me now.”
“Why?”
“Cause you still have to go through training at the farm.”
“Okay,” Jonathan said.  “But we’re not leaving with you now.  We’ll meet you at Langley two 

weeks from today.”
“That’s not acceptable,” Brian snapped back annoyed.
“It’s going to have to be.  Right now I have the upper hand and I’m going to keep it that way.  Now, 

what’s your name?”
“Brian Ramstead.”
“Now I know who to ask for at Langley,” Jonathan said with a smile.  “Now Mr. Ramstead if you 

would please, drop your pants.”
“What?”
“Can’t have you following us when we leave,” Jonathan explained.  “Your shoes and pants please.”
Brian stood there looking at the two pistols pointed at him.  After waiting ten seconds he kicked off 

his shoes and dropped his pants to the floor.
“What next?” he snapped at Jonathan.
“Now your jacket and shirt.”
Brian did as he was told.  He was standing there wearing his socks, boxer shorts, and a white tank 

top.”
“Johnson,” Jonathan said, not taking his eyes off of Brian.
Johnson handed his pistol to Jonathan as he walked toward Brian.  He took out a pair of handcuffs 

and nodded his head toward the handicap stall.
Brian, holding his hands out in front of him, walked into the stall.  He sat on the floor and wrapped 

his arms around the toilet.  He was not about to try and fight.  Johnson handcuffed Brian’s hands around 
the toilet.  He stood up and walked out of the stall.

“If you’re really CIA you’ll be out of those cuffs in less than five minutes.  We will be in Langley as 
promised.  See you in two weeks Mr. Ramstead.”

Jonathan and Johnson walked out the door, leaving Brian’s clothes in the trash can.  Jonathan took 
the pistols with him.  Slowly the two men walked out into the streets of New York, disappearing without 
a trace.

Brian managed to get the cuffs off of him in three minutes.  As he got to the door he saw his clothes 
in the trash.  He chuckled to himself.

“Welcome to the CIA Mr. McGregor,” Brian said as he retrieved his clothes.

The End



*     *     *     *
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